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nhudion comn1n- toacher qiu t-nnnirc, clasnroom oblrvati 1,

11 1 ntervicw o were carried out contrmnti ng f rval and AnnD A 1

-h nr, pTaCL1Ce in open-plan uid conventional roomc Study One oampled

including second year junior pup Study Two

lampled 30 toanner- including 13 with 'mixed' tea ling styles.

Inutr 1 uto woro choson of designud _ Id piloted to lock at

teachern of

pat , 01,11 culum orgadzation and dczign, movement and language.

TlacY 1' attitudes were more disc iminative than use of open-plan or

onnventional facilities. Fo 1 teacherz us d ciao: teaching signiflcan

mre than Informal teachers. There was also a significantly greater

proportion of teacher talk in the formal classes; pupils were generally

expected to be quiet. Movement at pupils' discretion was not permitted

except for oucu1ng for t.scher attention. Formal teache

at the front of the room or at their desk. No framework for pupil choice

provided. Small groups were used occasionally as an organizational

device, but did not include pupil planning.

Informal teachers structured a complex network of activities,

providing significantly more imultaneously occurring acti\rlties and

opportunities for pupil choice, including small gr up work involving pupil

plann ng. There was significan ly more movement at the pupils' discretion.

Pupil talk was highly valued; over 80 percent of the language to which

the pupil was evected to attend was peer interaction.

Morning work was do inated ley the 3lis, afternoon by Art and Topic W rk.

Opcn-plan rooms led to significantly mere small group work, pupil

talk, and simultaneous activities, though formal teachers reacted by setting

le tasR for the entire class.

The use of various groupings and the provision of a framework for

pupil choice successfully discriminated among teaching styles and seem

concrete, intuitively sensible, and manipulable variables useful in both

research and practical contexts.
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CHAPTER ONE

['WORM. CA /PT: PTOR AND RESEAR'i

conjwate our verb ao 'I am libe
permissive; he hao no standards',"

SE1FTOII 1. AI)VOCATES : T E POPULAH LITERATUTE

A. Jet

parallel

art

7mal oducati is the umbrella term f r the somewhat

- from identical practices that have developed and are

itlori to the traditional, acade -c lly focusseddeveloping In

itamq ALIN. This been an international trend; though one whose

origins 1 te in the work of teach rs and schools independently evidencing

dissatisfaction 4ith an educational atmosphere they have felt to be

dehumanized and irrelevant. To oversimplify, the positions polarizo

be-twe n the traditional school deelgned t- guide its pupils to a

mastery of the scholarly disciplines and an appreciation of culture,

and the informal choo1 that encourageo its pupilr to interpret and

lp ate in the diverse and changing world around them. The

traditional ehao1 is well-established. Most of us have tended them.

The informal school is far from established. Many adults have never

be n in one. In place of thirty pupils sitting in straight rows Adams

and Biddle, 1970) eed In question-an -feedback sequences with

the teacher (Bellack et al., 1966), the informal educator posits a

model which emphasizes the dignity and judgment of the individual PnPil.

Those who advocate informal -du-ation hqpe to initiate a new visi n of

1
Many American authors use the appealing term 'open education' to refer
to what we shall call 'informal education'. For the questions we
consider, using the word 'open' is likely to confuse methods and
facilities. Throughout this study we will use 'formal' and 'informal
to refer to teaching practices. 'Open-plan' and 'conventional' will
refer to the spaces within which these pract ces occur.

9



the classroom, o t'ar that vision is h y.

and 'hittenden (1970) put tho problon nu y

there in no single document to which one can turn to discover
Lnsormai7 education "really is" (p. 14 ).

The terni themselves are often confusing. The reader can usually assume

tha 'open-spaee schools' refers primarily to the building design, but

'open plan', open cl- srooms' and 'open education' are more ambiguous

In an interview with one Head Teacher, Corrie (1974) was told, "open-

plan only dencrib .c the building. It d- n't describe the teaching

that's taking pla-e inside It" (p. 13). Yet even within a_ area of

building description the reader may easily become confused. Ai'chitoct s

uae the terrr

of areas without any interior alls" Sargent 1964, p. 223) in

contrast to th 'loft plan' which is a "structure with interior

f n plan' to label a design that "provides an area or

partitions that can be taken down and reassembled to alter the size and

hape and grouping of spaces" (p. 224) and also in contrast to the

design labelled 'planned variability' which is an approach "which

ttempts to bui d Into the structure itself the basic spaces of

different sizes and types" (p. 229). Most parents and teachers would

r fer to all three of these building designs as open-plan'.

those attespting an informal education in open-plan room

not only the terminology but also the programmes themselves vary, as a

brief look at the claims of the proponents will make clear. A

questionnaire sent to parents of pupilsin ppen-plan schools in

Saskatoon (Kindrachuk, 1970) suggests that the key f atures af t-

programme in open-plan informally-oriented schools are "the concepts

of individualized instruction and continuous progress" (13. 13),

B _son (1971) emphasizes family grouping an integrated day, and an

1 0



into tat iiry1 rul UM. /U1 r-h1 trctiitt LI1d toallt tettOt

cons the significant uiwi1 y I xirtti t aJ. 19n)4 narth

and Hathbone (1969) provide a lat-

omphanizing programme rather than facili t

Some of the phraser Used to describe the no

)mpone

"What is open

include 'free day',

'integrated day', 'integratcd e lum'i 'inforl

'dnvelnpmrntal elan mternhire ()del'

1ln Committee 197)) would difior with at lea-

elawwoom

The Cumberland

some f the

erlte la listed above, most notably with 'integrated day" and

'Integrated et Jeulnet "Not all seh_ols In an (Ypen Plan situatIon

havo an integrated day- (p. 1). "All members agreed that there

oho ld he a =finite Se of Work for athematics thro hout the

entire seh PS 5).

iius fo- ation

Given this considerable interest in informal education, in what

ways it is _eckoned aaperior ,
the traditional approach to education?

These will bo conoldered below in separate sections on the digni y of

the individual, discovery learning, integrati n, flexible growing,

choice, and enjoyment.

Most educators would agree that ono of the prime concern of in ormal

education is to foster the dignity and uniqueness of the iMividual

(Plowden, 1967, p. 25; Featherstone, 1967, c P. 17; Moorhouse, 1970

p 4). The goal for the pupil i to help him develep a realization both

of his own personal worth and of the worth of each individualh For the

teacher it means a minimization of class teaching in favour or group

leazning and individualized instruction, and an adoption of the various

ii



practice° 0

:hrr becomes a

prog

b ing a col:wave authority the

Lye partner planning and encouraging pupils

along diff mit routes toward personally appropriate goals.

Discovery learning with itn emphasis on the learn r's participation

in forming the queetions and purposes which ctbect his wctivities

(Dewey, 1938, p. 67)1 is the most frequeralv rec mended procedure to

achieve this individualized approach because it is 'believed to be

child- entrod and to nad.mizo curiosity and originality (Holt 1964

especially pp. 119 and 175; Wilnon, Stuckey, and Langevixi, 1972, p. 115)

Blackie (1967) puts it concisely:

The aim of all thia eloration of the world in prinary schools

is to use the natural curiosity of children to help then to

discover how full of interest the world is and to begin to learn

how to look at tt, what questions to ask about it, how and where

to find the answers. This is what beiag educated is and a child

so educated need never be bored or have a dull molment. That is

the tremendous objective which the modern primary school has

set up (p. 105).

Part of the reason advocates claim the child is never to :ex, has a

dull moment Is that the child is motivated intrinsically; instead of

reading pages 13 to 22 as assigned by the teacher, he is searching for

an answer to his Own question. He is no longer a passive recipient of

knowledge he is an inquiring nitiating learner.

Integration

Informality can lead to three types of integiationi integration of

the school day, integration of subject matter and integration of

Verienoes.

From the pratjcal viewpoint, the integration of the school day

makes it easier to share scarce resources and easier for the teacher to

arrange time with the individual pupil. From t e child's viewPoint the

1 2



htiegro.teri &ay nletaxis th

lie1.3.e, the day can rail ec

fon owthig

-turs1 zi-Jyt

9,5) . ch.11axen may arrive trt scho.c1 keen to c

taatea, ye eteriey ith ciaxersateei ottert rnky prefer

-the 11.brar-y orpier an melting Incident on the vray to

le ed

o Peciotte,

p=ject
cad ln

hool may apt=

sti_11 c)theze to bein the ciav- writIng or patirting, TIN ntsgrated. day

1-nalc-ea oesibae for each of these t1l&e o vork at ylie own speed_

This own_ chosen way,

tritegzating the di actrainee g ve s a, whaemees to th letarrLtng

ttlat informal educators claim is laelcdng In more A:wax-tor zed.

(11 oge re, 1969 - 71). The tescher guldee ithe ,Child -to

dtvre siic ea BD that the allS le he f.onnustee 41, Etc lino*leclge &ree

tt of _hie Iwestione. Valet 1965) conineete on tie hileirees

appar.eht realizatten (nonwiove .or ro-t) o the toillty arid
ex of drawing artlficial 1::,ountaatea in reliant of their

sxoer-iencs or the vorl.d. Thezt 18 io ()Lear eraeorekt-ion between
tine etildt exploratt on of hte Birrscrantlivis and -*he ofraelual pzoe ewe

uneover5ng hie Inner worla and Uncovering hoe it- is related
erld how it is independent of, the w4r14 outeide p, 13)

'The

Closely intertwIned eth. the 1..ntegrettora of disc p1i.. rn s is the

sng or thieve-tine of everieftes.

Wee t oiera are more ooncernaa Ath a beaahoe of exp
Ilter-arY, ecientif1c , creative, aes-theti.c, praotloa].. szd
Ulan with elubjeate aid more Witt the MudersemEl lag _harmony nd growb

Intelleo-tusat eocial en& emotional...Lim vitt izet2uoilon
arid aroadeolo leareng (Koorhoose 1.970, la, 116

irlforna1 edinsator would not limit er,perksine to tile few lbehevteure

eiei in the giereotype, taacLitioned CUSS eet-tieel

3.10-terang, reap ond_ing, reeding, coaretirigi &ed, c000maiorelay

dNitg or- painting. He would inertesA psovisle the emouraiteelerrt, -the

dcutceer and the context for a vide usage 01 egperience e He 110/1,141

kieuP1 ouzege the ptzpile -to corlidatr OPCatan illn. tail a

1 3



natural adjunct to leaxn.ing, to consider inquiry Euid ini

natural pupil occupation, irtd. to consider failure and disagreement more

of a challenge than a termi_ttion. Resources available to pupils would.

include, for exsMPle, a wide range of audio-visual aids and a ccviou

assortment of creative and manipulative materials. The context he

ould build revires a more detailed explication then a few examplee

an provide; its key component is flexible grouping.

111-Jlitglat-OXSZLNi:-

According to Allen (1972), _hen asked the advantages of openmplan

rooms, 'flexibility af grouping' came within the top two considerations

for both principals and teachers in his British Columbian sample (1). 47).

This flexibility of grouping has both administrative implications

and practical applications. Administratively_ the cpen-plan, informal

school is unstreamed and practises family or vertical grouping (Ridgway

and Lawton, 1965). In Malmo, Sweden the heterogeneous principle extends

to the integration of educationally handicapped pupils in normal sclho4s

(Rattle, 1972, p, 95). Advocates claim that these policies encourage

the child to associate with a wider range af companions and workmates,

and hence aseist him in forming a veviety of relationshkps that will

make his school life richer and will, hopefully, prevent the prejudioe

that denies the dignity of the individual. Practical applications of

flexible grouping include planning experiences for pupils as indivtdmals,

asmemberle of small groups, as a oleos unit, and in combined classes.

Team teaching Ocilitates flexible grouping (Shmplin anl Olds, 1964)

though the most useful format is 4 topic of debate. Some argue that

timetabled team teaching assures a balance of aotildties tor each pupill

others sxgllo that timetables destroy flexibility and hence that informal

14



arrangements between teachers are preferable. At its best team teaching

allows the teacher to develop his strengths and gives the pupil

opportuAltles for interaction with more adults.

?hough the composition of administrative groups such a "classes"

is 413 heterogeneous
aepossfble, learning groups in informal classrooms

are frequently selected by the pupils themselves,

Children group themselves in these classrooms very much as they do

in a neighborhood or on a playground--on tha basis af common

interests' comparable skills, and personal compatibility. Teachers

personalize the educational program accordingly
(Berson, 2971, p, 13

Choice

For the pupil the change from the traditional to the informal

classroom can be summarized by the word choice'. Pew schools allow

totally free choice to sal Pupils all of the tine, but the infarmal

school substantially changes the amount and the qu'Uty of the choice

available to the pupil. The Integrated day allows him to select the

sequence and pace of his activitieb, discovery learning allows him t

select the questions he would like to explorel the interrated curriculum

allows him to seek evidence from various disciplines, the integration of

experiences encourages him to seaect the materials he will want and the

mediums he will uae to express himself; flexible grouping allows him to

select his working companions and perhaps with temn teaching, even to

choose which teacher to consult.

When the pupil is makiag ao many of the decisions it Is hardly

atrIsing that carefula structured informal classrooms are considered.

happy environnents.

6. kjoyment

Tr view of the compulsory nature of education1 one of the greatest

tares claimed, for the informal classroom is that it leads to greater

15



enjoyment of school and of ng (Barth, 1970). In the words of a

Le1cestershireHead TeacIler whose Victorian building has been 'opened

We shall measure our sum.se by the increase ininterest our
chi dren have in the world around them, by their happy and easy
association with each other and with us, and by their standards
of what is good Stanley and Stanley, 1970, p.

Featherstone (1967b) helps explain the association between en

and learting using mathematics as the exavie:

13y giving children an opportunity to explore and experiment--
play if you will--and byr putting teachers in a position where
they cam watch children and talk to them about what puzzles or
intrigues them, good British primary schools are producing classes
where mathematics is a pleasure, and where, each year, there axe
fewer and fewer mathematical illiterates (p. 20

Practice

Though some advocates claim that informal education is "based on a

body of mew theory and research on how children do and don't learn"

guided primarily by the work of Piaget (Gross and Cross, 1970, p. 71)

others suggest that it is the fruit of fifty years cf evolution of

classroom practice in British primary schools Perth and Rathbone, 1969;

Raihbone, 1972) led by the Infant Schools (Mason, 1970). Eawkins 1969)

explains that "those involved have b en too btsy with the main task to

commit much energy to the discipline of educational theory" (P. 4), but

suggests that now there is enough experience available to make a fresh

theoretical formulation necessary and rewarding.

Crean (1961) gives a comprehensive account of progressivism in

American education, suggesting that practice drew on several different

bodies of theory and had evera1 lines af development, which far from

presentirg a. coherent framework, were often contradictory. Informal,

or open' education may well show similar strands of theory, but a few

enthusiastic claims to the contrary, at this point there is no articulated
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body of theory to explain and confirm the value of informal education.

Without the perspective and coherence a theoretical base wand provide,

the attempts to implement an 'informal classroom' have naturally leen

varied. Cor equently, much of the literature on informal education

takes the form of descriptive or anecdotal accounts by enthusiasts

(e g., Marshall 1963 Richardson, 1964; Dennison, 1969; Gross and GrOSS

1969; Kohl 1969; Featherstone, 1971; Murrow and Murrow, 1971; Web

1971; Hubbard, 1972; Sharp 1973). Some of the -ost useful of these

xperiential accounts have appeared as anthologies in which each chapter

has been written by a specialist focussing on specific i sues Mason,

1970; Rogers, 1970; I/D/E/A/, 1971; Ra hbone, 1971; Rogers and Church,

1975; Spodek and Walberg 1975). Even these more authoritative accoun s,

however, lack the unity of a cohesive phdlosophical argument or the

solid evidence of a carefully conceived piece ox research.

Ve have then two models for the classroom; one the traditional,

academically-foussed model and the other the informal, experientially-

based model. It seems reasonable to ask four practical questions at

this point.

First, what does the traditional model value that may be neglected

under the info nal model? The traditional approach is devoted to th

development of the cognitive abilities of its pupils and to the trane-

mission of what is generally referred to as our 'cultural heritage'.

Since these are not the primary v1ue e the informal aRProacho how

do they fare? At the most obvious level they lose time. Time which

the traditional environment devotes to the academic subjects Will in

the informal environnent be consumed by expressive activiti At a

1 7
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more basic level, the traditional values lose central status. The

recogni ed disciplines become less recognizable as Topic and Language.

The value of the learned product is replaced by the value of the

learning process. If the informal environment spends lesS time on the

basics and values them less, can it possibly accomplish the same

standard of achievement as the traditional cla sroom has?

Setting aside the question of whether the informal classroom

accomplishes what the traditional one acconlishes, our second question

is; Do the claimed benefits of the informal environment come to

fruition? Advocate ri assert that the info mal classroom fosters

creativity and inquiry and produces children who enjoy school and

learning. Does it?

Third, how do the teachers feel about the informal environmen

The traditional model is the one they have experienced as pupils and

the one for which most of them are trained; it has the advantage of

familiarity and it is considered respectable. In juxtaposition, the

informal model has the advantage of novelty and it is considered

fashionable. There is no doubt that coping with mixed Ages and abilities

is taxing. It may have appeal in print, but will the classroom teacher

judge it worth the effort? The teacher will have to evaluate not only

her own comfort with the epproach, but also the benef.its and deficits

for the pupils.

And fourth, what doss actually occur in an informal environment?

The proponents of informal education ask for a radical departure from

the traditional model. Do they in fact obtain new models of interaction,

new relationships, new pnpil values and attainments ar in fact, is the

'radical only rh orical? Will the classroom itself evidence only a

shift in emphasis and not a fundamental change?
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SECTION II. PROVING YOUR POINT; PREVIOUS RESEARCH

The four questions posed by the anecdotal literature provide a

useful framework for a critical review of the research on informal and

-plan education01 In spite of the prominent anecdotal literature,

there have been few research efforts. And unfortunately, of those few,

most suffer from major flaws in conception, design, or analysi

illuminate the weak points in an attempt to remind both the reader and

the intending investigator that so far uur knowledge is scant. The

literature is distinguished more by the differences not feilnd than by

discriminations successfully made. Hopefully we can learn from the

rrors of others; so far we can cite only uggestive indicati not

conclusive evidence.

A. Academic Achievement

An early approach to the evaluation of informal schools concentrated

on he 'product -what children had learned in the traditional academic

areas. This was in ,irect response to the arociety of parents and some

teachers that in experime_ Ang with less formal approaches they were

opardizing the academic attainment of their children for a dubious

gain in such nebulous skills as de i n-making and proble -solving. One

of the earliest such product evaluations (Lovell, 1963) involved a two-

pert tu&y assesedng the reading attainment of over 2 00 junior school

rwils in pairs of schools matched for parents ocial class and rated

In much o_ the research reported, the investigators appear to assume

that informal education and apen-plam buildings are synorkymous. We do

not support that view, but will report their studies in the sorppriate

sections alerting the read r by continue& use of 'informal' to refer to

practices and 'open-plan' to refer to building type.

2 0
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'informal' by the Chief Education Officer with the

assistance of the Senior Educational Psychologist and the Local

Authority Inspectorate. Lovell concludedt

...overall there is no evidence whatever of any deterioration of

reading standards in informal jumior schools. Although there is

no evidence that these schools bring superior standards in reading,

they may well benefit their pupils in other ways (ID. 76),

Gardner (1966) directed the administration over a twelve year period

of an extensive and intensive battery of tests to primary school pupils

in judged-good traditional and experimental (i.e. informal) schools.

Pupils aged 6+ to 7+ were tested for the Infant School study and pupils

aged 10+ to 11+ were tested for the Junior School study. The battery of

tests included concentration, neatne-s in work, ingenuity, social

attitudes towards other children, interests, and free drawing as well as

the more standard English, Reading, Handwriting Arithmetic, and general

information. Ignoring the clear difficulty of :-Intaining a coherent

research effort over a 12-year period with changing personnel (while

acknowledging the benefit the framework must surely have been to her

tudents)0 the results were inconclusive. "It should, however, be

pointed out that it was in only four out of the 264 tests given at the

Junior School stne that such a very high degree of significance was

found and it did not occur at all at the Infant School stage Of the

study" (p. 40). The four tests which were significant free drawing,

ingenu_ty, compositio , and Ehglish Paper 2) favoured the infOrmal schools.

Flanders (1964), who is well-known for developing intera4tion

analysis, found in a study of 31 social studies and mathematics classes

containing 12- and 13-year-old pupils that teachers he referred to as

'indirect' on he basis of the verbal interaction patterns in the

classroom produced significantly higher achievement results in those

2 1



Though the Flanders Interaction Analysis Schedule has been widely

Jsed and reported on, there ha- been some question as to wh ther the

classes investigated represented a form- 'informal' description

or whether distinctions were being made within 1 teaching

practices Dunkin and Biddle, 1974, PP. 112-113; Bennett, 1976, p. 17).

As part of an evaluatior of the two ppen-lilan schools in Saskatoon

(Kindrachuk, 1970), the cognitive achievement of the pupils in the open-

plan schools was conared with the achievement of the pupils .in the rest

of the Saskatoon system, The Canadian Test of Basic Skills was

adjniriistered to pupils in grades 4 through 8. It is difficult to

terpret the results since statistical tests were not carried out and

the mean I.Q. score .Lorge Thorndike Intelligence Test- for the

ptiLs in the open-plan schools was consis entIy lower than for the

in other schools in the sys m. However, the mean gains In onepupi

year reported for grade- 5 through 8 all showed the open-plan schools

lagging; whether the lag is significant statistically or practically)

i difficult to judge from the data provided.

While most of the studies comparing open-plan and traditional

schools had found and would find no significant difference in the

performance of the Pupils, one study (Sackett, 1971) compared sixth

grade pupils in an American openqolan school, a conventional school

and a departmentalized school using the Lorge Thorndike Intelligence

Test fox Lg., the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills for achie nt (both

administered by the teacher) and Coppersmith's Self-Esteem Inventory

(admirdstered by Sackett ) and rePerted that the pp n-plan school was

significantly lower in achievement than either the conventional or the

departmentalized schools and further, that the self-concept mean in

the ope plan school was significantly lower than in either the
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conventional or the departmentalized school.

Allen 1974) like Sackett (1971) was interested in a broader profile

of the Pupil than the achievement test alone could give. He compared

pupil achievement, attitude, and self-esteem in open-plan and conventional

classrooms. He administered the subtests for Listening, Mathematics,

and Reading from the Coppe ative Primary Test (Form 23B) the subtents

Teacher, School Subjects Social Structure and Climate, Peer, and

General from the School Senti ent Index (Primary Level 1970) and the

Davidson and Greenwood Self-Appraisal Scale to a saxiple of 437 grade 3

PuPils from 14 schools. The subte ts Word Meaning, Paragraph Meaning,

and Ar thmetic Computation from the Stanford Achievement Tests

(Intermediate 11 Battery, Form Y), _he subtests Teacher, Learning,

Social Structure and Cli_ te Peer, and General from the School

S(tntiment Index, and again the self-appraisal scale were administered

to 355 grade 5 pupils from 15 schools. Unfortunately his analysis was

limited. to a series of one-way analyses of variance contrasting open-

plan and conventional classrooms within each grade level separately.

This Approach revealed no significant differences between grade 3

pupils in open-plan and conventional classrooms on the achi vement tests

or the self-appraisal scale. The grade 3 pupils of open-plan schools

had more favourable attitudes toward their-teachers than did pupils in

conventional schools. At the grade 5 level, the open-plan pupils did

significantly better on two of the three achievement tests Word Meaning

and Paragraph Meaning), but had less favourable attitudes toward learning.

Other comparisons at the grade 5 level were not Significant.

Neither the proponents nor the opponents of informal ed ation or

open-plan chools can claim comfort from the research literature on

academic comp isons:
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No significant difference in reading attainment between formal

and informal Junior School pupils (Lovell, 1963);

No significant differences shown in a host of tests adninistered

to Infant and Junior pupils in formal and Informal classes over

a twelve year period by Gardner 1966);

A possib lag in the achievement of the pup ls in grades 4 to 8

in the two Saskatoon open-plan schools (Kindrachuk, 1970);

Significantly lower achiev- ent in the open-Tian school in

Sackett's (1971) study;

No signif -ant difference in the achievement scores of third

grade pupils, but open-plan pupils significantly better on two

of three achievement tests administered at the fifth grade level

(Allen, 1974).

In a more recent study finding greater pupil achievement

formal classes, Bennett (1976 ) suggests that the issue is not formality

versus informality, tut rather elements within the classroom situation

such an curriculun organization and time spent on content areas that

produces superior learning results. (See "Multiple Perspectives,".below.

B.Otitcomes
In an attempt to assess progress in Infernal schools on their own

terms, rather than solely in the academic terms that the traditional

school espouses Wilson, Stuckey, and Lang in (1972) tested 11- an

12-year-olds in two informal and two traditional Canadian schoo1.

(It is difficult to consider their saMPle representative since one of

the informal schools was a lab school housed in a traditional building

and the other informal school in the sairp1e was new at the time of

testing ) The investigators used the semantio differential to assess

pupil attitudes tovard sohool, teacher, self, learning and "schoo1

last year", the Torrance Minnesota Tests of Creativity to assess

productive thinking and two questionn ires to assess curios ty. The

results showed that "in ail cases, the attitude of the /3rforina7 pUPils

2 4



was more positive toward school than the attitude of the contro 117).

However, there was no significant differ_ ce in uiosity among the

groups, and somewhat surprisingly, students from the new informal school

ranked lowest of all on the creativity measures. The authors add that

further exardnation of the data indicated that creativity tended to

increase in proportion to the length of time spent in an informal

setting. Once again, the data suggest that the informal --hool matches

the traditi school in product but there is no outstanding evidence

of ts superiority.

Haddon and Lytton 1968) contra..ted informal, progressive teaching

with more formal, subje, -centred teaching in a study of 211 eleven- to

twelve-year-olds matched for Verbal Reasoning Quotients and socio-

economic background. They found that pupils from the informal schools

were significantly superior in divergent thinking abilities. Reiterating

that they were not comparing 'good and 'bad' schools, "but good schools

which operate with a somewhat different emphasis" Haddon and Lytton

conclude, "the most striking difference lies in the degree of emphasis

1 id upon lf-initiated learning" (P. 179). Hypothesizing that the

effects of such different approaches to learning would still be

measurable regardless of the type of secondary school attended, Haddon

and Lytton (1971) traced and retested 151 of the original 211 pupils

four years later. (The children were attending seven different schoo

1 boys' grammar school, 1 girls' grammar aohool, 1 mixed grammar,

1 comprehensive, and 3 secondary modern schools.) "Our main recUction

that pupils who had experienced an informal as opposed to a formal

primary school would be significan ly spp rior on tests of DTA (Divergent

Thinking Ability) at 15 years of age. was convincingly supported" (p. 146).
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Ramey and piper (1974) analysed the responses of children in an

inf_ mal and a traditional school to the Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinking. Ten children were randomly selected fromgrades 1, 4, ani B

at each of the schools for a total sample of 60 children. Analysis of

variance revealed significantly superior mean snores at each of the

grade levels measUred for the children frcm the informal snhool on

each of the four subscales of figural ere tivity; flaencyp

originality, sad elaboration. Analysis of verbal fluency and flexibility,

however, revealed that at each of the grade levels measured the children

from the traditional classrooms produced stperior mean scores. The

difference between the schools on verbal originality was rot signific

As eviden0e of the changing role of the Pupil in informal schools,

runetti (1971) presents a table showing that a sample of 445 high

school Inpils with Independent Study in oPen-plan schocils reported

more self-direction and independence than 332 pupils with Independent

Study in conventional classrooms who in turn reported more self-

direction and independence than 329 pupils in conventional programmes

in conventional rooms It is difficult to interpret the

figures given, beyond relative magnitude; neither statistical data nor

the form of the:pupils gponses are reported1 We also cannot be

certain from this account that the three group of °high snhool"

pupils are similar In age or other d.emograhic va.riablee. Unfortunately,

the same is true of other tables presented by Biumetti, but it nay still

be worth nentiening the interesting responses from pupils in three

elementary schoOle. Over half of the pupils in an individualized

programme in an 0Pen4Plan school and in a conventional programme in

conventional claeerooms reported the 'class too noisy most of the time

in contrast loila than a fifth of the pupils in a. conventional programme
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in an open-plan school reported that their class was too noisy most

of the time. The pattern was similar for 'distracted most of the t to,

p. 13). The author suggests that two factors help explain the

responses: fi zt the carpeted floors in the open buildings compared

to the tile floors in the conventAonal school and "second, 'commons'

areas in the open-plan school provided tea hers with additional space

to geographically separate possible noise generating _:tivities while

most activities in the conventional school were conf ned to each 900

square foot classroom" (p. 14).

Myers (1971) investigated the hypothesis that pupils in open area

si uations would perceive their teacher& roles and their own roles

differently than pupils in conventional classes. To test this, h

administered his Ideal Teacher Checklist composed of 66 teacher

characteristics, which had been developed for earlier studies. Data

are reported for 62 pupils from grades 3 through 7 in an open-plan

school and for 271 pupils from grades 3 through 7 in conventional

classrooms in a more traditional scnool.1 Myers' data are inadequately

and selectively presented, but it is of interest to note that the open-

.
plan pupils rate the top three characteristics of the Ideal Teacher as

'Makes interesting assignments', 'Trusts his student nd 'Is eager

to help when I need it' while pupils in conventional classrooms

-haracterize their Ideal Teacher as 'Gives everyone a chamce to express

1The reader assumes that ". .Grade 5 through..." 103) is a:printing

error since the Ns on pages 103 and 105 are equal and the text claims

"...in the third grade and above..." (p. 101). This is important however,

since he states, "the age of a respondent has proved to be one of the

most powerful factors in his reactions to the characteristics on the

checklist" (p. 102). It is curious that the saAple sizes from the two

schools are so disparate, especially since the population Myers was

particularly investigating is the smaller sample. The checklist had

been in existence eight years (p. 1-61)
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himself', 'Administers Plugshment, rairly', and 'Thinks all of his p_ ils

are IMPortant'. Myers claim3 thaL the open-plan pupils learn to want

more autonomy and "to see also a need for certain kinds of control by

their teachers" (p. 106).

Assessing pupil outcomes that are of value to the informal educator

may be a contradiction in terms. The informal educator thinks in terms

of the learning p_2=9_911, not the final _t. Product measurement

has shown few differences between the 'progressiv ' and the 'traditio

styles of education. Process masurement has yet to be tried.

Pupils are the school's raison d'tre, but to consider only the

pupil would be to ignore the power structure of the school. Administrators,

teachers, and parents each have authority over the child. Consequently,

their attitudes can have a criticsa effect on the education the child

receives or shares.

Educa ors' Attitudes

In the report already mentioned, Brun tti (1971) briefly outlines

opinions drawn from superintendents and teachers in open-plan school

Thirty superintendents who had initiated open-plan schools in American

school districts identified four reasons for building these open-Tlan

school

1. To better meet s udent needs through individualization
of instruction.

2. To better use teacher talents and time through cooperative

staff organization.
3. To allow for changes in organization and use of gpace over time.

4. To provide for an environment of change through experimentation

and innovation (p. 4).

Brunetti claims that by combining these four points c

emphasis on the changing roles of the pupil and of the teacher.

To explain the changing teacher role, Brun tti presents da

28
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110 machem , in operyplan classrooms and 120 teachers in conventional

rooms showing that a higher percentage of those from open-plan rooms

felt they had high interaction with colleagues on teaching, high

informal evaluation among colleagues, high self-control of their work,

and high job satisfaction (p. 19).

In a second report on the same data (Meyer, Cohen, Brunetti, Molnar,

and Lueders-Salmon, 1971), virtually the same conclusions were reached.

The reader must be especially car ful to remember the limitations

self-report questionnaire data: there may be discrepancies between

attitude and practice. Kohl (1969) verbalizes what many teachers may

have wcperiencedt "My beliefs in a free, non-authoritarian classroom

always ran ahead of my personal ability to teach in one" (p..69). Thus

the questionnaire data from the 230 teachers is a substantial beginning

but requires caution in the interpretation and generalization of results.

This will become an even more crucial issue as investigators turn from

the working relationslAps of teachers to the interaction of teachers

and pupils.

An evaluation of two open-plan schools in Saskatoon was carried

out during the year September 1968 to Ssptember 1969 (Kindrachuk, 1970).

Teachers responded anonymously on a 5-point scale to a 23-item checklist

and to "six questions concerning feelings, advantages, disadvantag tc

(p. 30) in the fall and again in the spring. Data on the nunber of

teachers and the characteristics of their responses are not presented;

there is no evidence that statistical analyses were undertaken.

Nevertheless, the authors claim that the responses indicated that open-

plan teachers "increasingly agreed" that there was a tendency for pupils

to be more interested in school, that students seemed to develop broader

Interests, that skills are not neglected, that there are greater
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opportunities for individualization (p. 30 ) and that a definite place

remains for the formal lesson taught to an entire class (p. 31). They

also felt that open space was hard on the teachers' nerves 31),

though that may be partially a reaction to the first year of operation.

Parents' attitudes to the school and their child's progress were

also solicited by questionnaire. Summarizing the responses of the

i6 parents who replied (we are not told what percentage this represents),

Kindrachuk (1970) reports that more than half the parents felt their

children were more interested in school than they had been before and

about two-thirds of the parents thought their children were developing

more outside interests stimulated by the school programme (thus

supporting teachers impressions). A "large majority" wanted their

children to make choices from a variety of teacher-suggested activities.

Allen 1972) set out to "discover common practices in open area

classrooms in British Columbia and to determine whether any of these

were associated with teachers' perceptions of cess" (p 9). He sent

questionnaires to superintendents, principals, individual teachers and

teaching teams in a randomly selected fifty percent of the schools with

open areas in the district and received relatively complete data

(responses to sup -intendent, principal, teacher, and team questionnai

for 186 t_achers. To check the validity of questionnadre responses

half day observations and unstructured teacher interviews were also

conducted with 27 teachers at eight elementary schools. Two limitations

are evident in the sample. First, of the 62 open areas in the sample

22 had been in operation for less than one year (p. 13). Both teacher

and pupils in these new schools were likely to be emerienclrmg orientation

problems that may be more a flu-lotion of newness of situatior than of

op n-plan schools per se. This increase in the incidence of open-plan
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schools of approxiinae1y 35 percent during the year 1970-71 emphasizes,

however, the importance of research into their effe ts0 The second

limitation Is that 42 percent of the teachers in the sample were not

volunteers (p. 27) and significant differences were found between the

responsee of vcluntee and non-volunteers on several questionnaire items.

In view of these two limitations, it is not surprising that the

findings reflect a discr: ancy between the ideals in the educational

literature, and the reality of these teachers working in a changing

educational environment. Two discrepancies are particularly pertinent.

First from the 27 teachers observed and interviewed, Allen reports

that the "most frequently mentioned belief _elating to stud.ent learning

was a rather surprising one in view of recent trends towards integration

of subject areas at all levels of schooling. It was that students learn

best when subject matter is distinctly divided into curriculum areas

such as social studi.es, language arts, science and mathematics" (p. 67).

The second area of discrepancy relates to individualized and independent

learning. While most teachers though that independent learning was

preferable to teacher-dependent learning, they seemed to limit the

independence to the

and to variation

very few exceptions

delayed until basic

Allen' ables

subject areas they considered secondary in importa _

in sequence or pacing of set content. "There were

to-the notion that individualization should be

language and number skills had been developed" (p

of the advantages and disadvantages of the open-

67).

plan rooms as seen by teachers and principals (pp. 47-48) indicate that

both the teachers and the principals valued the opportunity for increased

flexibility of grouping, for staff cooperation, and for individual

attention. On the other hand, both teachers and principals were

concerned that some children were distracted and that the noise level
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higher In the open-plan eianrnoin.

No of Alle- n lusions from the questlonnalre data are of

special Interest:

Perceived inc eases in student and student-teacher interaction

appear to be major factors .n teachers' positive evaluation of

their open areas.

Time upent in medium-slzed ':o,s results In increased peiception

of noise as a problem and less favourable evaluations. There is

a positive relationship between tine apent in medium groups and

years of teaching. Cp. 64)

To investigate the relationship between attitudes and practices

among JunIor School teachers, Telford (1970) solicited data from a

group of 147 teachers (53 male and 94 female; 23 rated progressive,

101 average, and 23 traditiona ) in a sample stratified for school size,

economic status of catchment area, and geographic distribution within

Durham County. Teacher attitude was measured by a 54 Item Likert-type

questionnaire; classroom practices were elicited in a 15 to 30 minute

teacher interview.- Such an interview is a questionable vehicle to use

assess teacher practices. Teacher comments are likely to be a

mixture of what she actually does what she would like to do, and

perhaps also what she perceives the interviewer would like her to be

doing. The investigator has no sure way of distinguishing these three

strands in the interview sItuation. Hence the questionnaire and the

interview are actually two techniques both of which will reveal the

teacher's attitudes. Telford reports that "very little effect on

attitude and practice was recorded for the variables oft class and

school size; year group taught; age; sex; or status of the teacher within

the school" (p. 223). He also concluded that teachers were "inconsistent

in their classroom practice regarding progressive or traditional

behaviour" Cp. 203 His finding seems to echo Flanders' (196)4, p. 233)
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comment that the teacher rated 'indirect' has the activities of the

'direct' teacher within her reperto

Reiterating a theme common to most observers of informal, open-

plan classrooms Allen (1972) stated,

In all ob ervations students appeared haPRY and were busily occupied

with their tasks. There was no visible sign of stress on the part
of the teachers who continued to function in a relaxed and efficient

manner under the watchful eyes of the observers. The observers, all

experienced non-open area teachers, were particularly impressed
by what they described as a relaxed and informal but workmanlike
atmopphere (p. 69

Something was impressirg visitors and teachers in informal environments;

inveetiator would have to look in other directions to discover the

diecriminting differences.

Observed Behavi

The results frJm testing and. questioning had been less than inspirl

yet the favourable reports from those who had visited informal class-

rooms implied strongly that there were definite differences between

the traditional and the informal school. Systematic observation was

an obvious next step.

In early 1970, a research team composed of sixteen people, mainly

elementary principals, conducted a direct study of the learning setting

in four open-plan and three traditional elementary schools in York

County, Ontario Burnham, 1971). It is especially disappointing that

this team made the basic mistake of confounding bUlding and style effects.

The three control schools claim goals for their pupils "essentially

identifiable with those of open education" . 23). Though the goals

of the open-plan schools are not explicitly stated, items tabled such

'Pupil successfully initiates activity which reflects his personal

interests' clearly reflect an effort to discriminate between formal and
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informal practIces. Thovh nine members of the team "were trained in

classroom observation techniques" (p. 23), the results are tabled in a

yes format under the heading "Found in the majority of...open plan/

control" schools with no further detailc. provided. They report

ho ever, that neither the majority of open-plan nor of traditional

schools allowed pupils the opportunity to share in decisions that touch

them closely though toth types of schools gave the p%pil the opportunity

to display personal responsibility. Observers judged, however, that

the pupils in the eontrol schools did not make good use of this

opportunitv to display personal responsibility. In the majority of

Ten-plan scioo1s but not of control schools pi.ils successfully

initiated activities reflecting their personal interests. Again, in

the majority of open-plan schools but not of control schools, pupils

raised pertinent questions; in neither type of school however, did

the observers believe that the pupils demonstrated that they had

mastered the skills needed to discover their own answers.

Ellison, Gilbert ..and Ratsoy (1969) with data from observation in

an open-plan and a conventional school (grades 4 to 6) considered the

teachers' utilization of time, and also verbal interaction using the

Flanders system of interaction analysis. They found that teachers in

the conventional school spent more time on organizational routine while

teachers in the open-plan school spent more time observing other

teachers, interacting with adults and in moving from area to area.

-No differences were found between schools in time spent presenting

information or time spent in instructional supervision "which writers

on team approaches to instruction intimate should exist" (p. 19).

Their findings about the size of groups frequently used in oPen-

Plan and conventional schools are particularly interesting and foreshadow



26.

those of Gump (1974). Large group instruction acco nted for 0.8 percent

of the tallie- recorded in the nv ntional school compared with 12.5

percent in the open-plan school; medium group instruction accounted for

84 percent in the conventional school compared with 75 Percent in the

open-plan school; small group activity accounted for 25 percent in the

conventional --hool compared with 12.5 percent in the open-plan school

(pp. 19-20 ). There were "no differences between the schools in the

amo nt of individual attention given students" (p. 21

In a study of two open design and two traditional schools (grades 1

and 2, 5 and 6), Gump (1974) examined 'env ronments' and pupil behaviour.

He found that the use of minor adjacent .ites (i.e. reading niches and

seatwork paces at the same base) did not differ among schools (p. 585)

and that pupils were rarely given leadership opportunities in any of

the schools (p 589). Perhaps more interesting are the findings on

group size which support those of Ellison, Gilbert, and Ratsoy (1969)

above. "Ideally, the increased frequency of large combinations at the

open school should enable an increase in small subgr ups such as the

reading group. ...No increase occurred; small groups were slightly

less frequent in the open schools" (p. 588 ). If combining classes for

large groups does not free a teacher for small groups, then it would

seem there is a serious flaw in at leapt one of the rationalizations

usually offered by its proponents.

Lueders-Salmon 1972) observed a sample of 22 collegial (as opposed

to hierarchical ) teams in open-plan schools and 11 teadhers in conventional

classrooms, finding that the open-plan classrooms were more active, as

measured by the amount of movement not directed by the teacher and the

proportion of time children spent in eduqational games, cooperative

work and "doing" versus the proportion of time children went in waiting
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passive, and the praporLon of Lime children spent in

large groups.

A prevailing problem in all research, but particularly in open-

plan research, is the separation of the effects of different variables.

As L dere almon notes, "since only teams were studied in the open-

space structure it is not possible to distinguish the effects of open-

space structure from the effects of teaming" (p. 63). In fairne

Luedero-Salmon was working within a framework at Stanford University

where this confounding was ra nallzed:

Our findings thus represent the combined effects of open-space
arrangements and team-teaching organization. This research design
was chosen as our starting point because it seems clear that the
organization plan underlying the open-space school both requires
for its effectiveness and is intended to enable cooperation among
teachers" Brunetti et al., 1972, p. 8

It should also be noted that the Lueders-Salmon (1972) study has

not successfully specified a single unit of analysis, relying instead

on the teacher in the conventional classroom but the team in the open-

plan environment.

In an interesting though very small scale study, Innes (1973)

gathered two 10-minute specimen records on each of 15 pupils drawn

from 3 classes by observing them once in an open setting (free choice

environment ) and once in a closed setting (specific assignment given).

"Although none of the analyses of variance reached significance they

revealed a strong tendency for there to be more variance between open

and closed settings for the same children in the same classrooms than

between different children in different classrooms" (p. 39).

The educational environments in elementary schools differing in

programme openness and architectural type were examined by Fisher (1974)

in a study of the Language Arts classes of 11-year-old pupils in 30
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elementary schools in one southern Ontario district. He used a 29-item

teacher questionnaire, Dimensions of Schooling (DISC), to quantify

Programme openness (i.e. informality) an 85-item pupil and teacher

questionnaire My Language Arts Class, to measure social climate, and

five one-hour observations of teacher-pupil groups that yielded data

on 15 teachers and 90 pupils (3 boys 3 girls from each teacher's

language arts class). A cautionary note before citing results reported'

Fisher's sample includes 15 schools distributed over six cells

representing ppen-plan and conventional schools rated low, medium, and

high on programme openness; 7 of the 15 schools are catego ized in the

conventional formal cell while no schools represent the conventional/

informal cell. It in a puzzling research design. He reports, however,

that pupils in oPen-Plan settings had higher scores on 'unengag d' and

in transit' and lower scores on 'watching and or listening' to pupils

(p. 12). There were no significant differences in the amount of paper

and pencil seat ork. Pupils in ppen-plan settings used visual projectors,

audio equipment, hand tools, construction materials, and games more and

the blackboard, maps, and charts less than pupils in conventional settings.

The social climate scales showed no significant differences on

difficulty, democracy, or competition, but pupils' scores on divers -y

of activity were positively related and scores on formality were

negatively related to informality. Pupils in open-plan settings had

higher scores on diversity, pace, and friction.

The small-scale study utilizing few measurement techniques can be

useful if the investigator's review of the literature yields the insight

that makes it likely he can illuminate a problematic dimension of the

Previous efforts. In general, however, we are more likely to find

significant answers to the complex questions facing educators if we
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adopt more complex investiratit ech ques: a combination of evidence

from interview, q estionnaire testing, and observation provides a

fuller and more accurate picture than any of them in isolation.

Es-recti-y"
Though facile to suggest a study combining evidence from various

sources is not easy to implement. Attempting a multi-faceted approach,

Kindrechuk (1970) used. pupil, teacher, and parent questionnaires, the

Canadian Test of Basic SkIlle, and the written logs of the principals

of the t o open-Tlan schools. Unfortunately, the life-span of the

Op -Space Committee conducting the research was not long enough to

permit aPpropriate analysis of the data. Pupil questionnaires arrived

too late to be included in the main work, so they were tallied and placed

in an appendix, but were not subject to statistical analysis or

ntary. The teachers responses to the 23-item checklist plus six

questions are tabled undet the headings "General Opinion" and "Qpinion

Change from Fall to $pring" without details of the total teacher

population and response rate, and with no indication that statistical

testa were carried out. The data from the 156 parent questionnaires are

adequately though generally reported, but we have no idea what response

-te the 156 questionnaires represent or how a two parent family was

requested to complete the questionnaire(s). The data from the Canadian

Test of Basic Skills are not interpretable, since ne statistical analysis

is reported; the mean gain over the course of one academic year is lower

for the open-Plan schools at grade levels 5 through 8 .but so is the

mean I.Q. The principals' logs, had they been fully reported, would

have been of primary value in substantiating and illuminating the responses

given and the results obtained by the other methods. A promising start
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buL no conclusion.

Acknowledging both our bias'and the fact that no research effor

is without flaw, the SSRC Teaching Styles Project (Bennett, 1970

did produce a more useful portrait of life in classrooms of varying

styles by gathering data from teacher questionnaires (871 schools),

classroom observation by both the research team and L.E.A. advisors,

pupil observation by the research team, content analysis of pupil

essays, and pupil tests using both cognitive and affective measures in

a Pre-test post-test design. And unlike the 12 year lag by Minuchin

t al. (1969) the results were immediately forthcoming and readable.

In this major, though controversial, piece of research two strands

have been focal. Fi _t to break the pattern of dichotomous teacher

ratings, the research team developed a teacher questionnaire and

administered it to a census sample of 871 schools and then used cluster

analysis on the responses to obtain groups of teachers similar in

practice, Twelve groups were initially delineated. Limited resources

necessitated a smaller scale tho_ h more intensive effort from that

Point. The second part of the study included 37 teachers and their

classes representing 7 of the clusters which had been selected to include

the two most formal clusters, the two most informal, and 3 with mixed

teaching styles. The academic achievement of the ptlpils in the upper

junior classes was measured at the beginning and the end of the year.

Using the 950 pupils rather than the 37 classes as the unit of analysis,

statistically significant differences among styles were found favouring

the formal teaching methods. This method of analysis has been challenged

(Rogers and Barron, 1976). Bennett does not himself argue for a return

to formal methods, but citing exceptional results in one informal

classroom suggests "that careful and clear structuring of activities



together with a curriculum which emphasises cognitive content are the

keys to enhanced academic progres (p. 160).

F. Informal Versus Traditional D

After this considerable expenditure of reso es, where are we?

There has been no ma or piece of research nor set of studies that

conclusively demonstrates an advantage for either the 'traditional

Approach or the 'informal' Appro h. There is nothing substantial to

convince tho uncommitted and certainly no evidence strong enough to

convince the unbelieving.

Previous attempts have proven unsuccessful for three reasons. First,

key variables have been carelessly defined; as has already been

illustrated, the open' school may or may not adopt such practices as

team teaching, an integrated day, an integrated curriculum, family

grouping, discovery learning, or an individualized approach. (And even

once enumerated, these elements themselves are variously defined.)

Second, the research itself has been flawed in design eaPecially in

sample selection, and in analysis. Third, most investigators have

propag ted extreme images of a 'traditional' and a 'progressive'

classroom. It is naive to eipect a solution to educational dilemmas

that clearly labels the 'good' and the 'bad', yet this has been the

form in which investigators have conceptualized the classroom in the

pasta 'Barr (1929) attempted to isolate the characteristics of 'good

and 'poor' Social Studies teachers; Anderson (1939) maintained the

dichotomous thinking but changed the labels to 'integrative' and

'dominative'; Lewin, LI4ppitt, and White (1939) preferred the labels

'democratic' and 'autocratic' describing classroom climate, Withall

(1949) distinguished the 'learner-supportive' from the 'teacher self-
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supportingi; Cogan (1956) op_ed for 'i -1 ive' and '-reclusive' teachers;

while Flanders (1964) favoured 'indirect' and direct Bernstein (1968)

1 -itimized 'open' and 'closed' ozhools; and finally moving into the

common vernacular, Telford (MO) considered progressive' and

'traditional'.

Yet when it came down to tmlly finding the much-heralded

'progressive' teacher, investigators have been disappointed by the

scarcity. Cluster analysis of queetionnaires from 1,258 upper Jtmi

School teaohers revealed only 9percent correeponding to the Plowden

model that Blackie (1967) and Rogers (1970) had claimed was prevalent

in 25 to 33 percent of British classes (Bemnett and Jordan, 1975, p. 27)

These dichotomies have produced little progress either in our

way of construing the classroom or in our practice within it.

SECTION III. A REFORMULATI ,nrrunums,

A. Introduction

To point .the way out of this long tradition of dichotomous images,

Bennett and his. colleagu (Bennet and Jordan 1975; Bennett' 1976)

developed a typology of teaching styles-from a cluster analysis of

1,258 questionnaires completed by teachers of third and fourth year

Junior School pypils. They found that most teachere reported adopting

mixed strategies, tho -h the more formal and informal styles we also

1
Cogan (1936) is,s neitive to some meets of the problem. He states
that 'inclusive' and 'preclusive' are two separate variables, not halves
of a single continum, and that he is labelling them more neutrally
than for example, "authoritarian, lasses fairs, democratic, inteaTative,
and dominative". He (undercuts himself, however, brprenenting affect-
laden tables (pp. 78 and 80) tying 'preclusive' with each terms as
°dominative', 'aggressive!, 'rejectant', 'self-centemil, and 'hostile'
and tying 'inclusive with each terms as '1- tivell Iharturant%
'friendly', °trustful', and Ireeponsive'.
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represented in the sample. The characterize ion of teaching styles

along a single dimension does not accurately reflect life in the

classroom.

One of the major difficulties is that .the previous research

the classroom as the smallest unit of analysis when in fact this seems

unfounded. It seems very likely that there are homogeneous activities

rose classrooms; one can immediately pi_ture the entire class

gathered for a story, the small group working on a project, the individual

reading to the teacher. These activities may well occur in the class-

rooms of both the 'traditional' and the progressive' teacher, in

classroom climates that are warm and.those that are 'hostile

that event, the characteristica of the activity may be as important

or more important than, the characteristics of the teacher or the

general classroom climate.

To the extent that such activities alter the social situation into

which the child is placed, we can also assume they will have differing

effects upon Individual pupils. Raush and,his associates were among

the first to begin empirical studies looking at such effects.

It can be seem that settings generally contributed more information
and had greater effect on reducing predictive uncertainty about'
behaviort.han did individual differences among thethildren. In
this restricted sense, the social situition was a more ixportant
determinant of social behavior-than wall the personality of the
individual child. (Raush, Farbman, and Llewellyn, 1960, p. 325)

What they demonstrated was that the interaction of situation and person

was more influential than the sum of each taken separately and in some

cases than the combined sum (Argyle and Little 1972, pi 15; Bowers,

1973, p. 321; Rndler, 1973 pp. 299-300

The crwial problem for the educational researcher is def ning the

daily experiencee within the classroom
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nor so complex that the practising teacher will find them difficult to

recognize as part of her standard repertoire; they must also be readily

discriminated by the investigator. For convenience we will adopt

the generic labeI 'situations to refer to these daily experiences

common to many classrooms.

A number of dimensions suggest themselves for defining this small r

unit of analysis the ituation'. The difficult task is selection.

We turn to previous literature to see if it can suggest crucial

dimensions that produce a qualitative difference in pupil experie- e.

Though few investigators have examined classroom activities, some have

offered lists or categorizations of the elements common to instructional

programmes (Perkins, 1964, 1965$ 0134P, 1967$ Ada's and Biddle, 1970;

Gibbons, 1971). The major guide these studies provide is their repeated

emphasis on the pupil's position within a group whether in a class'

with a limited number of his peers, or in tutoria3..
1

One variable which seems to be affected by group _ ze is the nature

and frequency of interaction. Dawe (1934) in a study of kindergarten

classes with populations ranging from 14 to 46 pupils, found that an

increase in group size was accompanied by an increase in the total

number of children who spoke (ru.82) but a decrease in the proportion

of the group who spoke .58).

In a clinical setting, Hutt and Vaizey (1966) f nc

'Indeed experience in "alternative s udent groupings" is considered
so important in Sweden that it is one of the eight principles behind
the building of open-plan schools in the Malmo region Rudvallt 1973
p. 15).
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subjects showed progressively les- interaction as group size increa

but became significantly more aggressive in a large group.

In the natural setting of a nursery school at the University of

Edinburgh, McGrew (1970) investigated the spacing behaviour of

20 preschool children under four experimental density conditions. The

four-cell design was based on 100 percent and 50 percent of the class

size and on 100 percent and 80 percent'of the available classroom

space. Supporting Hutt and Vaizey's (1966) findi McGrew found a

trend toward lowered contact at higher social densities. She also

found that "differences in social density.were more potent in eliciting

adjustments in spacing behaviour than spatial density differences" (p. 204)

It has also been argued that the use of self-selected small groups

provides a social situation that gives the pupil emotional security and

support (Worthington, 1971, p. 60 ) with the implication-that the secure

child produces better work and, not incidentally, is learning valuable

social skills. Adams and Biddle (1970) affirm the cognitive value of

the small group, reporting that insightful questions about "cause and

effect, 'reasont why ' and tionalizations for," tended to gppear in

the peripheral groups rather than the central teacher-dominated group

(p. 67) in the classrooms they studied. Anderson (1964) commenting on

conclusions from two conferences on the Middle School co-sponsored by

the Bedford (New York ) Public Schools and the Educational Facilities

Laboratories, sUggeste that "working, interacting groups seem to do best

when composed of five to sight membere...true discussion and valid

decision making (as it relates to individual learning) is very difficult

when the number of participants exceeds twelve" (pp. 206-207). Besides

the social and cognitive values. Thomas and Fink's (1963) critical review

of.31 empirical studies of small groups sUggests that the smaller the
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group the more likely that individuals will be satisfied with the

discussion and with their own part in it (p. 378).

Concerning indications of actual practice, Bealing (1972) reported

data from a questionnaire study of ten percent of the Junior School

teachers (189 teachers from 39 schools) from two LEAs (one of which was

comprehensive). Four4ifths of the teachers used a group layout for

furniture with five to eight pupils in a group; less than one-fifth

rearranged furniture for different activities. Reporting on

questionnaire data,received from 186 teachers in British Columbia,

Allen (1972) noted that about 39 percent of teacher time in open areas

is &pent with medium-sized groups, 28 percent with small groups, and

23 percent with individual pupils (p, 45). Unfortunately, no baseline

is provided by teachers in buildings with conventional. classrooms.

In a study of six traditional third-grade classrooms, Gump (1 9

found that small graw segmenteProd

involvement than total class segments

higher amount of pupil

214).

Looking at the evidence for the use of small groups in the

classroom, Dunkin and Biddle (1974) Smsmarizes

Results show that treditional classrooms spend most of their time
in whole-class activities or in independent seatwork. Use of small
groups varies as a function of sUbject matter, is greater in the
lower-grade levels and in Multigraded classrooms, and is more likely
in classrooms operated by younger teachers. Moreover, mile.,
involvement is greater in small groups, and the discussion there
is more likely to involve intellectualization. On the other hand,
small groups.axe more likely to involve themselves with nonrelevant
materials than is the classroom as a whole. ...these findings
support the idea that small groups should be encoUraged in the
classroom, although their activities shotld be supervised by the
teacher so as to keep them on target (pp. 383 and 388)e

In a study of methematics lessons in six informal junior classrooms

(Boydell, 1974), though individual pupil instruction was the most

popular form of teaching, interacting with the small grow did account
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for from 9 to 24 percent of the teachers' time. Focussing on individual

pupils in theee same informal classes, Boydell (1975) found that pupils

did engage in individual or group work with little supervision and

without the wasted time on which critics carp. She does reiterate a

point familiar to teachers: it is difficult to organize small group

activities to encourage suatained, work-oriented interaction.

The smallest unit of teacher-pupil contact is individualized

instruction. The lite- ture on individualized instruction is extensive.

Gibbons (1971) suggests a categorization of programmes as active (teacher-

controlled), regeonsive teacher-pupil cooperative planning) or

permissive upil controlled) (p. 27) and. provides a useful way of

comparing programmes via graphic profiles. Perhaps an obvious point

is that indlvidualized'instruction requires a ratio of one to one, not

the usual thirt- to one. For economic reasons most of the concern with

individualized instruction has focussed on the use of pupils to teach

other pupils (Lippitt and Lohman, 1965; Little and Walker, 1968; Lucas,

Gaither, and Montgomery_ 1968: Snapp, 1970; Gartner, Koh].er, and

Riessman, 1971; Niedermeyer and Ellis, 1971; Rosenbaum, 1973). Information

on what happens to pupile when the individual contact With their class

teacher is increased could not be found by Dunkin and Biddle (1974, p.

nor by this writer. This a significant' issue since as much or more

of the benefit of the peer tutoring programmes is incurred by the tutor

as by the tutee (Cloward, 1967; Fraser and Stern, 1970; Landrum and

Martin, 1970).

After visiting echools representi_ -the best current practice'

in 23 authorities over a two year period 1969-1971) Ro-en and Rosen

write'

...perhaps what is impelling us more t
awareness that children learn through t
is complex and varied (p. 41).
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Informal educators would argue that the child in a teacher-dominated

class discussion has little opportunity to learn in this way.

Yet aur knowledge about what happens to the child when he is a

member of groups of various eizeo is scant, limited to the relatively

general findings that group size effects the frequency and quality of

interaction. We recognize with Charity James (1968) that "grouping is

not teaching) it is a way of making better learning Possible" (p. 68).

What goes unsaid in that simple state _nt is perhaps more iMportanti

grow size is easily defined and also easily teacher-manipulated.

Further, group size meets our criteria of being meaningful to the

teacher and easily discriminated by the investigator.

C. Xmension II.) Teacher Partic ?salon_
A second dimension which we have reason to assume makes a difference

in the quality of the pupil's experience is teacher participation. Tho

in general the teacher occupies a 'front-and-centre' position Adame

and Biddle) 1970) directing and dominating verbal interaction (Beflack

et al., 1966), the role of the teacher can be extrem ly varied (Gump,

1967) But what hap:Pens to the pupil in the informs' classroom where

he actually is encouraged to select and manage his own activities

largely withoutteacher direction?

There has been almost no research into teacher-less groups. We

did locate one small-scale study concerned with teacher-less small

group discussion In secondary English (Mil 1974), Twelve 16-year-old

pupils following an Stigliah C88 course volun eered to participate,

forming three groups with four members each. The three treatment

methods all conducted with the teacher absent during discussions, wereg

1) write, 20-minute tape-recorded unstructured discuseion, writel
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3)

20-minute -recorded structured discussion guided by a
sheet of questions provided by the teacher but to be used
at the students' discretion;.
20-minute tape-recorded unstructured discussion (no question
sheet

This same sequence was followed by each group. The content was

provided by three poems whose sequence was rotated among grows. The

24 written compositions and transcripts of the nine discussions were

analysed. Mills,reports favourably that in eleven out of the twelve

Pairs of written compositions the second piece of writing increased

in lengt_ after the discussion 14) and that analysis of the content

'of both the tapes and the compositions revealed "a clear advance of

understanding and even a dramatic improvement in some cas s" (p. 15).

His points are supported with excerpts from the pupils' papers and

taped discussions. He concludes that "the level of,understanding

reached by the end of a discussion is invariably greater than that

which obtained at the b- Arming. Whether it is greater than that which

would occur for all)participants in a class-teaching system of

organization; only further research could determinel -19 0

This is,a challenge which those interested in i- crawl education

must consider.

Like group size, teacher participation meets the criteria we

specified for dimensions of a situation: it i- easily defined; it is

meaningful for the teacher; and it is easily discriminated by the

inVeetigator.

Another Face P 11 Choice

Another critical facet in the description of the classroom is the

element of pupil choice, specifically his choice of activities.

osenshine and Furst (1973) claim that the complete list of current
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educational 'shoulds' could only be guessed at, but in their three

guesses they include, "students should spend time initiating activities"

(p. 161). Barth (1971) provides the rationalization for the 'should'

in his outline of assumptions about learning in an inform' classroom.

He emphasizes that p_ il choice ensures motivation, that children will

learn if allowed choice of materials and questions, that they will

often "choose to.collaborate in some way," and perhaps most important

that children have the "competence and the right to mike significant

decisions concerning their own learning" (p 98).

The natural anaciety about pupil choice is that academic standards

will fall. Cronbach (1963) counters this, claimi hat "classes under

teacher control and classes with group planning learn course material

equally well... which eans that teachers can afford to take time for

group planning. Time used for this purpose is evidently repaid by more

effective learning in the time that remains" 515). Coleman et al.

(1966, p. 323) report that their data suggest that the child's sense

of control of his environment is important to the early achievement of

all children, and to the later achievement of children from disadvantaged

group_

More reassuring than either of these assertions is the knowledge

that in the first instance it is the teacher who creates the classroom

environment. Since pupils cannot make choices in a vacuum Kohl, 1969,

p. 99) it is up to the teacher to provide the initial opportunities

and then to widen the areas af choice by providing (and encouraging

pupils to provide) a larger variet of timulating materials and to

increase the proportion of school time spent on pwil-chosen activities

as appropriate Muir, 1970, p. 18).
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Pupil opinion is clear in the tallies of pupil questionnaires

administered at two open-plan schools in Saskatoon Kindrachuk, 1970,

AAPendix 4). aver 77 percent of the pupils agreed to the -tatement

"I like the chance' to choose my own topics to study

Pupil choice, a vital component of the informal classroom, will

be investigated through teacher and pupil queries as well as

observation since it is difficult to judge from observation to what

extent the pupil activity Is teacher directed.

The Situational A_First_Formulation

Since the definition of informal education proves so elusive, since

the dichotomous stereotypes of the 'progressive' and the 'traditional'

classroom appear to be accurate descriptions of so few classes, and

since previous research efforts offer a paucity of usefUl, significant

findings, we prepose to shift the focus to situations which may be

found in classrooms of differing philosophical orientations. Using our

two dimensions of group size and teacher participation provides an

initial matrix looking like thi

Group Sizes
With

Teach
Without
Teacher

Individual

Small Group (P.2-6)

Medium Grump (Wm7-12)

Large Group IT13_C1ass

Combined Classes

It is reassuring to note that manor of the situations defined by this

matrix have been previously singled out and labelled b- teachers, -

presumably because they consider them important. For example, the
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individual ptil working ith teacher participation is usually referred

to as a torial' and without teacher participation as atwork';

a small group with teacher participation is referred to as a 'seminar

or 'group discussion' and without teacher participation as 'project or

group work'; the large group with teacher participation is referred to

as a 'class lesson recitation' while the combined classes will

most likely mean 'Presentation'. (We thought it.unlikely that we would

find many instances of sizable groups of -hildren (a whole class for

example ) working without teacher participation, but included them in

the matrix prior to actual investigation.)

Out of the rhetoric and the research we can begin to see a

profitable line for further inquiry.



CHAPTER TWO

TWO TiJDIEs mrtioris AND SAHPLES

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

From our review of the literature the most profitable approach

to the questions raised by informal educators smeared to be the

situations. Though Bennett and Jordan (1975) delineated seven dimensions

distinguishing the traditional d the 'progressive' classroom,

realistically we could sasPle only a few. We intended to concentrate

our efforts in the first instance on group size (related to their

Factor II) and the presence or absence of teacher partici ation, and

in the second instance on the quality of pupil experience ith

special attention to choice (related to their Factor VI).

The research was conducted as two studies, beginning with an

exploratory study of 12 classrooms and continuing with a study of 30

further claserdems. W will refer to these as Study One and Study Two.

Before being committed to a set schedule and procedure, the

investigator visited three schools, noted for either their informal

aPProach ar their architecturally very open building, hoping to gain

new insight, to check the validity of the grouping situations in these

contexts, and to guide the decisiona relating to the details of the

research design. Cisses anriIng the age range af the primary school

were visited. Following these preliminary visits, the second year

junior level was selected for the study,
1

instruments were designed and

1
Several factors were rating in this selection: both the Infant school

and the top juniors have been the focus of the bulk of the research on

the informal classroom. Though the work in that area is far from cosplete,
it seems an appropriate time to begin consideration of children in the

middle years. A second year junior pwil would have already had one year

to orient to the school if there were a major chamge (building and/or Head

Teacher) after the Infant School and yet this age would slibetantially

avoid any differenceethat might occur because some of the schools still

participate in the 11+ examination system while others do not.
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piloted, and arrangeMents were made for the gathering of data for

Study One (see 'Procedure ' below).

Following the analysis and interpretation of the data from Study

a second study was designed and carried through. This had a dual

purpose. First it was intendad to further clarify and confirm some

f the results from Study One. This Included observation of the

teacher's use of six groupings which had proved of interest; definitions

of the groupings were reformulated in light of the results from Study

One. In particular, it was clear that grouping could be a function of

the furniture available; of the teacher's method of organizing assigned

work; or of an attempt to allow pupils the opportunity to plan, or

in some way affect their own work. Further, it was evident that there

were many different contexts leading to the individual Pupil working on

his own. The definitiona and the methods of recording the groupings

took these considerations into account.

Our initial concern with Pupil choice also evolved after Study One

into a closer look at the type of framework that the teacher might

provide. The pupil might be allowed choice in one or more of such

areas as: when he does an activity, whom he selects fox workirg

compamions, where he works, and the material- he selects for use.

Thus, the first part of Study Two was concerned with refining and

narrowing the focus of Study One; it also sought to augment the sainple.

Secondly, our focus shifted from general classroom patterns to

the experiences of the individual pupil. According to the advocates

of informal education, the quality of school life in the informal

classroom will be different-for the child. He will have the opporImmi y

to work in groups of varying sizes, will be encouraged to interact

frequently with classmates, will view the teacher as someone gpen to
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, and will make some of the choices relating o his school

work. These emphases are pervasive; we might expect them to affect and

to be reflected in manY aspects of classroom life, especially the

language used. Language is subtle; there are many ways it can be used

to create an "atmosphere" or set of expectations Lewis, 19751 Barnes,

1969). Such tweets of language use as who takes the initiative in

beginning a conversational exchange, and whose language is limited to

the role of response, seem both obvious and central to classroom

experience. Closely related to the question of initiation is that of

the type of discussion which results: does It take the form of a

succession of statements of fact, of Tuestion answer, and evaluation,

or of a more open-ended inquiry All of these are directly related to

the expectat_ons set by the teacher, and equally directly reflected

in the language environment of the classroom (Bellack et al., 1

To begin to study the experiences of the individual child two

quite different approaches were decided upon. First, we obsered the

language environment for individual children. Who interacts with the

child? At whose initiation? For what purposes? Second, we asked

individual children about th ir classroom experience. What choices

did they have? Which activities seemed like work? What sort of

movement and talk were permissible?

The instruments chosen or developed for use in each study are

described in the next section, followed by an account of the procedures

employed, and a description of the samples gathered.



=ION 11. INurinuirrs

b....5=t1Slym9l=le

no questionnaires -were used in the first st4y. One was select d

-to provide baseline data on the teachers; the other was developed to

tee teachers' attitudes toward the gromings (Appendix I

'leaehez Background

ro provide demogr on such as age, training teaching

64) ertence and class ate and to provide data on the teachers

att itudee toward educational particularly formal and informal

nethocts, a shortened version of the $SRC's Primary School Project

leuheT Questionnaire develcped at the University of Lancaster was

administered. 1 Items were omitted2 for which data could be obtained

from the combination e conversation with the teacher, otn. observation

echelule and our Individual Pupil Schedule (both described below) ;

ve loped to minimize teacheT time expenditure. Part 3, Opinions About

aluscatlorin, d in its entirety. It le composed of three sections.

The first section, "Teaching Aims", is conposed of mine items which the

teaoher is asked to rate on. a five-point scale from 'not important' to

entialy. The next section, inions About Education Issues", asks

the teacher to consider such issues as discipline, streaming hy ability,

grcip Itork, marking, and creativity, rating each of 10 items on a five-

"rho
ore repo
wila vet

from the project for which this ajiestlonnatre was developed
d in :tplc_Was Bt.9.eti and ?All ProAress Bennett, 1976). We

to the inetrumerrt as the Teachi Styles questionnaire.

2In ?e,t 1 items 7 thraugh 15 and. in Part 2 items 10 through 28 were
cmi.ttaid. A copy of the whoae inatrument is included in Appendix I.
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Point scale from trongly disagree to trongly agree'. The 10 items

in the third section, "Cpinions About Teachi -Methods" directly ask

for the teacher's opinions about formal and informal teaching methods.

Again, she is naked to respond on a 5-point ale- from strongly

disagree' to 'strongly agree

Teacher Attitudes Toward the Groupings

The first stage of the study was prefaced on the importance of the

groupingPatterns in the classroom. Followirg a Heinen (1963) view,

t was essential to discover the teachers' attitudes toward these

groupings. It %%0 anticipated that some groupings would be universally

used amd approvedi almost every teacher reads stories to the entire

class and almost every teacher has moments when one child receives her

undivided attention. ly, contrast, some groupings fit a stereotypes

the class lesson for the formal teacher; small group instruction for

the informal teaches. Reeponees were sought which would begin to

delineate the groupings or agreed value amel the grotings that

discriminate between teachers of conflicting views and practices.

The Pilot, Instrument

The initial effort went into administering a writtei rep

grid, similar to Zuck's (1973), in which teachers were asked to

the groUPings on constructs which they supplied (Appendix I). The

repertory gridlochnique was selected tIO measure how the teachers

construing the groUVings both because it is relatively free of investigator

bias and because it allows the researcher to measuze the structure ce

the teachers' responses. The inVestigatar had used am oral triadic

elicitation procedure (Bannister and Fransella, 1971) during her

N.A. research whore it took nearly 4 hours to administer a grid.fOr

whlch 15 constructs were' elicited; that time commitment did not seem
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appropriate at this stage, so a written version was constructed that

could be completed without the investigator present.

Preliminary work with faux teachers indicated that this procedure

w taking longer than 'warranted by the information gained. It also

seemed likely that the grid would_ turn into a no- esponse item if the

format were not altered.

Advantages and DisadNantages of the Groupings:
Teacher Qmestionnaire for Study One

Since the objeetive was to discover teachers' attituies toward

the groupings, a simpler format listing the grouping situations and

asking the teacher to supply advantages' and 'disadvantages seemed

likely to produce the constructs without the frustration of the more

complex form (Appendix 1

The reSponse on the simPler form was satisfactory. It cculd

be factor analysed as the rtpertory grid ccnild have been; instead a

content analysis (Eerelson, 1952) was carried out (Chapter Thxe

va-lon Schedule for Stu ne

To provide a record of grouping patterns during one school day, an

observation schedule was designed for use by the investigator while in

the classroom. The schedule itself contained a row for each five-minute

period of observation and ter columns, one for each of the five group

sizes individual small group, medium group ge gremp and combined

cla- both with and ithaut the teacher. Extra space was provided

for comments' (Agpendl 1). Entries were made for each grouping being

umed during the observationperiod, indicating both the content area

nd the number of children involved.

The observation schedule required a prmcise definition of group

size, but previous researchprovides no commonly agreed criteria.
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Hutt and Vaizey (1966, p. 1372 ), for exairle, label groups of six or

fewe as mall', groups of 7 to 11 as 'medium', and groups of 12 or

more as 'large', while Lueders-Salmon (1972) defines the 'small' group

as one with 3 to 10 members ani the 'larg- group as one with eleven

members or more. Anderson (1964, pp. 206-207) elaborates the distinctions,

explainirg that groUP_ interact best when conosed. of 5 to 8 members

with true discussion and valid decisiommakirg difficult with more than

12 paxtioliPating.

The discriminations for this study were made on the basis of ease

of observation, practical educational considerations, and groWiAgs of

interest in previous studies. 'Small group was defired as 2 to 6

pupils, a visuelly comfortable distinction fo_ the investigator since

so mem schools have metre square tables -ouni tables, or hexagonal

tables all af which accommodate up to six comfortably. The medium

g cup was defined to include 7 to 12 pupils, in order to include

s tuations in which the teacher had divided the class into three

groups such as high, medium, and low ability settirgs. FTOM an

educational pergpective, a group as large as 23 is unlikely to differ

sUbstantially in terms of the quality of pupil participation from a

considerably larger group. Ths vocal, dominant pupils would tend to

prevail while others remained silent; the teacher would find it difficat

to individualize instruction ao she might with a smaller group. Previous

research interest focussed primarily at the two extreimes of group size.

Glop (1974, p. 588) proposing concepts and methode for meaguring

educational environments in op n-plan and traditionallydesigned

primary schools, and. Ellison, Gilbert, and Ratsoy (1969, pp. 19-20)

contrasting verbal interaction and te lter utilizttion of time in

cpen-plae and 0 nventional vier primary classrooms, claim that large
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combined class groups o cur without an equal balance of small groups

in the open-plan setting in Gump's sample, the small groups occurred

slightly less frequently in the open setting than in the closed settings.

Yet the small group is the stereotype of men-plan activity.

For these assorted reasons, then, the group sizes adopted. for

this study weres 1 the indiviamelyipil,
2 the small group comPOsed of 2 to 6 ptpils.

3 the medium group compoeed of 7 to 12 pupils,
Lj the large group composed of 13 Pupils to the

entire class, and
5) combined claeses.

The other dimension considered uas presence or absence of teacher.

Here we considered teacher participation wIthin the groups and not a

more general monitorial role. For the 8- to 9-year-old pupil, it is

reasonable to assume that the child's activities have been set or at

least Approved, by the teacher. 'Without teacher therefore, does

not imply lack of supervision. If the nuMber of teachers within the

situation exceeded one, then the total number of teachers present

was noted.

Activities were recorded in 5 minute sweeps beginning 5 minutes

after the beginning of the day ('a.m. commencement') and stopping when

the teacher told pupils to queue, tidy tp, go out to play or &inner or

in any other manner signaled the begl.nining of a major transition time

during which pupil movement could be expected to be diverse and rapid

enough that accurate recording of grcmp changes would be difficult.

Transitions were noted in the comment section. We were looking at the

frequency of the learang situations that do occurrather than the

management techniques that enable the teacher to place the children

efficiently within those grotpings.
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). Individual P,il Schedule

To provide data on the g owing patterns occurring over several

days without necessitating the presence of the investigator for more

than one day, an individual pupil schedule was designed that could be

completed by the teacher. By asking the teacher to assume the role of

the researcher, data, could be gathered over a longer period than

resources would have permitted for investigator observation. The

schedule was brief and straightforward: clear categories and blanks

to tick, not essays to write (Appendix I

The schedule divides the school day into four parts: commencement

to a.m. break, a.m. break to dinnertime, p.m. commencement top break

and. p.m. break to hometime. A tick in one blartk provides data on the

sine of group in which the pupil is working on whether or not the

teacher is participating and on what the content area is.

For Study One, the activities of four consecutive school days

were sampled by following four pupils (2 boys and 2 girls) in each

class through a day. The first child was observed by both the

investigator and the teacher; the teacher queried any unclear parts of

the form early in the day, and the afternoon was uaed to check reliability,

reaulting in 85.6 percent Ngreement between the teacher and the observer.

Three other individual pupil schedules were left to be completed by

the teacher on the three subsequent school days.

Thus the General Pattern af Classroom Activities observation

schedule provided an overall perepective on the activities of the entire

class for one day while the Individual Pupil Schedule PortraYed the

activities af four consecutive school days as experienced by four

different individual per
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B. tidy Two

1.

-

Teacher_questionnaires

In Study Two, two questionnaires were adminIstered to provide data

on teacher attitudes and practices and to validate the observer's

classification of teachers as formal, mixed, or informal (Appendix II

The Teaching Styles questionnaire was again administered. The

thstrument provides valuable background data as well as a measure of

teacher formality/informality.

A second questionnaire was also used. It had been developed in

the American context by Walberg and Thomas 1971; 1972) working through

Training-Development-Research Associates, Inc. , commissioned by the

Education Development Center, Newton, Massachusetts and supported by

the U.S. Office of Education. They conducted a content analysis of

the major works related to open education 1 0, what we refer to as

'imformar) ranging from Tolstoy and Dewey to Richardson and Neill;

drafted "106 specific, explicit statements" _(1971, p. 199); and

submitted them for comment to 29 prominent open educators residing in

North America. prom their reactions, 50 items representing eight

dominant themes were selected for inclusion on the Teacher Questionnaire

and a parallel Observation-Rating Scale. These eight themes are:

1. Provisioning for learning including not only the material,
equipment, and furniture, but also the procedures and expectations
the teacher establishes along with the organisation of time and
the grouping of children.

2. Humaneness characterized by respect, honesty, and warmth.

30 plagnosis which determines the way the teacher guides and
extends the child's learning.

4. Instruction including the range of ways the teacher responds.

5. aalas mortunities to promote personal growth.

60 Evaluation for both the pupil's and the teacher's benefit.

70 Selftperception or how the teacher views herself and her own role.

Assumtions or how the teacher views children knowledge, and the
pxycess of learning.
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The 50 items are rated on a 4-point scale spanning from 'strongly

disagree' to 'stronglY egr

The 50 items on the Walberg and Thomas (19 ervation-Rating

Scale parallel those on their teacher questionnaire thus providing a

comparison for the data gather d from the teacher questionnai

In addition to observation, thirteen of the items require

-
clarification through conversation with the teacher.

1
For examPle.

item #26 "Teacher uses test results to group children for reading or

math " is difficult to respond to accurately from observation alone.

The groupings are usually obvious, but the basis for them is not.

In testing the instruments in 21 traditional classrooms in the

U.S. 21 open classrooms in the U.S., and 20 open classrooms in the U.K.,

Walberg and Thomas (1972) reported that "it can be seen that Op n

classes differ sharply from Traditional on 5 of the 8 criteria

Moreover, the differences between Cen and Traditional teachers are far

larger than the differences found either between schools of different

ocioeconomic strata or between schools in the United States and Great

Britain" p. 20 -207).

We are extending the use of the instruments from their sample of

infant (5- to 7-year-olde) classrooms into Junior classrooms and from

its American basis further into the British context by including

traditional as well as informal classes in the British sample.

The correlation between total scores on the Teacher Questionnaire

and the Observation-Rating Scale was .78, reflecti: the fact that

IThese thirteen items are
Appendix II.

isked in the.margin of the
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observer and teacher ratings had a similar pattern, although observer

ratings tended to be more extreme.

.GroiFrameIL__T_._yaZdl'caniovemeritObseationSrvcteAL_ile

An observation schedule was designed to allow the rapid recordi

at regular intervals of the use of six groupings and of the framework

options (Appendix II). The six groupings were:

With Teacher: Individually
Small Group
Large OroVID

Combined Clas es

Without Teacher: Individually
Small GroVP.

The faze ork teachers provided for pupil choice was divided. into

six categories:

Timing (p_ e, sequence, and duration
Partners
Location
Content (or discipline
Activity within a discipline
Materials.

1'rainework is discussed further in presenting the results from this

instrument (Chapter Five: Organization and Evaluation of the Curriculum).

It was recognized that more than one grouping and more than one framework

could be occurring at the same time. Space was provided for comments

on unusual or complex patterns.

The schedule was designed so that the duration of each grcuP ng

as well as major changes in theactivity of the class as a whole could

be recorded.

In addition sacher and pupil movement were assessed by global

ratings at the conclusion of the observation session. Movement was

rated on a 4point scale rangti from 'no occurrence to 'frequent'.

Pupil movement, which could occur 1 under teacher direction, 2) with

6 3
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teacher permission, or 3) at the p l's discretion, was divided into

five types:

1. movement to the teacher for any Purpose from any location,
2. movement for peer interaction or provisioning within the

pupil's quadrant,
3. movement within the roo
4. movement limuukAglime, but out of the roompand
5. movement out of the building.

There w re thus 15 categories of pupil movement.

There were five categories of teacher movement

1. remaining at her/his desk,
2. remaining at the front of the room,
3. moving to individual pupils,
4. circulating among tables or grays, and
5. supervising outside the room.

ase Observation Schedule

A second observation schedule was designed., piloted, and modified

to record pyils' use of language in clas_room contexts ranging from

formal to informal (Appendix II). The instrument allows for the

categorization of verbal utterances under the general framework of

initiation or continuation, in keepirg with the line of research

followed by such investigators as Flanders (1964 1970) and Bellack

et al. (1966). We have not, however, followed their practice of using

the term 'response' since this connotes a passive interaction. While

initiation is by nature active, it does not follow that the succeeding

utterances will be passive. 'Continuation' seems a more accurate label.

For each utterance, speaker and receiver are noted. The content is

classified as statement, question, evaluation, social (non-instructional

utterances such as greetings) r not clearly heard. Though these are

acknowledged as rough categories, the exploratory nature of our language

tudy made further refinement tupossible , Existing classroom language

schedules, thclud.ing that recently published by Sinclair and Coulthard
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(1975), are not appropriate for recording pup pil interaction which

Is reputedly a central feature of the informal classroom. Following

the distinction made by Langer (1962), we also distinguished between

the objective comments that form the bulk of our daily interactions and

the subjective eressions that refle t the individual's own perceptions

of experience.

The sequence and length of the e -hange are recorded and a space

for additional conrients is provided.

Though limited resources made it impossible to gather reliability

data based on two observers or on repeated visits, as would have been

desirable, it does appear that the instrument itself is relatively

facile to nse Using transcripts of language from primary classes

Rosen and oeen, 1973, pp. 44-48), there vas a 90 percent Agreement

between the investigator and an assistant on the classification of

utt Most of the di agreement was caused by the difficulty in

assessing the intended audience from transcripts in which there are

few context clues and no visual clues.

P School: Interview

A ptpil interview schedule was developed and piloted to provide

data on the Plvil perception of school (APPendix II). The first

page of the schedule lists 26 activities commonly Observed during

Study One, each of which the pupil is asked to ra e on a 5-point

'work play' scale. This distinction was selected since school is

commonly regarded as a place where one works (Jackson, 1968) yet

the value of play to cognitive development has been stres ed (Bruner,

1973) and the inf rmal educator also professes special concern with the

child's enjoyment of school Barth, 1970). To gauge the basis on which

the child is making the -'work/play' discrimination, after he rates the
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26 activities, he is asked jiyv he considers various activities to

be work or play.

Items on the second page of the schedule were designed to focus

on the child's awareness of his teacher eectations, as well as

his own opportunities for making decisions and for expressing opinions

or asking questions. These support data to be gathered from the

teacher questionnaires, thus providing two:perspectives.

Related questions were placed at intervals in the interview

schedule to make responses as independent as Possible. The instrument

was designed to take approximately 15 mInutes in a one-to-one interview

situation. The interview was tgpe recorded so that ratings could later

6e checked and SO that constructs elicited relating to the 26 activities

could be transcribed verbatim for the content analysis (Chapter Five).

SEC10N UI . SAMPLE SELECTION

A total of 50 classes includi 8-y ar-old PUPils in 4.3 schools

were visited on the recommendations of a county adviser, a warden of

a teachers centre, and a research officer for the S hools Council

Open Plan Schools Project. Twelve teacherm were visited for Study

during the summer term of 1975:

Open4lan ROOMS

Conventional Roo

6

6

12
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Study Two, conducted during the winter term of 1976, was composed

of 30 further teachers:

discu

_en-Plan Rooms

Conventional nooms

Formal Mixed Infor

8

9

13

30

At the conciuston of a full day of classroom observation plus

ions with both the class teacher and the H ad Teacher, teachers

were rated formal, mixed, or informal on the basis of the subjective

judgment of the observer, who is also a teacher with experience in

American and British schools with pupils gpanning the 5- to 11-year-old

primary school rang These subjective judgments were validated by

teachers' responses on the Teaching Styles Questionnaire (Bennett,

1976), and in Study Two also by their responses to the Walberg and

Thomas (1971) Teacher Questionnaire.

The investigator made it clear to both the county adviser and

the warden of the teachers centre that the competently run school

with capable teachers of varying styles was the objective. Further,

when talking with the Head Teacher, Pie investigator explained the

proposed research and acknowledged the strain this might be to the

less secure t acher. At that point some Heads did decline to participate

since their teacher(s) of second year junior pupils would, in their

timation, be unsuitable for or uncomfortable with the tYPe of

observation required for the etudy. Using this initial screening, we

found that only a few teachers had to be omitted from the study

because they APPeared markedly less capable. It may be that they were
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uncomfortable tuxier observation, but in any event the activities

in the classrtom seemed chaotic rather than coher nt. Though the

observer renained for the entire day as scheduled, the data were not

used. All of the teachers who were included in the two studies were

considered capable.

SECTION IV.

Head Teachers w re contacted by telephone to elain the purpose

of the research ask permission to visit, and set a date convenient

to the class teacher.

The investigator arrived at the school early enough to talk first

with the Head Teacher and than with the t acher, clarifying any points

that might have arisen since the arrangements were made ani aIso

soliciting background data on the achool and the staff.

In the classroom with the eacher, he first and the seventh

child from the class-regisar 1stiiga of boys and of girls were

selected fer intenstve observation, giving a total of four children

in each class. If the chi'.1 were absent or if the twher felt strongly

a particular child should not be observed, the next child down on the

register listing was selected.

One of these four children was selected by the teacher for

observation that day by the investigator and by the teacher who

independently filled out the Individual Pupil Schedule on the child.

At some point during the day, usually during the morning break or

dinnertime, the investigator ryviewed the form with the teacher to make

sure that there-was no confusion over categories. Where differences
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they were di and then the appmpriate response was

enteeei on the form with the discarded. one crossed. out. The afternoon
se8131-on was scored. for reliabilithresulting in 85.6 percent agreement
bet observer and teacher in rating the groupings experienced by

the t navidual child. (Rolsti, 1969)

2. (3 servation

he observation schedille that would. be completed by the investigator

was grow and evlained to the teacher. Throughout the day the teacher
was aoked to clarify any rroutpirga, evlatin where individual pupils or
grove had, gone and in general complete the picture that the observer
had of the activities affecting the children in the class. Iletails were
also eec rded about arty speciallat teachers who worked. with the citl&ren

about timetable& school activities such as music, pkweical eftcation,
or for-eign languages that would make a significant difference in the
grceviAte that might appear in the individual pupils schedules for the
sub eqiierit days when the observer would. not be there to clarify them.

Tte teacher questionnalres were explained. A starved, addressed

envetce was left far the te her to mail the two questionnaires and

the zneining three Individual 2upil Sched.ules to the investigator.

Woe the children arrive& the observer eat to the nide of the
class, cart of the mainstreas of activities, recording striping patterns

1an the obeervation schedule The observation schedule was used

throughout -the day far Stvdy Oin

IClraes axied conaiderabl,r th the extent to which childxen interacted
with thie observer. In the most formal classes the children remained intrail sweats during the ertire school day and had no overt interaction
with tlye observer; in the most inlormal classes the children came overto see what the investigator was vriting an& to offer comments.
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During the day the observer remained vith the teacher, using

breaks and. dinnertime to talk with the teacher and. other members of

staff or to share duties with her.

The observer was always available for further d1&uasion after
school with either -the teacher or the llead Teacher, but usually this

vas minimal or primarily social 1-n nature.

During the day of observ tion, it ws easy to categ rize the room
as cpen-plan or conventional. There w re 1ntazas ihere -Ella school

building vas Di mixed design, but only the par tie clasnroom

observed vas relevant to this study.

Categorization of teacher practices was done at the end of the

day of observation on the basis of the observer's ov real judgment.

For the twelve teachers included in Study One the categorimation seemed

clearcut. The observer's initial Judgment 1148 later validated by

analysis of the total scores computed. from teachers' re muses to

the Teaching Stylse Questionnaire, in which large and significant

differences were founi between formal and informal teachers (see

Sanple Description' below).

_Two

As in Study One, initial contact in Study Two was by telephone

the Head Teacher of the school, to evlain the research, Eta

permission to visit, and, set a date convenient to the class teacher.

Following this, a letter was sent -to the teacher delineating again

the emphases of the class observation and individual pupil interviews

and eoplaining and enclosing the two teacher questionnaire (Appendix

The investigator arrived at the school well in advance of the
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pupils to be Arle acquainted with the Head Teac_

62.

d the class

teacher and to an wer any Tueries. Non-teaching time throughout the

day was used. to gather data about the school and to clarify any questions

the teacher might have with respect to the questionnaires.

1. Observation

For the 30 classes in St o, observation was reduced from

he entire day to AEC hour in the morning and 40 minutes in the

eternoon, The investigatorobeerved the first hour of morning i.natruction

including academic work (reading, writing, maths) amd tha first 40

minutes of afternoon activities that included art craft, science, cr

social studies work for at lea some of the pupils.1 A balance of

the hard and 'soft subjects, of the morning and efternoon and of

the arees likely to represent the more structured and the less structured

modes of learning was sought.

Observation was divided. into 5 minut

with a 2 minute sweep of the room to note and record the occurrence of

the six groupings and mE any framework options given. During the last

3 minutes of each observation period, the imestigatorgs attention

shifted to the IMO of language in the classroom, focuasinig on an

individua3. pupil.

h of which began

2 minutes Grouping, Framework, and Movement Observation h dule

3 minutes Language Obeervation Schedule

5 minute observation

Ilieligious education, physical education, music, and foreign language,
all observed duriAg Study One, were omitted from observation in StudY
Two. Though aohool policy influences all emecte af school life, it
seemed eppecially domdmant in these areas. We ware primarily interested
in the areas where the teecher hallmilmayreeponsibility'fCr the
atmoephate and the curriculum.
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There were 12 such perioda during the morning and S in the afternoon,

making a total of 100 minutes of struct -ed observation in each class

in Study"Two.

Four chi dren (2 boys and 2 girls ) were observed la e _h clews

using the e Observation Schedule (Appendix II). To balance

aur sample of ptpil language use, the teacher was asked to select a

boy and a girl who were generally talkative and &mother boy and girl

who WeXe rsther qvlet, pJferably from different quadrants of the

room to allow a stm7j.ng of activities in those classes where more

than one activity occurred simultaneously. This sampling of locations

was also intended to give a rmprasertative picture of language use

throughout the classroom since prev:(,u6 zlnearoh ir. acre formal

classe (Adams and Biddle, 2970, p. 90) suggests that children nearer

the teacher &re afforded more opportunities for interaction. The

observation of boys and girls, and of talkative and Auiet children,

was rotated both from morning to afternoon, and from day to day.

2. Pupil Interviews

Thiring interludes in thm day when the inve tigator was not

observiNg, four pupils from each class were interviewed (1 boy and

1 girl considered capable by their teacher and 1 boy and 1 girl

considered less capable). To maintain independent samples, the teacher

wan aoked to atlect four different pipils from the four selected for

language Observation.
1

The order of pupil intent we was rotated,

1Eight meals frem each _--ass (14 observed for the Lang-sage Observation
Schedule and 4 interviewed) lc. a large enough percentage to ensure that
the sample is:not composed (entirely of 'model pupils, yet it is small
enough so that the obeerver has a sense of the pupils 40 individuals
rsther than as a class unit.

7 2



balancing toys and girls, capable and less capable, fresh and weary.

The investigator progressed through the interriew schedule recording

Pupil responses as they were made; interviewe were also tape recorded

o ratinge could later be checked Appendix II

It was usually possible to end the day with all the data in hand

but stamped, addressed envelopes went available for any teacher who

had been unable to complete the questionnaires.

SECTION V ANALYS DTJIF ON AED TWO

19.miatpr A a es,

In both Study One and Study Two, data were p ared for computer

_alyts using the University of Manchester Regionalecognitereentre

facilities from the University of Lancaster. WES and BM programs

(Nie et al. 1975; Dixon, 1967 used to -sionista chi-squares,

Fisher's Exact Test, analys of variance, and deseriPtive statistics.

Chi-squares corrected for contiruity art appropriate for testing

the significance of the differences among grovp when the data are

frequencies in discrete categories ar cam be usefillly rednced to

frequencies (Siegel, 1956, pp. 175-179). Thay coipare the actual with

the expected not assuming a normal curve. From our data xamples

include teacher reeponses on background variables such al; sex and

training, and occurrence or non-ccourrence of pqpiiplanning in small

groups. In those csoes where the tables reduce to 2 x 2 contimgeneY

tables with N lees than or equal to 20, the BPSS program automatioilly

-alculates Fisher s txact Probability (Siegel, 1956, pp. 96-1000

Frequencies were too small for appropriate use of chi-Squares when

responses were divided along a 4. ar 5-poist scale. Items in these

oases were recoded into agreement versus disagreeing

73
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Because we wanted to grow aur data in two ways, comparing

variables relating 1) to formal, mixed, and informal Style and

2) to openaplan and conventional Btilding Type, two-factcr nal

of variance was aRPropriate.

Study One sampling ensured that equal numbers of teachers were

,included in each of the four cells. Because of the equal numbers,

Building and Style effects were independent of each other and could

be tested directly without correction. It was also possible to test

certain within teacher effcto ench as morning and afternoon differences

in pr:rtices. (Such analyses become extremely complex and beyond

the range of most computer programs when cells are unequal.)

To avoid discarding data, the inconvenience of unequal cells

was accepted for Study Two. The weighting option available in

MSS (Nie et al., 1975. p13. 129-131) was used to compensate for

the over/under-easpling af cells in contingency table analyses

(i.e. chi-equares). To simplify, instead of counting each occurrence

once as would usually be done, it is augmented in instances of smaller

cells and diminished it instances of larger cells. For our Obtained

cell frequencies ofi 4 8 5 17

4 5 4 13

8 13 9 30

weighting by the ratio of expeoted to observed frequencies in each

cell gives as appropriate eights: 1.133 .921 1.020

867 1.127 .975.

Cell frequency changes are less than 1 in each case, while marginal

and grand totals remain unchanged. The resulting weighted analyses

and the associated statistics provided by SPSS give tests of Building

and of Style affects which are not confounded with one another.
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In the analyses of variance, this weighting was not necessary

since in the classical model each effect is t sted after allowing for

all other effects. The associated adjusted means are automatically

provided by the SPSS program.

e Scores

To obtain indices of overall informality on the Walberg and

Thomas (1971) instruments and on the Teaching Styles Questionnaire

(Bennett 1976), the following formula was useds

Total Informal Tally

- Total Formal Tally

Constant (Calculated to avoid ne ve numbers

FOX. the Walberg and Thomas instruments the constant for the

to al score was 75, giving a.miodpoint of 100 with a possible spread

from a formal score of 25 to an informal score Of 175.

FOT the Teaching Styles Questionnaire the constants for the

a c i_n were: Teaching Aims 15

Opinions about
Education Issues 26

The 0pinions about Teaching Methods (Formal versus I _ormal) score

was calculated as: Total Informal Methods score
- Total Formal Methods score

50

The composite score was calculated as:

Teaching AIMS scor
Opinions About Education Issues score
Opinions About Teaching Methods score

. 50

For Study Two, four pupils wete interviewed and a different

four pup were observed using the Language Observation Schedule.

These were tr ated as multiple measures on a single teacher and were
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combined into a single score. For Ale pupil interviews individual

pupil responses were treated as 'agreement' disagreement' to an

item, and combined so that agreement' reflects the consensus of at

least 3 of the 4 pupils interviewed from each class. For the

Language Observation Schedules restate from the 4 pupils were totalled

to give the total utterances recorded in each category for the fixed

periods of observation.

LeXel

We accepted the conveAtion that results are meaningful if they

would ocdur by chance fewer than 5 times in 100 pc .05).

FUrther cut-offpoints at .01, .005, and .001 were used to provide

a fuller report of results. For thp smaller sample in Study One, results

at the .10 level were reported as trends.

SECTION VI. SAMPLE D ION

hA__Am4422a

Baind
Each of the twelve teachers in Study One completed a shortened

version of the Teaching Styles Questionnaire. Chi-square tests and

analyses of variance (Building by Style) revealed that there wore no

significant differences among the four groups of teachers on the

background variables of age, teacher training, or teaching emporia: e.

This was a homogeneous groUp in terms of teacher preparation; all

college educated with a primary orientation. Eleven were non-

graduate certified teachers; one was a graduate. It was a heterogeneous

group in terms of age aLd teaching experience, though there were no

ignificant differences among the four grows. Age was categorized in

7 6
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ar bands begirining with 'under 30 years' and exieriding to

'over 60 years'. The teachers in this sample ranged. from 'under 30 years

o 50-59'. Teaching experience ranged from four years to

ne teacher in sac. cell having 20 or more years of teaching e

Eleven of the twelve teachers were marrieds eleven were female.

Catholic, Church of England, and County Primary affiliations were each

represented by four schools.

.2. .....X.S4L2E-MB-2-23-1111n

All six formal teachers had second year junior classes. One of

the informal teachers had a second -ear junior class mixed

first and second year junior classes and one was in a team teaching

situation in which his base gromp was second year juniors, but both

he and the pupils worked with children throughout the junior age range

during the day.

Class size d d differ stgnifican 1 Building by Style interaction,

F.20.6, df118, p< .01 among the four groups. This was the result of

_, with

Table ls Claes Size in Study One

erip1an

Formal Informal

Class 1 38 23
Class 2 35 26

class 3

Moan 34 7 25.3

onven nal

Formal Informal

30
32

3100 3300

the generally smaller class size in the informal ep

One of the claseee was based in a small resource area which could

accommodate no more; the other two classes had temporarily low enrollments

as the result of new schools opening near IlY4

Table 1)0
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Teacher

Remembering that the twelve teachers were categorized formal

or informal on the basis of the investigator's observation of their

classroom practices s especially important to fina that the

teachers' own reports about their attitudes are consistent with the

observer categorization.

Two factor analyses of variance (Building ilpe by Teaching S

show that there are Style effects si5v%.acant beyond the .03 level

for the sections 'Teaching Aims' and 'Opinions about Teaching Methods'

with the section inions about Education Issues' tending toward

significance .10) (Table 2), The composite score from the three

Table 22 Teacher Attitudes in Study One

Measure

Teaching Styles

Questionnaires

Teaching Aims 23.0 20.7 Z1.3 27.0 2.85 5,60* 16.46

Qpinions about
Education Issues 23.3 21.0 27.3 28.3 0.05 3.81# 0433

Opinions about
Teaching Methods 49.0 45.3 58-7 60.7 0.04 8,22* 0,42

Composite Score 45.3 37.0 57 3 66.0 0.00 12.10** 2.08

#p . 10 , p< . 5 , *-wp < . 01

attitude sections reveals a Style effect significant he .01 level.

There were no significant Building effects. There was a significant

Building by Style interaction for the 'Teaching Aims' section in which

teachers in the conventional rooms had the most extreme scores.

In summary, the classification of teachers as formal or informal

made on the bas_ of observation, is opported by their questionnaire

response. 78
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Two

Tn study Two, sampling w augmented to include teachers with

mixed teaching styles. The teachers of thi. ty classes containing second

year junior pupils were considered formal, nixed, or informal on the

basis of their observed practices. None of these teacher- had been

ncluded in Study One.

2,.....:zei_zherBawarza

Chi-square tests and analyses of v (Building by Style)

of responses to he Teaching Styles Questio ire Bennett 1976)

showed no significant differences among the ai groups of teachers on

the variables sex, age University or College training graduate or

non-graduate status, teaching experience, or class size. Seven of the

teachers were men; 23 were women. Teachers reported th ir age in

10-year spans on the questionnaire; this samPle'ranged from the 'under 30

year to the '50-59' Year span, with 17 teachers in the under 30 categry.

Twenty-- ven of the teachers were trained at colleges; three at

universities, Twenty-three were non-graduate certified teachers; seven

were graduate Twenty-seven had primary-oriented teacher training;

1 was condary- riented; and two had no formal teacher training.

Classes eve aged 3149 pupils, with a range from 23 to 41 pupil 0

is ironic after the signi icantly smaller class size of the informal,

open-plan classes in Study One, that for Study Two this group averaged

the largest class size.) Teaching experietce averaged 6.9 years with a

range from the probationary year to 18 years of teaching experience

Procedures adePted in sample selection (see above) were designed to

insure that all of the teachers inclue-ld could be considered capable.

Seventeen classes Imre in County 'school four in Roman Catholic schools,

and nine in Church of England Schools.
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In the conventional rooms, 12 he 13 classes were conosed

entirely of second year junior pupils; the other class, categorized

as one w h a mixed teaching style, was composed of first and second

year juniors. In the op -plan rooms, the four formal classes were

conosed entirely of second years; three of the mixed classes wsre

entirely second years, four were combination fir t and second years

and one was a combInation second and third year class. The informa

classes included one that was entirely coirosed of second year juniors,

and second year combination, two second and third year combination

and a se-ond through fourth year combinatIon.

The observer's grouping of teachers into those with fo mal, mixed,

and ixformal styles on the basis of their observed practi

again suported. by the teache ' reonses to the que ti

Looking first ac the Teaching Styles <Uestionnai e, used in both

studies, two factor analyses of v:_iance reveal no significant Building

or Building by Style effects (Table 3). The differences among the

grows of teachers are accounted for by their teaching _ yle . 'Teaching

Aims' hows a significant dIfference among the styles at the .05 level.

°pi ions about Rd -ation Issues' Illustrates a polarizatio f views

(p< .005) which is even more pronounced in the teachers' nions about

Teaching Methods' (F rmal vs. Informal) (p< .001). Not surprisingly,

S 0



Table 31 Teacher At itudes in Study Two

Measures juIId F-ratios Analysis of Style Effects

Teaching Styles Formal Mixed Informal Open Cony. B S RS Wests

bestionnairel N 1 (*10) (d1=2;2,1) (4111 Linear Deviations

Teaching Aims

Opinions about

Education Issues

Opinions about

Teaching Methods

Coposite Score

19.5

17,5

37.0

24.0

Walberg and Thomael

Teacher Questionnaire 99.5

Observation-Rating

Scale 54.9

20.1 22.9 20.9

22.0 26.8 22,0

53.4 55.5 50.6

45.5 55.3 4.5

110.1 129.6 118.7

104,3 147.0 109,8

fp< .05 fkp< 4(ift< .005, **-t< .0 1

20,5 0.15 3.79* 2.04 2,58* 1 ZI

22.5 0.10 8,73 0.16 4.15****

48.5 0.5L 15.49**** 0.40 4,97**** .2,63*

41.6 0.22 17.64**** 0,08 5.79**** .1.51

105.9 12 91 *** 3.25 6.33**** 1.23

96.2 200 109,5**** 1 26, 14,68 0.72



the formal teachers favour formal methods qhile informal teachers

favour informal methods. A total attitude sco e based on these three

section showo a significant Style effect at the J001 1ovr. (Specific

items from the questionnaire are presented in the relevant chapters.)

Since the sections of the Teaching Styles Questionnaire selected

for this study were primarily concerned with teacher attitudes, there

were no significant Building effects. On the Walberg and Thomas (1971)

instruments, ho _ver, total scores do reveal significant Building

as well as Style :cts. T'6ems relate generally to practice with

attitudes imPlied. One possibility is that the open-plan rooms are

influencing teacher practice more readily than teacher attitude.

Building effects on the individual ite rom the instniments are

pre- nted in the appropriate results chapters.

SEETI NV11.

ne instruments were designed to focus primarily on

grouping atterns and the curriculum. Twelve teachers and their classes

were selected to form an equl cell sample of formal and informal

teachers working in cpewlan and conventional rooms. The initial

observer classification of teachers as formal or informal was validated

by the reaponses on the Teaching Styles Questionnaire.

Study Two instruments continued the emphasis on grouping patterns

and the curriculum though narro ing the consideration) and included

classroom laliguage and movement. The sample of 30 teachers maintained

the central distinction between formal and informal teachers in open-

plan and conventional rooms and also included 13 teachers with mixed

styles. Again the observer classification of teachers was validated
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74.

by their responses to the Teaching Styles Questionntf,re. The Walberg

and Thomas instruments also showed significant diffe ences among the

group., of teachers.

The following chapters organize the results from ti studies

in terms of the areas of interest: grouping patterns, curriculum

organization and evaluation, m vement and language. Data from each

instrument will be included as bhey are relevant tol, he specific

question under discussion (Figure 1
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CHAPTER THREE

GROUPING PATT S 4ITHIN THE OLLSSROOM: STUDY ONE

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

We di _weed earlier the importance of looking within the

classroom for a naturally occurring unit of analysis. Grouping

patterns ar- a useful beginning since they are easily defined and

understood. Groups axe also crucial because they provide the context

withit whi'h learning e,erIences occur. From the viewpoint of pre-

servica or in-7 rvice training they offer a coirete focal point for

the teacher who wishes to e1ore alternatives.

We began in Study One by asking t hers' opinions and observing

1 range of grolvings, and then concentrated in Study Two (Chapter

our) on five that are the most frequently used or which distinguish

between formal and Informal teachers. (See Figure 1 p. 75.)

The ten groups initially considered varied in s ze and membership.

Group size was divided into the indlvidlial pupil, the small group

composed of 2 to 6 pupils, the medium group compo ed of 7 to 12 pupils,

large grow composed of 13 pupi!A to the entire class or register

group, and finally the category combined classes designat ng a group

composed of more pupils than would normally be a class in that schooli,

Each of these groupings can occur with or withant -itive te her

participation.

SECTION II. THE GROLIS AS OBSERVED

As Observation Schedule Results

Data from the Pal day of observation in e- h o_ the twelve classes

in Study Ons were analysed using a two factor an ysis of variance

(Building Type by Teaching Stylm

8 6



Cc:Jining all the curriculum areas to obtain the total n aber of

minutes spent in each grouping, the medium group composed of 7 to

pupils both with and without teacher participation is so close to

nonexistent tha it may be omitted from further consideration. It

had been included to account primarily .:or the instances when the

teacher might split the class into high, middle, and low abil ty

groimtngs which would not indicate the informal approach that we

anticipateei the 'small group' would. Only one teacher made use of

this split. It was found, as expected, that the large group without

teacher and the combined classes without teacher occurred too

infrequently for further consideration. With these four groupings

omitted, we are left with six groupings for study:

With Teachers Individual
Small Group
Large GrouP
Combined Classes

Without Teacher: Individal
Small Group .

None of the six distinguish significantly among the four gro,pA vf

teachers, but two approach statistical significamc (p< .10) (Table 4).

The large group with the teacher was used an average of 115 minutes

per day by formal teachers in open-plan rooms, though less than lalf

that (45 minutes) by informal teachers in open-plan rooms. In

conventional rooms both formal and informal teachers used the large

group moderately, with an average of 88 ana 85 minutes respectively.

This difference approaches significance for Teaching Style and fo

Building by Style inter tion (p< .10

A different pattern of use is exemplified by the small group of

pupils without the teacher. Informal teacher_ in conventional rooms

used this grouping an average of 60 minutes, followed closely by formal

8
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Table 4 Minutes of Observed GroupIng PractIces In Study One

Groupinp
With Teachers

Means
Formal Informal

en Cony.
(1,1

F-ratio L8
BS

Individual 110.0 85.0 121.7 73.3 0.84 0.00 0.08

Small Group 10.0 18.3 48.3 38.3 0.00 2.33 0,23

Large Croup 115.0 88.3 45.0 85.0 0.14 4.21# 3.48#

Combined 18.3 53,3 45.0 38.3 0.35 0.06 0.75
Classes

Without Teacher:

Individual 225.0 101,7 315,0 2r/.8.3 1.01 2.81 0.30

Stall Group 56.7 20.0 33.3 60,0 0.10 0.28 4.09#

#p < .10

teachers in open-plan roots, who used it an average of 57 minutes.

Dropping nearly by half, informal teachers in apon-Tian r oms used this

grouping an average of only 33 minutes. Formal teachers in conventional

roomsusedthe grouping least, AvP--,7ing only 20 minutes per day of small

group work without the teacLer ve1y participating. This Building

by Style interaction app ol hes statistical significa e

School Day

The second t thod of analysis for the observation schedule data

from Study One involved diagramming the pattern of activities during

the day of observation for each of the twelve classes. Following are

examples it this diagramming selected to illustrate each of the four

oups of teachers and to highlight the differences between them.



A Formal pproach nventional Room

Morning

The formai teacher in the conventional room F gure 2) began the

morning with most of the class reading silently and individually while

she called individuals to her d sk to read individually to her and to

receive individual instruction from her. The cbildren then had mental

arithmetic as a class with the teacher giving problems and calling on

individuals to answer them. She then passed out the textbooks and

gave the assignnlerri3 for the three streamed math groups. The children

worked individually at the set task until playtime.

tfter pJnytime, the children finished off their math work and

then seats were rearranged so that everyone could see the televisi

programme comfortably. Thic programme was an integral part of the fish

unit the children had been working on. After the class watched th

programme, they discussed it briefly, tyiug It in to displavg? around

the roo then the teacher distributed to each pair of c!, i.i a

packet of materials designed by the BBC to accompany the a. Tha

children completed some of the ward games before dinnertime.

Afternoon

After dinner, tic children were asked to write something imaginative

to do with fish or water. Though seveml Possible directions viere

mentioned, the stimulus was general and the children seemed fret' to

follow on from the morning television programme, from any of the previous

work, or from their own experience. While they began, the teacher moved

from group to grow checking that each understood the assignment

had adequate supplies. Each child had an individual dictionary for the

veiling words he found difficult. When they had completed the writing,

they were to go on to illustrate it using scraps of fabric, sticky paper,

79.
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Figure 2: Fo_ Approaches in a Coirvotinaa aod a q1;,?, rZ1i alom
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rayons, or anything else available in thc Liasorooni. While the bulk

of the class got on with the writing and ill strating, the te-,e

again called individual children to her to read. This pattern

continued from dinnertime till playtime with inte ruptions only to

provide spelling words or to spot check the work at the tables.

After playtime the children returned outside to run thr

their part for the coming Sports Day. They then 1-nt hack

classroom to write a note te thell parer inviting them for the Sports

Day. The teacher used the last r

the class.

2. _A Formal Approach in an Open

Morning

Moving now to the formal teacher in the open-plan setti (Figure

we find a marked similarity in grouping patterns, with whole class

teaching even more pronounced. The children started the day with a

brief religious assembly led by the Head Teacher and then went to their

base area where the teacher distributel compasses and introduced the

concepts circumference, diameter, and radius to the cla'Js. The teacher

endained from the board while the children worked p Iblems at their

seats.

After playtime, the Head Teacher took the class for handwriting

practice. Each teacher specified a curriculum area she would like the

Head to take, in this instance handwriting. He then taught one lesson

the day to read a story to

Room

each week Ly way of acquainting himself with the children and providing

a planning period for the teacher. The last half hour of the morning,

the teacher taught French to the cla (A peripatetic French teacher

visits the school, but this class teacher took her own.) The atmosphere

was game-like and pleasant; the content was oral vocabulary.

9 2



Afternoci

After dinnertime the children returr. -se area where the

teacher and some of their classmates had air- .1(1.;. laid out art materials.

The art lesson integrated the work with circles the children had in

math during the morning plus the Social Studies unit on Vikings that

was introduced the previous day. Each child made a Viking fr,-

PaPer. Squares were measured and cut into circles, cut and folded

into col and then joined and decorated to mak,: the Viking warrior.

Several were used on the mural bulletin board t was taking shape

at the side of the room. Instructions were given and all the children

began work on the Vikings, but inevitably some finished earl:r: than

others. These children either read from the lnrE,ry collection of

books on the Vikings or i .,shed taking down the previous bulletin

board.

After playtime the class listened and sang along to a record

relating the story of Blackboard, the bad buccaneer, and then completed

word usage exercises relati_ng to the record.

An Informal Approach in a Conventional Room

The informal teachers exhibit a different eirhasis in gro

patterns because then frequently split the class into groups for

eparate activities, tho h they still have timPi when they talk to

or instruct thn class an a unit .-e 3).

aziple of the informal teacherThe teacher we will use

in the conventional classroc:1 had a group of first and second year

Juniors, in contrast to the second year junior groups that both the

formal teachers had.

Morning

The school day began with the entire school having re7_

9 3



assembly led by the Head Tel her. The children then went

83.

_ the

classroom where five different activities were organized: three

structured and two allowing considerable freedom for the individual

child. The main part of the teacher's attention was devoted to the

two number groups, one working on money problems and one on magic

squares. The other structured group was working with reading/writing

comprehension cards. Though this was organized as a group in fact

the children did their work individually, resorting to their clas.,-

mates only when they were having trouble. It should be noted that

this sharing of know edge was regarded a- cooperation not as cheating.

The child could select the content area of the -:ompr hension card,

but felt he should stay within the colour

level of progress through the cards.

The other two groups were quite free t:-) relect their own specific

activity within he framework provided by -11, teacher. One grouP

Wan free to read books from the library area and another group was

free to do art work; the scope for art work in this class included not

Giv the paL crayons, pastels, chalk, PaPier mache, and sewing which

in well-supplied schools, but alo a whole range of

equipment and fabric for weaving, their current Social Studies topic.

After 40 minutes the children switched groups. The area that had

been used for art work was cleared and the next groUp of

children decided to play a homemade board number game that involved

money calculations. Before playtime, crisps were sold. Those children

who bought them tended to return to their work uith the crisps.

After playtime the furniture was rearranged so there was a large,

clear centre space. A maypole was placed in the middle and then the

teacher showed some of thc samples of weaving she had brought from her

band:i-Ig that designated his
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Figure 1: Informal Approdies in a jonventional and an Open-Plan room
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ne ou ng t- p to the mill L1iat the chi1thn wotild be visiting ,hat week

After a brief discuseion, the maypole wan esod to show varioue weavi

patterno with different children participating in the weaving while

the rent of tho clans sat round the edges watching the patterns form.

After variour patterns haa been demonstra oi, the children moved the

ferniture back into grome and wrnto a b te t aginatiee piece /about

Mr. Blackburn's peper teat le

Afterno

The afternoon period from diiuiertline until playtime was spen

Social Studi sproject work connected with their fortheoming trip to

the mill. During this 66 minutes some children engaged in several

different activit ea relating reading writing and art work to the

weaving unit, Other cbll&ren apent the entire time on one aetivity.

The teacher noved from individual to individual, instructing

aging, and sometimes saggesting that the child could either help

be helped by one of his classmates. To give an idea of the range

of activities engaged in by the pupils, one of the five-ninute scans

of the class revealed this variety: one child was using a knitting

machine, five were doing bobbin kni ting, seven were making string

pictures, one was doing block strirg printing, two were ironing crayon

patterns on tracing peper over rope and twine one was making clothes

for a papier michg model, one was weaving on a frame with feathers and

other oddnents, one w -coiling a string arovndayoglat container to

make a pencil holder, one was making a chart illustrating and distinguishing

between siring, xope, twine, and wool, two boys had gone to tha Head

reacher for reading, one child was typ rg while his dompanions at the

table were readitg CT writing, and four children were discussing the

weaving display from the aill with the teach
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After playtime there was brief diseuoton of the practical

details for the outing and then the children went outside for physical

education with the teacher. One group of children went to the swimmers

gronp with another t --her while the class teacher took the rest of the

children for skill practice. They divided themselves into three groups

depending on interest in the equtpment and then each g sup was set to

work. The teacher moved from group to group instructing and oberving

th- -.11dren. Just as the bell rang she a_ led the children together

to make some general comments about the practice. All returned to

the classroom and were dismissed.

J. An Informal ARproach_in an en-Plan Room

Each of the teachers categorized as informal in the qpen-plan context

mchanging teashdrg responsibilit es to some extent with at least

one other teacher. The frequency of inter7-tion, the subje. t areas

affected, and the ructuring of the exchange varied in the three

situations. We have selected the most structured to exemplify the

aPProach, not because it is necessarily representative,but because

it is easiest to delineate given the brevity of a single day of

observation. In this primary school the infant teachers acted as one

team and the jUAiOX teachers combined to form a second team. Each

teacher had an area e specialization, though there was a tendency for

some of the t achers to change areas to maintain a fresh perspective

and to remain capable as a general teacher. At the time of the

observation, one teacher specialized in each of Mnsic, Bath, Art, and

Social Studies. Each teacher had his omn register graSp for agproximately

half of the day during which time reading, writing, and discussion -were

stressed. Each pupil was scheduled for a certain amount of time in

each subject area, but rescheduling was continuous as it became apparent

9 8



that the child had finihod ear y or wan likely to need another period

to finish a particular pi work. IL would have been physically

impossible to follow visually each child In the register group; they

Qplit regrouped, and united again several different times. Both the

pvpils and the teachers knew where each child was to be; the atmosphere

was businesslike.

ming

School began with an assembly led by the Head Teacher, then

children r turned to their base axeas. The books were laid out and

waitihg at their places. Some were reading, some writihg a few did

a combination of both In their Better ngish hooks, some did number

work and ore child was withdrawn fer remedial work. Dtring this

time, the teacher circulated, checking, instructing, and questioning.

After 40 minutes there was a regrouping with 15 children joining the

teacher for a Social Studies discus-ion while the other children

continued with Numbers or Better English or did some Social Studies

writing. The child who had been out of the base area for remedial work

returned and two other children left. From the end of assembly, then,

until playtime the children uere with their base teacher.

After playtime tho children went in one of four directions under

the sup rvision of one of the three tea,chers % to Numbers, to 'Story',

to Art, to lish. Within each of these areas several different

types of activities were occurring. In the Maths area the variety

xtended to water capacity prublems, work with slopes involving sticky

paper, coMpasses, and rulers various sets of work cards the Beta

number books. 'Stcry was the area of least supervision and included

any type of writi t t the teacher or the child thought apPropriate.

The art room was well mpplied. The teacher provided stimuli related

9 5



-to the Soc lid Audios unit that WM -IR1 1 to the jin1or oam. Large

art displays wore prevalent throughout the building. English was again

a combination of activities; some children were writing myths stimulated

by the occial Studies work, some w re working with SRA kits, some were

following work cards and others wore doing work set either by their

base teacher or the teacher specializing in English Social Studies.

The children returned to their base areas for the last ten minutes of

the morning. The second year jut-I:tor teacher returned and corrimeited.

on their Social Studies booklets which he had read the previous evening.

Afternoon

After dinner, the children were again in the team altua ion, but

most children switched activiti s, so that a child who had Math in the

morning might go on to Art in the f-ternoon. The options available

during the first section of the afternoon included Math, English,

Social Studies, aid two groups of Art lei by different teaChers.

After playtime the children returned to their base areas. The

teacher gave an art stimulus related to their Social ftudies unit and

then while the children got on with the art work, he heard individual

children read. The children tidied away and the last 15 minutes all

the children gathered round the teacher who read from a continming

class story.

In contrasting the class profiles, three points seemed especially

otrikig. First for each class there were periods when the entire

class was _egether. Second, frequently in the formal classes but Less

in the informal classes when the class was together All the children

were engaged in an identical task. AnA third, often in the informal

classrooms but seldom in the formal rooms, three or more different

activities were taking place simultaneously.
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an he TJiffer p

Some of the differences in paLternn of clan 1, a activi ty which

aro evident in Figures 2 and 3 were also quantified.. Losoone with the

'class together, and ever more so with the entire class engaged in a

'.1 le tash seem useful indices of formality. Sessions when 'three

or more simultaneous activities cur point to informality. Separate

analyses of the patterTs of activities were carriel out for the 'Core

siibjecte combine& (Writing Reading, Numbers Science, and Social

Studies), for 'Other subje ts combined (RellOous Elucation, Physical

education, Music, Art, Dotema, and Foreign Language ), and for the total

urriculum combined (Table 5).

There were no statistically significant differences in the amount

of time spent by the class together' when calculated for the 'Core'

subjects combined or for the 'Other' subjects combined. It should be

noted, however, that the percentage of time sp nt 'class together for

the 'Col- subjects combined ranged from a low of 11 percent for the

informal teachers in the cpenplan rooms to a high of 35 percent for

the formal teachers in the conventional cla rooms. For the 'Other'

subjects combined, thoragh there were fewer percentage points distinguAshing

the groups the formal teachers used the 'class together' grouping

approximately tmice as often 14 percent) as the informal teachers

(7 percent). It is at least possible that these discrepancies would

haw. a practical effect on the quality of interaction for the ptpil.

When the total curriculum combined was considered, the percentage of

time spent class together was sigraficantly greater (p< .05) in the

formal than in the informal classes.
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Table 5t The OCCUrTelle of 'Class Together', 'Single Task', and
'Three or Moro Simultaneous Activit ea' in Study One

Mgan Pe
Formal

inte

Measures Open Cony.

Core Subjects:

Class Together

Single Task

> 3 Simul. Act.

Other Subjects:

Mass Together

Single Task

3 stmul. Act.

CurriculUm
Combined:

Class Together

Single Task

3 simu1. Act.

26.6 34.7 11.1 23.4

24.8 5.9 0.0 7.5

20.7 29.7 54,6 51.9

14.9 12.5 7.5 7.3

8.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

3.8 13.2 4.i 12.7

33.3 38.2 17.6 24.5
23.7 5.3 0.0 5.5
16.6 30.8 47.4 50.2

1.48

0.38

0.04

0.03

1.58

3.46#

0.77

0.07

2.05

0.15

0.02

3.96# 3.96# 3-96#

3.69# 0.00 0.01

0.95 5.95* 0,03

0.73 2.44 2.51

0.80 6.90* 0.36

Core Subjecte4riting, Reading, Numbers, Scie
Other SubjectsReligious Rancation, PhYsical

Drama. and Foreign Language

41p< 010, .05

nee, and Social Studies
Education, Music, Art,

The 'sIngle task' category did not achieve statIstIcal significance

for 'Core', Other', or total ourioulum, it may be educationally

significant though that for the totsa curriculum combined the percentage

of time spent with the entire class engaged in a single task ranged

from a high of 24 percent of the time bly formal teachers in cpen-plan

classrooms to nonkcourrenee for the informal teachers in cpenaplan rooms.

Two of the three formal teacher% in vein-plan rooms used this method of

teaching a greater percentage of the time than did any of the other
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teachers in ary of the other cells (23 percent arid 48 percent

Sinmitaneouc Activities

The category 'three or m9re different simultaneous activi.ies

seems to distinguish best between tho groups of teachers. For the

'Core' subjects combined the difference between the formal and the

informal approaches significance .10) with the informal teachers

using thJs tea proach over half the time while the formal

teachers selected. it between 20 and 30 percent of the time. This was

a less relevant category for the 'Other' subjects combined, though it

approachcs statistical significame (p< .10) for building typej those

in the comentlorial rooms used this more frequently (13 percent) than

those in the cpen-plan rooms (4 percent ). When the total curriculum

is combined me find a significant difference (p< .05) between formal

and informal teachers with the informal teachers maintaining three or

e simultaneous activities an average of 48.8 percent of the time

while the formal teachers used this approach an average of 23.7 percent

of the time.

4. Unifornity Ratio.

E1oring further the implications of the occurrence of three or

more simultaneoii activities we calculated the ratio of periods during

the day to the different activities occurring. Considering first the

minimum number of activiti _ in which each pupil was required to

participate during the day of observation, we find a range of 9 to

13 activities between the twelve classes, with each of the four grow

of teachers averaging between 10 and 11 activities (Table 6). When

we look at the total number of activities offered during that day,

however, we find among the 12 classes a range of from 10 to 29

activities, with an average of 16.8 for the formal teachers and of
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Table 61 The Uniformity

Formal Teachers
Open-plan Rooms:

Ratio for S. udy Ono

Minimum No. of Total Activ.
Activ. per Child Offered

Uniformity
Ratio

Teacher 1 9 18 5000%

Teacher 2 8 lo 80.0

Teacher 3
3,-3 19 68.4

mean

_

10.0 15.7 66.1%

Formal Teachers/
Conventional Rooms:

Teacher 1 12 22

Teacher 2 12 19 63.2

Teacher 3 9 3 69.2

Mean 11.0

,1

18.0 62.3%

Informal Teachers
en-plan Rooms*

Teacher 1 8 24 33.3%

Teacher 2 13 28 46.4

Teacher 3 10 14 71.4

mean 10.3 22.0 50.4%

Informal Teachers
Conventional Rooms:

Teacher 1 23 34.8%

Teacher 2 13 29 44.8

Teacher 3 25 44.0

Kean 25.7 4I.%

_-Wbitney U Tests Formal v. rmal U5, One- ailed p .021

23.8 for the informal teachers. The uniformity ratio, calculated as

the ratio of required periods to offered activities, varies from

50 to 80 percent for the formal teacher it varies from 33.3 to 46.4

percent for the informal teachers, vith the exception of one informal

1 0 4
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teacher whose TWA_ of required to fercd. activities was 71.4 pereen

As tested by the Mann-WhAtney U Siegel 1956, Pp. 116-126), the

uniformity ratio was significantly different between the formal and

informal teachers U-5 ple.02), with the informal teachers providing

for more activities.

,s TION III. THE G I G AS REPORTED; I IVIDUAL PUPIL SCHEDULE_ _

A. Reliability'

The activities of two boys and two gi ls from each class were

recorded over four consecutive schools daYs, one child per day. The

Individual Pupil Schedule (Appendix I), used bY the teacher, surprisingly

needed no revision after the pilot work. The one problem area relat d

to the teachers undee'tauding of the groupings 'without teacher'.

This was best clarified it the initial verbal explanation.

The afternoon of the day of observation was scored for reliabil

There was 85.6 percent agreement between observer and teacher in rating

the groupings eXperienced by the individual chill during the afternoon

of observation (Holsti, 1969).

===L=,4-k,A,===.St-leatildi_Effects

Results from the four pupils were combined to provide a four daY

sample; two factor analyses of variance (Buildi4g by Style ) were

carried out on the schedules.

The most emd g'rotping for all four setø of classes was the

lit should be remembered that the characteristics of informal, or 'open'
education are diverse. The plurality of opportunities is one of these
characteristics. While it seems ipportant, considered singly it is
neither a necessarY VOT a sufficient indicator of informality.
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pupil iorkirg individually without the teachers (Table 7 ). This

occurred an average of 10 times for formal teachero working in men-

plan roonie, over 13 times for informal teachers in operwPlan rooms, an

average of just over 16 times for formal teachers in conventional rooms,

and over 17 times for informal teachers in conventional looms. Though

a general practice in all roanus, there was a statistically significant

difference .05) between those in opervTlan and conventional rooms,

with those in open-91an rooms averaging 11.7 occurrences while those

in conventional rooms averaged 16.8 occurrences.

Table 7; Use of the GroUPings as Reported for a Four-Day Period
in Study One

ouPin5

With Teachers

Individual

Small Gromp

Medium Group

Large Group

Combined
Classes

Without Teacher:

Individual

Small Group

Medium Gromp

Large Group

Combined
Classes

flear'cuennwrennekrx
Formal Informal

en Conv F-ratios(df-10).

5.0 3.7 8.3 6.3 1.08

1.3 0.7 1.0 2.3 0.44

0.7 0.3 1.0 0.7 0.27

8.7 9.0 7.7 11.o 1.36

5.3 5.0 6.3 3.7 0.69

10.0 16.3 13.3 17.3 6.28*

5.3 2.0 203 2.7 0.90

0.7 1.7 0.7 0.7 0 56

0.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.00

0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0

htl< 10t Itp< .05

S BS

3.48# 0.04

1.78 4.0M

0.27 0.00

0.10 0.91

0.01 0.42

1.10 0.32

0.54 1.34

0.56 0.56

0.00 0.33
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The next most common grouping for all four et of c a nes wan

the large group with the teacher. This occ average of

approximately nine times for formal teachers, nearly ei ht times for

informal teach open-plan rooms, and eleven times for informal

teachers in conventional rooms.

Their use of other types of grouping d between the

sets of teachers. The next most frequent group ng in the classes of

informal teachers was the'indivldual pupil with the teacher. This i

a difference which tends toward significance (p< .10) between the formal

and informal teachers with the formal teachers averaging.4.3 occurrences

while the informal teachers averaged 7.3 occurrences,

For formal teachers the third most common grouping was combined

clauses with the teacher with an average of approximately five

times during the four days. Informal teachers varied in their use of

this grouping, with those in openplan rooms using it most at an

average of over six times while those in conventional rooms used it

least averaging less than four times each.

Less common though still prevalent enough for consideration was

the small grow coMPosed of two to six pupils without the teacher.

This was used an average of 3.7 times by formal teachers and 2.5 times

by informal teachers. The small grow with the teacher was far less

umerous than anticipated, but was mostlikely in informal, conventional

classrooms.

These teacher reports sUPport the observation data suggesting that

the medium sized group of seven to twelve pupils occurs rarely.

Differe- enc s

Three factor analyses of varianc Building by Style by Time of

ated differences in the way grows are used in the morning ena it
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the afternoon (Table 8) . In thew naiyrtn, ci Lon

siderod undor four broad groing Wribirj, Beading, and VunbeTs;

Social Studies and Science; Physical nducation and Religious F4unation;

Music, Art, Drama, and Foreign Languag

Teachers worked individually with pupils primarily for Writirg

Readimg, and Numbers and significantly more in the morning than in the

afternoon .05).

Though they seldom us d the onall rot, when they did use it for

Writing, Reading, or Number instruction, it was likely to be in the

mornihg (to< .10).

Combined. classes calculated for the total curriculum were also

used more frequently in the morning than in the afternoon =9.67,

p< .05). Religious education is the most common reason for

combine& classes and most Head Teachers prefer to begin the day witil

Assembly; this accounted for 25 of the 55 irstances of combined classes.

Pupils were most likely to work on their own for Writing heading

and Numbers in the morning (p< .001). This averaged nearly eight times

in the morning compared with just over twice in the afternoon. Chdliren

in informal classes were significantly more likely to work individually

on their own for Social Studies or Science han were children in formal

classes .05). When looking at the curriculum as a whole, pupils

were significantly more apt to work individuall with -t the teacher

in the morning than in the afternoon (Fm26.38, df=10, p< .01). Thl

averaged 9,3 occurrences in the morning contrasted with 5.2 occulpencee

in the afternoon.

Working in a small groi without the teacher f ading

nd Numbers was significantly more common in the morning than in the

afternoon .05), though for Social Studies or Science it tended



Tab3. Repoxted r-rae ot Gip A
Subject Area and

arsalvd.
With Tette ter
tnclividuaat

M

Morts
Valeta infozmal Yorital

(lisr6) IttriL

s in tu4y One 17-_ Li: .-1one by

3 armal F7ratioa (181_
S D

WAN

S. S.

P. E. ,R,

M. A,DIP.L.

ti Tuac tier
Spa Ll Grovp:

li1,11
S. S.

p.

0.0

0,0

03
0,2

OIPW

309

0,7
0,2
0,2

c.7
CCP

1.0

0. 3

0.0

0.7

0.0
0.2
w,W*

1.2
0.2
0.2
100

0.0
0.2

fttm.

1.27
0,75
1.00
1.13

0.57
0,20

M, MAP. J. 0,3 0.3 0.33

Vilth Tezcher
Large Catup

WI 118 147 2, 2 147 0.113

S. S, Set L,2 0,7 0,3 143 0.35

P. 02 043 143 1.5 0.54
MI Alb.% 1. 0 5 0.7 1,3 IA 0.04

WIthcat Terache

11,1:111r 7.5 2. 5 8 0.81
S. S !Sot 142 0.3 1.5 10,

0460.5.

IthAID,F, 1.

litthout reache

1.7 0.71

Small Qo I

%NM 0.93

LS, tat 02 0.5 3.72

f gal P.. ww.

01,AIDe F. In 0 3.t) 0.5 0.31

11,FON.11rdtinc, adtigo ri flutibera
S.Migiciwikpolad audiam mad Solana
20ta IR 16"e10, ego ea lall4 4 t4 =Ike Educatlom
IIPP4.11)prolowiliaggc 01t4 Draft, an& Potelga Language

120 .05 a, ,001

7.48* 0.83
0.17 4.17#
0.00 0.00
6.75* 048

3.14# 0057
1.00 1.00

0.84 0.84

0.07 0.07

0.08 6.72*

2.88 0.21
1.36 0.25

Aw**0,o1

.45 005
WWWWWM WWWP.,

4.41# 0.02

0.33

0,44

4.924 1.23
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,10) to bf more common in the afternoon as well as more usual for

the formai than the informal classes -< .20 For Social Studies and

Science there was a significant Building by Time of Day interaction

effect (F=7.04, df4;8, p< .05)$ in open-plan and conventional rooms

the small group without the teacher was used eqyally in the morning,

but in cpen-plan rooms it wee WW1 Coler three times as much as in

conventional rooms in the afternoon.

24=mRgna

The Individual Pil Schedule is a reliable and izieeamive measxe

af the grumps and subject areas Pupils engage in over the school daY.

The most widespread grouping reported for all four aets of classes

was thepupll working ir4ividuafly without the teacher. The next most

common grouping for all four seta of classes was the large group with

the teacher. Their use af other tYpes of grompings discritimated

between the seta of teachers. For the informal teachers, the third

most frequent.grapping was instructing individual ptpils. For the

forma teachers, the third most ootmon grouping was combined classes

with the teachex(s). The small gr mp With the teacher Was far le

numerous than anticipated, bu:t was mostlikely in informal, conventionaa

roots. Tte tedium sized group of seven to twelve was rarely reported.

.Acatomic work accented bt Assedbly dominates the morning; Social

Studies amd the expressive stibjects OMB= the afternoon,
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SE0TION IV. 'TEACHER ATTITUDES TOWARD TIE =WINGS

Teacher opinions about the advantages and disadvantages of the

various group ngs were relatively homogeneous; they also suported

our dgoision to omit some of the groupings from further consideration.

Content analysis af the questionnaires (Appendix I ) tram the

twelve teachars dglineated areas of general concern. FOUT major

areas were clears

Pedagogy (i.e., methods of inatruction, diagnosis af
individual difficulties, and_ specific
curricular concerns)

Manage e t (i.e., staffing, grouping, equipment, and
usually learningpacel

Di tpline (exemplified bi5r concern aver restless, noisy,

or disruptive pupils)

Social Devel- m n (recurring themes included leader
dominance, copying, sharing &nd coop ration

A fifth area, plvil affect, was mentioned onl,y once. The format

of the questionnaire dld not solicit a response in any particular

domain, but the affective is especially noteworthy by its absence

since it la mo heavily stressed. by those writing about informal

edmcation (i.e., Featherstone, l96Th ; Barth, 1970; Stanley and S anley,

2970). Yet in cur sample it was a formal teacher, albeit working in

an open-plan room, who wrote, "Children enjoy working with apartner

or in small group " None of the other teachers referred to thg

pupils' attitudes.

Teacher

In general, 0:4100=4 with Pe

to her's responses to the various

ment dominated the

s when she i

1
-When professional judgment is impaled, pace of learning would be
categorized under Pedagoor, but since most of the teachers refer to the
organizational prob1ems invaved in providing the optimal individmal or

Mall group :earning rate it is generally categorized as Management.

l 1.
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present (Table 9). For individual instruction, Pedagogical concerns

were considered the dominant advantage with the diagnosis and. renediation

of individual difficulties a rec theme; scheduling and. engaging

other pupils zade Mrlagement the major disadvantage. For small group

and medium group instruction, Ped.agogy again dominated. the advantages

repoited, but the vats placed on grouping children of similar ability

or with c mmon diffictlties gave Eanagement some cflhasis also. The

Management problems entailed in organizing the rest of the class

dominated. the disadvantages listed. For large group instruction,

Pedagogy and. Management still dominated the advantages (though

naturally the content of the responses was notably diffe nt, i.e.
stimulating class projects and. the efficient use of time); the

disadvantages became a mixt,tae of Management and. Pedagogy, stressing

the difficulty of conttructively- engaging over thirty children of

diverse abilities and. interests. The conbined classes grouping

elicited considerable variety in response: five adVantages were

c oncerned with Management four with Pedagogy and three with Social

Development. The disadvantages were equally diverse with Pedagogy,

Management and Discipline receiving approximately equal emphasis.

i a without the Teaci ex

For the groupings without the aoher actively participati

r sponses shifted to a prevailing Social focus though P dagogy and

M.anagement were still influential. Since the individual pipil working

on his own was the most frequent grouping reported by each of the four

sets of teachers (Table 7, above), it is hardly surprising that the

response was quite fully developed.. Seven of the advantages listed

related to the individual Social Development, six to Pedagogy, and
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Tatle 9: Teacher Reports of Advantages and Disadvantages
of the Groypings in Study One

ib
AdVarL

Grouping P EDS
With Teacher:

Individual 10 0 0 L 0 8 2 0

Small Group 11 4 0 2 0 6 1 2

Medi= Group 7 4 0 1 0 8 1 1

Large Group 7 4 0 1 3 5 2 1

Comb'd Clase LI. J._ 0 2 2 _a
Total 39 17 0 11 6 30 9 3

ions
Disadyanteges

Withaut Teacher:

Individual 6 5 0 7 7 2 2 0

Small Group 7 2 0 8 0 4 0 5

Eediun Gratp 1 3 0 6 0 6 1 6

large Group 2 1 0 5 0 9 0 2

00mb'd Classes _2 p 0 3 0 _5 2

Total 18 11 0 29 7 26 5 14

1DPedagogy
M.Eanagement
r6Disciplive

S=Social Deve

to Management. Seven di eadvantes referred to Pedagogical concerns

for the less able while two referred to Discipline and two to Management.

The advantages of small and medium roi.s were dominated ty the Social

benefits of sharing and of developing lead rship potential, and the

Pedagogical advantages of peer discussion and creative activity, wi h

the Managerial advantage of sbari Ng equipment mentioned. The small

group without the teacher present was the only category which elicIted

a response concerned with pupil affect. The social disadv ntages

were an inveision of the advantages: the geade who becomes too

domineering and the 'sh ' that becomes copying. anagement problems
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w_ a also noted with frequent

that large groups (composed of

102.

es wasted timet, The fact

3 pwils the entire cl and

combined classes without the teacher were rarely reported in practice

is mirrored in the teacher attitudes. For both large groups ati

combined classes without the teaCher, over half the sample noluding

all three informal teachers in conventioraa rooms, either left the

space for advantages blank or commented negatively. The development

of ural leaders was asserted as a Social advantage while two teachers

(one formaa and one informal) suggested:Pedagogical advantages: one

favoured. pupil-lei assemblies for giving the "children a setae of

spo: ibility and 'togetherness' " while the other explained,

'Project work for example needs almost complete freedomvery little

guidance from teacher." The obvious disadvantage was Vanagement.

C. Number ofieseacher
Then was no discernable pattern to the iiuinber of different

advantages and disadvantages reported by each group of teachers beyond.

the genereization that those groppings not observed in practice were

least elaborated. When the total rinnber of expressions was alftro.ged

across teachers within cells, the formal teachers in conventional

rooms had an average af 10.0, the lowest obtained for the four. gro Is,

The other three groups of teachers had roughly comparable averages

of 13.3 24.3 d 24.6.



SECTION V. CLUSIONS

It is clear from araly- s of observed practices, reported

practices, and teacher% tudes from Study One that six of the

gri.ings warrant further investigation. These six gloupings are$

th Teachm
Small Group
Large Graup
Combined Classes

Without Teacher: Individual
Small Group.

The (van cation of differences using the categories hree

or more different simtiltaneous actiii ties'unifoilnity ratio' nd

ngle taka also seens important. The first two of these categories

reached sta stical significance even with the smilI sample of Study

One; the th rd category, -ingle task', did not reach statistical

significance, but its range from non-occurrence for informal t ache=

in open-pIan rooms to its rise 24 percent of the-tine by formal teachers

in open-plan rooms indicates that further consideration -specially

with a larger ample, may prove useful.

We turn now to the consideration of groting in Study Two,



CHAPTER FOUR

GROUPING PATTERNS min TEE CLASSROOM: STUDY TWO

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

The sample for Study Two vas dif erent, larger, and includ.ecl

teachers uith mixed styles. Our focus narrowed from ten groupings

to six and from the entire curriculum to Reading and the academic

siubjects in the morning an& to Art and topic work in the afternoon.

We t -in with a consideration of the groupings as 6bserved in

the thirty classes an& turn then to the teacher questionnaires and

the pupil interviews for suppating data. (See Figure 1, P. 75.)

ECTION II. THE GROUPINGS AS OBS VED

Combined Classes

Data were analysed using two S yses of variance

(Building ty Style) for the 60 minute morning observation period,

the 40 miuute afternoon period, and for the total 100 minutes of

observation in each class using the 0mup1ng, Framework, and

Movement Obse-vation SchedUle (Appendix II),

Though the grouping type combined classes with the teacher was

included in the obserNation schedule for Study Two, it was clear fZom

the initial analysis that this grouping hai not occurred during the

observation periods, though in some instances it had occurred during

the day. Classes were most frequently combined for Assembly? Physical

Education, Music), or television. Study One led us to conclude that

these activities were largely influenced by school policy and did not

clearly distinguish formal and imformaa practices in the way that

Reading and Art did distinguish *sip. (Further comments about differemees

in instruction in Reading and Art B.TO included In Chapter Five.)
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Consequently, thot Combined Classes With Teacher' does appear on

the Graving, Framework, and Movement Observation Schedule for Study

Two, it will not figure in either the discussion or the tables.

Supporting both the observed and the e her-reported use of

ings in Study One, both in the morning and in the afternoon,

the individualg il working without active teacher participation was

the ra: A common grouping for each set of teachers in Study Two. There

is a linear effect < .05) for Style, reflc.ting a higher occ.rrence

in the informal classroom during the morning ani for the day as a

whole (Table 10),

The individual Pupil working with the teacher was overall the

second most frequent grouping during the morning. The average number

of minutes range& from 30.4 to 46,3 out of 60 minutes, During the

afternoon, individual instruction was again the second most common

grlDuping, though the average number of minutes spent in it diminishes

with a range from 17.5 to 24,4 out of 40 minutes. There are no

significant Building or Style effects.

queuing

The incLisridual puPil working wi 0 the teacher was the Most

common learning situation for all grois of teachers in Study One

and in Study Iwo. This, combined with other accounts of classroom

practices (jackson, 1968)0 led to the eypectation that a major

implication of individual work is queuing, waiting in turn for the

teacher's attention.

queuing occurred an average of 21 to 25 minutes during the

60 minute morning observation period in the conventional roo
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Minutes of Observed Grouping Prt1ces it Study T Part 1)

-ratios Analysis of Style effects

(df=24

Building
--------§11-;11
Formal Mixed Informal

11.8) (N43)

Olier

(t17).

Oonv.

14=1

-
B

d1=1124)

_ _

S

(afft2 29_

BS

(2j
t-tests

_Linear Deviations

ea 35.6 40.0 37.4 37.9 38.3 0.01 0.28 2.09 0441 -0.45

ow 4.2 6.2 14.7 11.3 4.2 5.12* 4.00* 3.75* 2.43* 0.96

oup 16.7 9.7 2.8 8.4 10.9 0.76 6.78*** 1.79 -3.71 -0.28

sober:

al 44.1 48.6 56.7 52.3 46.7 1.64 2.54 2.76 2.28* 0.79

pup 0.9 20,1 39.0 26.6 13.0 3.62 8.24*** 0.88 -0.053198

tes of Observation = 6o

al 20.0 22.3 20.8 20.9 21.6 0.03 0.13 O. 0.21 -0.29

oup 0.1 4,9 9.8 5.9 4.0 0.78 5.67** 6.11" 3.14*** -0.47

oilp 16.3 10,7 7.2 11.6 10.6 0.06 1.36 0.95 -1.55 0.35

when
26.6 32,0 32.8 30.4 31.4 0.05 0.65 1.32 0.96 -0.53

rp 9.0 9.0 28.4 16.6 12.5 0.46 4.52* 0.75 2.38* 1.48

bee of Observation = 40)

)5, **p< .02, ***p< .005, ***4p .001



-red. Gr_ ing Practices in Study Two (Part 2)

_ Adjuated Means

Sly-lg.__ Buil ysis of Style Effects
Pommel Mixed Informal Open Cony. B te

01!8) (N0.3 ) fN N.=1- m1124) (df.2124

55.6 62.4 58.2 58.8 59.9 0.03 0.41 2.42

4.3 11.1 24.5 17.2 8.2 7.67** 6.97' 5.64**

33.0 20.5 10.0 20.0 21.5 0.07 5.17** 1.03

Ich .

a 70.9 80.5 89.5 82.7 78.0 0.63 2.90 2.36

9.9 29.1 67.4 43.2 25.5 3.39 11.11**xx 1.45

Observation = 100)

lie and other tables which include both totals and coi. onent scores, the

want scores will not always add exactly to the tabled total. Such

@amiss are the result of rounding to ono decimal place in constructing

itaea, and ve never greater than 0.1

itt< ea, ***p< .005, **-x-x-p<

0.45 -0M
3,52***4 -0.20

-3.17*** 0.12

2.41* .2

4.45+104
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en-Tlan rooms, it occurred an average of 17.5 minutes triforrual

classes, 12.5 minutes in mixed style classes, and only 4 minutes in

informal classes. These dMfererice s are s atistically significant

for Building (p< .05) but not for Style or for Building by Style

interactions. For those more

LMRlies (Jacicson, 1968) than

possibilities it may provide,

minimize queuing. There were

concerned about the delay that queuirg

interested tn exploring the langueg

the informal openplan clasa does

no statistically significant &lIfererices

during the afternoon! queuing did not occur at all in the informal.,

%len-Plan classes and averaged a high of 10 minutes out of the 40

minute afternoon observation per

Lt_gagljiRgym.

The use of small grow

od for formal, open-plan classes.

composed of to 6 ils) either with

o flout the teacher shows significant Sttle effects in both the

morning and. the afternoon. In general, both of these grompings were

used more frequently by the informal than by the formal teachers

(Table 10 ). In the morning, for exsrple, the meal group without

the teacher waa not used at all by the formal teachers in the saw_

hut was used to average of 50 and 25 minutes out of the Go observed

by the informal teachers in open-Tian and conventional rooms, respect

For the small group working with the teacher, however, the pattern As

1
Unless otherwise specified, all refers a to 'smaal grcew' are based
on data derived by combining the organiz tion and thepupil-planning
small group. In our sample the organisatiomea grouping did oconr
without thm Pwil-planning small group, tut teachers who used414311-
planning small groups were also making nse of other small grows that
we considered organizational. Intuitively -this makes sense, though
other samples may vary. rata for pupil-pluming small groups separated
from thw composite are presented later in this section.
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complicated by a Building by Style interaction in b th the morning an

the afternoon. Though the teachers in open-plan rooms showed an

increase in the use of this grouping from formal to informal, the

teachers in conventional rooms displayed a more erratic pattern;

the formal teachers averaged 6.3 minutes dropping to an average of

2.0 minutes for those with mixed styles, and increasing t J.0 minutes

for the informal. The afternoon pattern similarly showed an increase

in use from formal to informal in open-plan rooms, and an erratic

pattern in conventional roomsi 0.0, 8.0, and 2.5 minutes, respectively,

for formal, mixed, and informal teachers. The effect of the open-plan

instead of a conventional room seems to be to increase the use of

small-groups for the informal and mixed style teachers (both of whom

make at least moderate use of these gr and to decrease the use

of small grots by formal teacher (who in any case use these grouping

vary little).

1.Seating Arrangements

The small grow can occur for at least three reasons because

furniture determines or facilitates its use, for organizational

convenience, or to provide pvpils with qpportuni ies to work as a unit.

Our sample was not as varied as might be desirable for discussing

furniture; all 17 open-plan rooms had tables; 5 of the 13 conventional

rooms had tables with the remaining 8 equipped with double desks with

unattached chairs. Seven of these 8 teachers had arranged the double

desks into'tables that could accommodate from 4 to 8 children. The

other teacher had the double desks arranged in rows facing the front

of the room and the blackboard.

Tables need not imply informal teachi The diagr
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room layout in Figure 4 i11ufflvaLee how the formal teacher in the

conventional room can effectively arrange pupils at tables so that

class teaching is ctilJ viable.

Looking at the function of the small group, we distinguished

between the small group designed to meet organizational needs

(e.g., sharing of books and equip ent ) and the small group that was

intended actliany to work as a unit e.g., planning together or working

on a problem together None of the formal teachers provided

opportunities for pupils to work in planning, problem-solving groups

during either the morning or the afternoon (Table 11). Combining

Figure 4: A Formal Classroom Seated at Tables

imak wpm*, Inat cOKINN dome.



Table 111 Teachers' Use of Small Groups for Pupil P1anni
and Problem-Solving

Percent (Adjusted)

StYle
Grouping

_

Formal Mixed Informal Open Conv.

With Teach
CN8 N=1 ) JN= (N-17) (N=13

Morning 0.0 0.0 22.2 6.0 7.5
Afternoon 0.0 0.0 1103 6.0 0.0
Used at all 0.0 0.0 33.5 1200 7.5

Without Teacher:

Morning 0.0 17.3 78.3 30.0 32.3
Afternoon 0.0 15.8 89.2 35.4 31.2
Used at all 0.0 24.4 89.2 35.4 39.8

-ifp< .05, .01, *p .005, -00

0.33 4.99
0.01
0.04

0.07
0.02
0.02

14.15****
18.37****
16.03****

morning and afternoon, 24 percent of the teachers of mixed s es

provided opportunities for pupils to work in a small group without the

teacher, planning or producing something jointly. The informal teachers

provided considerably more of this type of experience, including occasions

when the teacher worked with the small group to guide their effort

without imposing her own opinions; in other words, focussing primarily

on group process rather than on the specific product. Combining morning

and afternoon, 33.5 percent of the informal teachers worked with group

that were either planning or producing jointly (p< .05). Some 78 percent

of the informal teachers structured a morning that contained small

groups of 2 to 6 pupils working together without the teacher's active

participation < .001); in 89 percent of the informal classrooms this

grouping occurred during the efts noon .001). (The single informal

teacher not including this grouping preferred a highly individualized

programme.)
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Larg Instruction

Large group instruction was the third most frequent morning

grouping for the formal teaohers averaging 15 or more minutes out of

60 for both samples Crable 10 It was the least frequent of the five

groupings for the informal teachers, who used. it an average of less than

3 minutes (linear Style effect, =p< .001). In the afternoon, the

pattern for tive teacher participation with a large group does not

reach statistical significance, though again it was used most

frequently by the formal teachers and least frequently by the informal

teachers. Combining scores for morning and afternoon yields a linear

effect for Style significant at the .005 level. For the formal

teacher, the teacher working with the large group is a major grouping;

for the informal teacher it is not. This f ts the typical stereotypes.

IL-1028a

To summarize, individual work both with and without active

te her participation is the most frequent type of activity in all

types of classrooms. Differences among styles stem from the use of

large group instruction, which is a major feature of the formal

classroom, from the cornplex pattern of small group instruction, and

from the small group working without the teacher, which is a feature

of the informal classroom in these samples.

SECTION III. INDICES OF CLASS ACTIVITY

The overall pattern of groupings and activities observed. during

Study One led us to con ider the occurrence of three or more

simultaneous activities to derive and calculate a u-Aformity ratio

indicative of the extent to which all the children in the class were
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doing the same thing and to note the times when all the children in

the class were working on a single task with the expectation that they

auld each arrive at identical conclusions.

A. Uniformity Ratio

The large group working with the teacher was a hallmark of formal

classrooms in our studies as it has been in other studies (Haddon and

Lytton, 1968; Barcher and Ward, 1975). One ilvilication of whole class

instruction is that not only is the teacher making all the decisions

relevant to the learning situation, but they are generally being made

without provision for pupil differences. Without entering the area

of pupil choice, our uniformity ratio looks at the overall extent to

which pupil differences are taken into account through the provision

of differing activities.

The uniformity ratio (rable 12), calculated from the number of

periods during the day divided by the number of different activities

occurring, has a significant linear effect for Style during both the

morning and afternoon ep< .001 The overall pattern depicts, not

surprisingly, the formal teachers providing the most uniform setting

and the informal teachers providing the most variety, with the mixed

strategy teachers generally following a middle course.

Singie Task

A second implication of class instruction is that it does frequently,

though not always lead to the possibility that children of diverse

1This is the only measure in Study Two that was calculated using the
entire morning and the entire afternoon rather than the observation
period as the baseline. It is also tbe only measure using periods
rather than minutes.
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Table 12i Indices of Class Activity in Study Two

WES

Urdformity

Ratio (,1)

Single Task

(minutes)

Simulact.

minutes

Afternoon

Uniformity

Ratio N

Single Task

(minutes)

SimullAct.

(minutes)

Total

Single Task

(minutes)

SimullAct.

Wnutias)

Builsitng, F-ratios Analysis of Style Eff cts
Formal Mina Informal Open Conv. ..,111gs
(Pq) x Nm1 ) Ig710) i2L1 Linear Deviations

62,3 48 22.5 39.3 5016 2.68 10.006164 2,58 .4.33**** -1.01

14.1 1.3 0.1 6.3 1.8 2.43 8 57*** 7.60*** -3.64** 1.68

1417 32.0 52.4 39.6 25.6 4.24* B,96 1.22 4.23**** 0.43

70.9 43.6 21.0 43.9 44.3 0600 7.68*** 0.69 3,84**** 0.37

814 0.2 0.1 4.4 3 3.27 4.07* 3.70* -2.37* 1.42

4.1 22.8 31.2 22.4 17 6 0.70 6.810* 0.47 3.560* -1.06

22.5 1.5 0.1 10.7 1.5 9.06** 19.99** 17.76**** -5.440** 2.79**

18.8 54.8 83.6 62.0 43.2 5.13* 17.6800 0.36 5.92**** -0.38

*p< .05, +Nix .01 ***p< .005, ffit< .001
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abiliti $ will be expected to work to the same standard, thus raising

the likelihood of both boredom and frustration.

Single task refers to those periods during which all pupils are

doing the same thing with the expectation that the outcome will be

identical for FAll. This happens, far example, when the whole class is

doing the same set of math problems or writing a list af.spelling ords

tbn times each. This category would not include lei ons such as

creative writing, even though the stimulus may have been presented to

the whole class ince presumably each composition would be different.

The crucial d.iatinction is the intended identical outcome.

For the morning and afternoon combined there are statistically

significant differences for Building Style, and Building by Style

at the .01 level (Table 12). These difference_ result from the fact

that single t sk virtually did not occur, except in the formal, open-

plan classes. This one group of teachers used it 25 out of 60 minutes

during the morleng and 16.3 out of 40 minutes during the afternoons

nearly half of the observed time with all of the children in the class

doing the e activity, expected to produce identical oixtcomee. This

Pattern of usage is virtually identical with that found in StudY One

(Chapter Three, above). This seems to be one of the formal teachers

waYs of coping with the openplan room.

Three or More 8imu]taneoum A tivities

In contrast with the frequent whole class instruction common to

he more formal teaching styles, the informal teadher often provides

for a varlety of co-occurring leaning settings.

The category denoting the occurrence of three or more simultaneous

activities refers to the work the pupils are doing and only by
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implication to the groupings. 'Activit e ' need not be separate subject

areas; they may refer, for example to an Art period including painting,

clay, and collage work. There is a significant linear effect for Style

during both morning and afternoon .005). Formal teachers in both

types of rooms averaged 15 minutes out of the 60 minute observation

period during which three or more activities occur simultaneously in

the morning; informal teachers averaged 52 minutes out of the 60

minute observation period (Table 12 ). In the afternoon, three or more

simultaneous activities occurred rarely in formal classes but an

average of 31 minutes in the 40 minute observation period in the

informal classes. Combining morning and afternoon, the Building

effect is also significant at the .05 level, reflecting a higher use

of three or more activities in open-plan rooms for all three teaching

styles.

Pearson correlations between the five groupings and these measures

(Table 13) show that, as expected, the uniformity ratio was positively

associated with large group instruction both in the morning and in the

afternoon < .001 It was negatively associated during the morning

with small groups working both with and without the teacher and

with the individual working without the teacher though not with

individual instruction. During the afternoon the uniformity ratio was

negatively associated with all four of the other groWings. Class

teaching is the primary vehicle of the uniform undifferentiated,

learning environment.

Class teaching is also the primary vehicle for the a

a single task to the entire class with the expectation that all responses

will be identical. Large group instruction and single task were

1.31
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Table 13: Pearson Correlations of the Five Grovings with the
Three Indices of Class Activity in Study Two

MORNING

With Teacher:
Individual

Small Group
Large Group

Without Teacher:
Individual
Small Group

AFTERNOON

With Teacher:
Individual

Small Grymp
Large GromP

Without Teacher:
Individual
Small Grolt,

TCTAL

With Teachers
Individual
Small Group
Large Group

Without Teacher;
Individual
Small Group

P e

Unormi

-.27o

-.722****
-.450**

--395*
-.613****
. 58o****

-.65o

*p< 405, **p<

trw

fPir.14.

iNEWEMplig

on Correlations (dfw28)

.006
-.323
.465**

-.310
.34,5

-.373*
-.190
. 437*

-.479**
-.238

-.o86
-.342
.405*

348
- 387*

. 01, .0051 ****-p< .001,

.198

.423*

.23o

-.486444

.531"-*

.o68

two-tailed

signi icantly, positively associated in both tbe morning (I).< .01) and the

afternoon < .05).. In the afternoon, it was negatively associated with

the individual pupil working both Ath the teacher < .05) and without

the teacher 001).

By contrast class teaching was not assocIated with provision

for three or more simultaneous activities in either the morning .001)

or the afternoon < 001 In both morning and aft moon. three or more
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simultaneous activities was positively and significantly associated w h

the use of small groups, both with and withott active teacher

participation, and with the individual mil working without the teacher.

SECTION IV. REPORTS FRON TEACKERS, THE OBSERVER, AND PUPILS

The Teaching Styles Questionnaire the Walberg and Thomas

Teacher Questiannaire and parallel Observation-Rating Scale, and the

pupil interviews provide information to support the observational

findings.

A.Teacher-absent
The items from the Walberg and Thomas (1971) Teacher Questionnaire

are paralleled by items oh the Observation-Rating Scale. Since teachers

generally tended to 'disagree' or 'agree' with the statements, while

the observer more frequently used the 1 or 4 ratings equivalent to

'strongly disagree' and 'strongly agre the observer ratings often

ehow greater differences among the grotpe of teachers. The correlation

between the teacher and the observer on a total score calculated from

this measure was .78, reflecting the fact that the pattern of ratings

by observer and teacher was ueually similar, even though the teachers'

ratings were often less extreme. We would like to think that the

observer's more definite pattern also reflects the perspective gained

from the many classrooms 'studied. In those cases where there are

lam differences between the two sets of ratings, 1311Pi1 responses

during the interviews tend, to support the observer's perception.

In response to itenie on the Teaching Styles questionnaire (Bennett,
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1976) these teachers generally agreed that pupils sit in groups of three

or more rather than separately or in pairs (Table 14). Most pupils in

informal classes decide for themselves where they will sit in the

classroom; just under 68 percent of the informal teachers in contrast

with just over 14 percent of the formal and mixed style teachers reported

allowing pupil choice in seating (p< .01). Considered by type of room,

over 47 percent of those in cpenplan rooms in contrast with over 7 percent

of those in conventional rooms allowed their pupils to decide for the

selves where they would sit .05).

2. IJA=J1K2M1

Pupils are allocated to places or groups within the classroom on

the basis of their ability according to fifty:percent of the formal

teachers, dropping to 37 percent of the mixed style teachers and a

low of 10.8percent of the informal teachars (Table 14). Teacher report

of practice seems supported by teacher opinion; just under 40percent

of the formal teachers, under 55 percent of the mixed style teachers

and nearly 90 percent of the informal teachers agreed with the

statement "Streaming by ability is undesirable in junior school."

Though these differences between teachers of varying styles axe not

statistically significant, the tendencies axe in the expected direction

and in accord with Bennett's findings (1976, p. 67). Yhere ability

grouping prevails, it aPparently is practised for the whole da.

Teachers reported that puPils stay in the same seats or groups for

most of the day in nearly 86 percent of the formal and mixed style

lasses contrasted with just under 22percent of the informal classes

(p< .005).



Table 141 Teacher,

T5718

;eaeh._ajjllatktaonPatrej.

Are the seats usually arranged se that Mils sit in

grOps of 3 or more rather than separately or it

pairs?

Do yozr pvils decide for themselves where they sit

in the classroom?

Ire pupile allocated to places or groups on the

basis of their ability?

ltreaming.by ability is undeeirable in junior school.

.k pupils otAy in the saMe seats or grove for

.
most of the die

'Children voluntarily grOttP and NtreT themselves.

pup children for lessons,directed at specific'

needs.

We test :Mite to gotp children in reading

andier math. ,

Observer, and Pupil Reports on the Basis (Rot 1)

Pere* Ageemellt (Y'pjuBt-0)-1

p N _Igral ) 8.2) m)la)
Formai Mixed Informr1 CPen Ceny, Sick dfm

89,2 100,0 100.0 100.0 93.3 0.00 2.45

14.2 14.2 67.5 47,5 7.5 3.86

50.0 37.0 10.8 35.0 29.5 0.01

39.2 54.3 89.2 65.0 55.2 0.03

85.8 85.8 21.7 52.5 85,0 2.19

2813 38.6 78.3 5916 32.3 1.24

85,8 10060 67.0 87.3 85.0 0.12

8518 59.8 44.8 70.5 514 0.47

3.16

4,83

11.66***

1For this ana the follosing tables, "agreement" pools ratings of 4 and 5 os the point Teaching

Styles 'questiotnaire scales, and ratings of. 3 ana 4 on the 4.point melee of the Valbepg &nd Thomas

instruments, For Roil interviews, individual pupil responses were treated ao "agreement" or

"diskgreelent" to an item, and combined for each teacher so that "speed" reflects the oonsonevs

of at lead 3 of the 4 pupils interviewed.

502

4191

3,09

0
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141 Teacher, Observer, Pupil Reports on the Bads Of Groups (Part 2)

and Thom bseionRata1

'Otebn voltniteily grow ar4 ropy themselves.

?Teacher me children for lespons directed at
ispecifio mae

ielaher 11101 teat results to group children for
or lath.

Intervieirat

sone ptpils do htrder yak than others do.

tell you who you must work with?

Do you have ms?

Ts there n t4 pm?

ben you have oip does cide whñ
in the grove?

itp< .05, itt< .01, it .005

Percent eaent listed

Formal Nixed Informal Open Cony.

(nt12)

_011iAuares

B

0111 (din2)

0.0 29.9 78.3 46.3 23.7 0,79

53,3 75,6 67,0 8149 474 2,52

75.0 22.8 2242 36 8 36.2 002

10010 10040 100.0 100.0 10040

28.3. 29.9 21.7

89.2 9113 6605

5313 2909 1103

100,0 91,3 56,2

11,64

6,96

.WMW WWWN

29.6 23.7 0100

88.0 77.2 0.09

42.3 15.3 1.41

94.0 68 8 1477

0.19

2.63

3152

6,904
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Grois

All pupils interviewed agreed that some children do harder work

ban others do.

When asked if they have gToups over 89 percent of the pupils

interviewed from formal classes over 91 p rcent of those from mixed

classes, and over 66 percent of those from informal classes agreed

(Table 14). Asked if there were a 'top group' over half of those

from formal, nearly a third of those from mixed classes, and over a

tenth of those from Informal classes agreed. Questioned fmther,

those from formal classes usually indicated teacher designated

1
ability groups. Frank L., from a formal, open-plan room, described

how one got to be in the toP amp by saying, "They're the best at

reading"; Keith N., from a mixed style, open-plan room explained,

"She knows if y_ re clever." P ils from informal classes Who felt

there were 'tcp group were some imes ieferring to the older children

in vertically grouped classes Probing also revealed:that some of the

children from informal classes were contemplating the implications of

'top group and evaluating for themselves the quality of performarze

from groups actually formed through friendst# or interest. For

example, Beverley H. in to informal class in a conventional room agreed

hat they did have a stop group When asked 'And how do you get to

be in the top group?' she replied,

Well two people, it s not reallY a tcp group, but there are two
people who are very good at P.B. because they go to gymnastics--
Beth Faith-and Irene Santa, but Irene couldn't do P.E. today and
she hasn't.been for a few weeks cause she hurt her foot in gymnas ics.

1
--Each child has teen given a pseudonym which is constant throi
this report. Comitents from pwil interviews are tranecrip _ct
tape recorded reeponses.
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When asked, "When you have groups, doe teacher decide who's inthe

groups?" all of the children interviewed from formal classes agreed,

over 91 percent of those from mixed classes agreed, and just aver

56 percent of those from informal classes agreed (p. 45)s

Over 78 percent of the informal teachers contrasted with just

over 28 percent of the formal teachers,reported that the children

voluntarily grow and regroup themselves. The observer also reported

that 78 percent of the informal teachers allowed voluntary mil

regrouping, but did not obeerve this occurring in any of the formal

eiassee p< .005)0

GratV0 for ecific _urposes

Over 85percent of the formal teachers, 67 percent of the informal

teachers, and all of the mixed style teachers reported that they grauP

children for lessons directed at specific needs (Table 14). The

observer again concurred that 67 percent of the infortal teachers

grouping children for specific lessons, but observed less than

the reported frequency for the other tWo groups of teachers. In

formal classes it was observed just over 53 Percent of the time and

in mixed style classes over 75percent of the time. USing test results

to group-children in reading and/Or math was reported by nearly

86 percent of the formal teachers, neatly 60 percent& the mixed style

teachers, and nearly 45percent of the informal teachers. From

observation and informal interview, 75percent of the formal teachers

in contrast with under 23 percent of the mixed and informal teachers

appeared to use test results to form reading or math groups (1). .05).

Other teachers cild xroup children for instruction in specific skills

(as reported above), but these groups tended to be based on teacher

perception of weak areas rather than test results'and woad tend to be
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a brief gotv1 rather t ted, labelled band of pupils.

e

Interesting because its uneected distribution though not

statistically significant, the statement, "Children working in groups

li,asta a lot of tiMO arguing and 'mes- out agreed with by

just under 40 percent of the formal teachers, over 22percent of the

informal teachers, and just over 7 percent of the mixed style teachers

(Table 15).

Helning_oreatino;

Most teachers reported that they expect the children to do their

owm work without getting help from other children (rable 15). The

observer, noting reprimands for consulting in some classes yet overt

teacher suggestions that another child might help in other classes

recorded all the formal teachers nearly 44 percent of the mixed

style teachers, but only just under 22 percent of the informal teachers

giving clues to pupils that indicated the children were expected to do

their own work withoUt getting help from other children. Mmy of the

teachers, especially the informal ones, drew a line between 'helping'

and telling'. .This is a discrimination the children Apparently

understood' during the pupil interview, none of the informal pupils

agreed to the statement "When, yaur classmate dmesn't know how to do

something, is it.cheating if you help him/her?" Over 47 percent of

the ptpils interviewed from mixed style classes and over 53percent

of thel pupils frole formal classes felt that helping would be cheating.



%cher, Observ P il Reports on Work Within Groupe

jtionnei
log 14.0rows -te lot of tine
wad* about',
'Ione

ivedtect,to do their own work without
!roe other nhildren.

L-4C
-Moote& to dO. their own work without
!Von other children.

went* doe t know how to clo
it cheating if you help hin/her?

.011 **It< ,005

Paten ere
Cht_lant1312,___LQ1

Pima_ Mixed .Irdornel Open Cony. 13 312: N1_41_ 111:19 likg)

39.2 7.1 22.2 24.8 14,2

71.7 55.2 47,0 75.2

100.0 45.7 21,7 11.8.3 59.0

53.3 47 3 0.0 32.7

0,07 3,20

1 9

0,04 10.924814

6.91*
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Half of the formal teachers and all of the informal teachers

reported that their pupils work individually and in skean groups at

various activities (Table 16). Interpreting 'at various activities

to mean those occurring simultaneously rather than sequentially, the

observer found this the typical pattern for all of the informal

classes, for nearly 67 tiertent of the mixed style classes, but for

none of the formal classes (p< .001).

When asked if they ever work on their own, with a partner, with

a few.classmates, and with the whole class toge her meet Mills from

all styles of classes indicated that they had had these experiences.

(This does not, however, indicate frequency.) Though less than 45

percent of the pnpils from any of the teaching style groups agreed

that they "eVer work in a big group with Children from other classes,"

it did appear that the word work was operant. When questioned

further, mazy children disqualified,such things as Assembly, Games,

television, and occasionally Music since these activities were not

considered -forking'. It would appear that from the child's

perective most class gronps are discrete entities.

Claes Instruction

Affirming the iuortance of class instruction, over 64 percent of

the formal teachers in contrast with under 22 percent of the informal

teachers reported that texts and materials are supplied in class

sets (Table 16). The observer noted, that all of the formal teachers,

over 40 percent of the'mixed -tyle teachers, yet none of the informal

teachers used oats of books or materials for the class as a whole for

at least some of the academic subjects .001 (Hymnals for Assembly

were omitted from consideration.) Placing class teaching as a clear
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lable 161 Teacher, Observer, and Pupil Reports on the Variety of GrotOgs

ITIMB

"andTholacher-estimillairel

Children work individually and in small groups at

vaious activities.

Texts and materials are supplied in class sets so

that all children may have their own.

My lessons and as

a whole.

ents are given to the class as

lelberuand TholsObser5ation-klz Sc4eL

Children work individually and in small groups at

various activities.

Tuts ana materials are supplied in class sets so

that all children say have their own.

The teacher's lessons and assignments are given to

'the class as a whole.

Do you ever work on your own?

Do you ever work with a partner?

Do you ever work with a few classmates?

Do you ever have lessons that the whole class
does together?

Do you ever work in a big group with children fron

other classes added to yours?

When you'ra doing numbers will everyone else be doing

nuabers and when you're doing art will everyone else

be doing art?

!VI<
.05, **p< .01, mi-gp< .005, oxlip< .001

PerceetVeement lAguetedt

Buildi

Formal Nixed Informal Open Cony. B

1,E) thl 10111.

50.0 74.0 100.0 86.7 60.7 1.47 5.73

64.2 55.9 21.7 36.3 63.0 1.18 3.67

75.0 33.1 11.3 31.4 46.0 0.19 7.52*

0.0 66.9 100.0 67.9 47.3 0.58 18.10xm

100.0 40.2 0.0 37,5 52.7 0.21 17.324**

100,0 17.3 0.0 26,7 44.0 0,36 21,72****

89.2 100.0 100.0 100.0 93,3 0.00 2,45

64.2 68.5 89.2 82.5 61.8 0.73 1.66

100.0 84.3 100.0 94.6 91.3 0.14 2.87

100.0 92.9 100.0 94.6 100,0 0.05 1.24

28.3 44.1 33.5 52.4 16.2 2.75 0,59

89.2 47.3 0.0 42.9 46.0 0,04 13.73**0
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feature of formal education 75 Percent of the formal teachers, over

33 percent of the mixed style teachers, and only just over 11 percent

of the informal teachers agreed with the statement, "My lessons and

assignments are given to the class as a hole" < .05), The observer

noted a more extreme pattern, rating all of the formal and none of the

informal teachers as giving class lessons and assignments < .001

Pupil reports affirm the p_ _valence of cl ss teaching in the formal

classroom and sUpport the observe 's report of its rarity in the informal'

classes. When asked, "When you're doing numbers will everyone else

be doing numbers and when you're doing art will everyone else be

doing.art?" over 89 Percent of the pupils interviewed from formal

classes agreed over 47 percent of the pupils from mixed classes

agreed, but none of the pupils from informal classes agreed (p< .001).

SECTION V. G ERAL CONCLUSIONS

In sunmary, the gr upings do provide a concrete and discriminating

index of classroom Practices. The detailed results presented in this

and the previous chapter supPort a ramber of general conclusions:

1. The dominant learning situation is the individual Pupil working

without active teacher participation, though this varies from the

pupil working individually on a task given to the entire class,

to the child selecting his own task.

2. Class instruction is used by all styles,of teachers, though

significantly more so by the formal teachers.

Most children sit in groups of three or more. These small groups

may occur because of available furniture, for organizational

convenience, or to facilitate pupil planning and problem-solving.

4. As an organizational device, small groWs are used by teachers of

varying styles. For the formal teachers, grouping generally reflects
ability streaming while the informal teacher is less likely to use

ability groups and more prone to use interest groupings. Informal

teachers use small groups more frequently than formal teachers but

building effects eoMPlicate the total pattern.
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In general, concerns with pedagogy and, management dominate the
teacher's responses to the various growing patterns when she is
actively participating rather than concerns with discipline or
social development.

For the groupings withot the teacher actively participating,
teacher responses shift to a prevailing metal focus, though
pedagogy and management are still influential.

The informal teachers structure a more covlex network
activities, often providing for several different sorts of
groupings to occur simultaneously.

The differernes between growing practices axe most evident in
the morning when academic work tenda to prevail.
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CHAFTER FIVE

ORGANIZATION AND EVALUATION OF THE CURRICULUM

"Curriculum defines what counts as valid knowle e ...evalua ion

defines what counts as a valid realization of this knowledge on
the part of the taught." Bernstein, 1971, p 47)

S _TION I. INTROD TION

In this chapter we will initially consider the pachers

organization of the curriculum. Which subjects are stressed? In what

ways do teachers allow for pupil choice? And returning to our concern

with group ngst which groupings are commonly used for each subjec

Secondly, we will be concerned with the way the pupil construes

the activities that commonly make up his school day.

In Study One we considered the curriculum as it was observed and

also as it was reported by the 12 teachers. In Study Two, four

children from each of the 30 classes were interviewed to investigate

pupils'pe eption' of school activities. Supporting data were

gleaned from the Walberg and Thomas rating scales and the Teaching

Styles Questionnaire. (See Figure 1, p. 75.)

SECTION II. VARYING EMPHASES WITHIN THE CURRICULUM IN slimy ONE

AL22.201LesRT-9rtollheGachsub-ect-eaAr
Each of the twelve teachers in Study One kept a daily tally of the

activities engaged in and the groupings encountered by a specific pupil.

Four school days were sanpied. focussing each day on a different pupil.

From these teacher records a frequency table was constructed to

graphically illustrate which subjects were most e hasized and &leo

which groupings were favoured for which subjects Table 17).

Teachers reported using individual and large group in8tr1*tion for
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Table 17s Frequency of Groupings for Various Subjects from the
Individual:Pupil Schedules in Study One

With Teachers
Individual
Small Group
Medium Group
Large Group
Comb'd Classes

Total

Without Teachers
Individual
Small Groula
Medium Group
Large Group
Comb'd Classes

Total

Grand Total

1
15

29

45

74

the core curriculum of Writing, Reading, Numbers .with only occasional

small group work for Reading and Numbers. From the ptpils' viewpoint

the dominant grouping was individual work withoUt the teacher.

Art and Soienael instruction followed a similar patterns the

1From observation, only U. of the 12 teachers were actively providing
science instructions of these four, 3.were informal. In each instance

there was a mixture of class instruction and individual work. In 5 of

the classes therewas neither:any science taught nor any evidence of

it around the =OM. In 3 other classes whemaildren had stibstantial
choice in the individual topic they followed, some of the ptrils did
select-togics that were predominantly science-oriented.
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Individual working on his cwn with seine individual aM large group

teaching though for Art there was a greater prop ortion of small group

work loth with and without the teacher.

Social Studies and Drama1 were slightly more varied. Social

Studies instruction was dominated bY large grogp and combined classes

teaching; when working without the teacher, however, pupils were

equally Apt to work in a small group ar individually. For Drama,

small group work both witb and without the teacher was nearly as

common as large group instruction.

For Physical Education and lIusic, large grow instruction was

favoured though combined. Aasses in truction wss also common. The

opposite was the case forReligious Education where the combined

class s Assembly dominated though seine large group instruction was also

reported.

Looki t the total freqiiencies for each subject Reading, Numbers,

and Writing were reportedmost frequently, as we would evect. Social

Studies (dominated by History and Geography) and. Art were less frequent

than the 3Re but were still a coimnon daily feature. Religious

Mucation and Physical Education, both af which are usually detersined

IT school timetable rather than by teacher decisions, ware reported

only half as frequently ax Social Studies and Art. Music, another

subject often scheduled on a schoolwide basis, was reported even less

Irequently. All of these findings are as would le expected. -What was

a
In ter of the classes zo Drama was observed zeither could the

Physical Education fit Into the intermediatm categories sometimes
referred_ to as Movemert or Mamceo No pupil improvisation was observed
dircing Study One. in both of the o1asse0 where dramatic aotdvities
occurred., they Were teacher producedprectices forparent evenings, one
vdth musical accompaniment,
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suaprising was tho rarity of both Science and Dr

These patterns were generally true, in both open-plan and

conventional rooms, for both formal and informal teachers.

There were no significant Building or Style differenci he

total number of activities with the teacher, as tested, by the Mann-

Whitney 1.1Test (6iegel, 1956, pp. 116-126). There was a significant

Building effect for the totaa nuMber of act vities without the teacher

(11=7, p.047), with those in the open-plan rooms reporting this less

than those in the conventional rooms. It should be remembered,

however, that teachers were reporting occurrence and not the amount

of time vent in a particular way.

Observed en in the Teathi of Re

From observing the twelve teachers, it was clear that they all

stressed the basic skills while aiming to provide a balanced curriculum.

Differences were primarily in the emphases placed within the subjects

nd in the grouping patterns used. In two subject areas, Reading and.

Ax-t, these differences were most pronounced.

thering the day of observation contrasts in the area of read.ing

were extreme: some teachers used. reading as an integratei part c _

other saibject areas, not teaching it separately as either a skill or

a content area; other teachers devoted the bulk of the day to reading

employing a variety of approaches to enphasize both the pleasure which

reading can involve and the skills which it requires. 'The difference

in approach to reading polarized the formal and the informal teachers:

to oversinpitfy, in classes containing 8-year-old mils, the formal

teachers used reading; the informal teachers taught reading. Ttave
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the twelve teachers had a reading progranune that was both intensive

and cxtensive; all three were informal teachers. All six informal

teachers made a point of hearing individual pupils read. to them; only

one formal teacher did. For those with a relatively balanced rasa--

programme, the morning wae devoted to skill practice amd the afternoon

was given to reading for knowledge in other content are-- or to reading

for pleasure. To reinforce the practice of reading for pleasure

nine of the twelve teachers concluded the day by reading to the children.

2. Art

Eleven of the 12 classes had art work at some point during the dAy

of observation for at least some of the pupils. Formal teachers tended

to emphasize the product %tile informal teachers emphasized the mozm.

To illustrate, in two formal classes pupils were given step.by.step

instructions which led to the production of unUformproducts. in

another formal class, when pupils had tidied away, they flied to the

front of the room with their work t- hold it vp for the teacher and. their

classmates tO see and comment. Though products were extensively displayed

in the informal classrooms, the value was placed on expression and

experimentation. a one informal class art work was going on throughout

the day, both in relation to other content areas and as a separate,

expressive activity itself. In another informal class, the entire room

was turned over to creative activities with a variety of media

available for pupils to select from. Both formai and informal classes

linked art with topic work, usually with children selecting their own

materials and using them as they wished.

Ob d Famewor1c for Fivil Choice

Looking at the organization of the day across subject boundaries
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pnpil choice was another area in which teachers differed in their

emphases, Nine of the twelve teachers provided opportunities for

eome pupil deciaion-making. We will use the term 'framework to refer

to this since the teacher provided a framework within which the pupil

determined some part of the substance. In several instances, the

teacher determined the subject area while pupils were relatively free

in their selection of media, pace and seq1i.dwe, and format for the

response. Examples observed included art lessons in which the teacher

provided the initial stimulus, perhaps from a story or their Social

Studies unit, and then allowed the children to select their own materials

and the form of their response within the limit:3 of the supplies

available. Creative writing, topic work, and some reading periods

followed a similar pattern. Another, though less frequent, framewaTk

tting was tine; the pupils were to work in three subject areas during

the morning, but they could determine the eequence and relative

duration of the activities. In the least structured framework

situation the teacher allowed most pupils to select their own activity

as long as it was constructive and quiet enough for her to work

intensively with a small group or an indivianal.

From the Observation Schedule, analyses of variance based on the

number of minutes indicate that the informal teachers provided

significantly .05) more opportunity for the pupils to make decisions

affecting their letkre4ng activities as indicated by the framework

periods (Table 10. Analysis of the nuMber of periods showed a similar

trend. To portray this consid-rible difference more starkly, we rote

hat during the full &ay of observation, the formal teachers averaged

35,8 minutes contrasted with the informal teachers' average of 99.2

minutes when some framework allowing ptpll choice was provided.



Table 181 Framework Allowing P- il Choice in study One

_ Me
Formal atio

Open Conv. Open Conv.
(N-3) (N-3) (4f.10 ) (4f.118)

Periods 0.3 1.7 2.7 3.7 1.44 4.97# 0.03

Minutes 8.3 63.3 88.3 110.0 1.95 5.32* 0.37

#p< 101 *p .05

Three of the six formal teachers had no sessions that could be considered

framework periods; full instructions were given for each activity.

SECTION III. AIMS kND ORGANIZATION OF THE CURRICULUM IN STUDY TWO

In the lizht of these findings, observation in StuAy Two focussed.

on those five areas re-ported most frequently in Study One with

special attention to Reading and Art since they both distinguished

between formal and informal practices. In practice this was convenient

since most teachers emphasize the 3Rs during the morning and provide

opportunities for Art and topic work during the afternoon.

Thirty different teachers and their classes were observed for

Study Two including 13 whose practices could best be described as a

mixture of formal and informal. Teachers completed two questionnaires

(Bennett, 1976; WaIberg and Thomas, 1971). We will turn first to

relevant data from these Inetruente.

A. Aims

The acquisition of basIc skills in reading and number work wa

considered very jnortant or essential by all thirty teachers Table 19).
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Table 191 Te hing Aim Fart 1)

ITINS

DESASitykikal_nneireg (Alm)

Preparation for academic work in secondary school.

An understanding of the world in which pnpils live.

Thie acquisition of basic skills it read* and

tither work.

The develosent of pupils' creative abilities. 60.8 70.1

The erauragenent of self-e4pression. 67.5 78,8

Helping mils to oo-cperate with each other. 60.8 92.9

The Acceptance of normal standards of behaviour, 60.8 70.1

Tbe enjoyment of achool. 50,0 75.6

The promotion of a high level of ads& attainment, 35.8 29.9

Percent Agrsent Ad noted'
1

Formal Mixed Informal Cpen Conv. B S

(Nn2L. (Hz) pE.,2)

1442 2444 2247

64.2 51.2 66.5

100.0 100.0 100.0

89.2

100.0

88.7

5517

88.7

224

2441 1743 0.00 0.33

70.5 44.5 1.13 0.63

100.0 100.0 010.%

70.4 77.2 0.00 1.86

83.7 80.0 0,05 3.23

73.3 93.3 0.67 3.91

58.4 69.7 0.06 0.50

75.3 69.3 0.00 3.29

34.9 22.0 0.13 0.36

1
For the Teaching Styles Ostionnsim, ratings of aims se 'Very ivortaat' or 'Eseential' are treated

as 'agreement', For the Vanerg and, Thomas instruments, ratings of 9' or qi' on their 4.po1nt scales

are treated as %gement'.



Table 191 Teaching Aim (Part 2)

.711$

ila -; .and Thome Te_eerer "estionnaire

I mote a plooseful attotphere by meeting and

enabling children to use time productively and to

value their work and learning.

Academic achievement le ty tcp priority far the

5hildren.

:hildren are deeply involved in what they are do

through the day

1- and Thew

Poacher promotes a ptuponeful atmosphere by eve tin;

Ind maim children to use tine productively and
to value their work and leaning.

loadesic achievenent is the teaohe's qp priority
!or the children.

anent ement

Formal Nixed Wont

A ted

J1dng Chi.

even Conve B

0±21152.1) left.

10010 100.0 10010 10010 100.0

7167 228

**ow 441.40

36.2 350 0.11 6 10*

85.8 910 1 010 9).3 91s3 0124 1.26

35.8 9219 100.0 74.6 86.7 0.13 13.2704*

85,6 38.6 11.3 42.3 4410 0.08 9177"

:hildren are deegy involved in what they are doing. 10.8 70.1 100.0 57.1 71.3 0.18 14195'4'4

05 Ht.p< 0011 olp< 10051 imp< 0001
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For most of the formal teachers academic achievement is of paramount

importance; nearly 72 percent of the formal teachers contrasted with

less than 23 percent of the mixed style and informal teachers agreed

that "Academic achievement is my top priority for the children" < .05).

Observer report augmented this difference (p< .01), Academic competence

is an immediate rather than a long-term aim; only 14 percent of the

formal teachers and just under 23 percent of the informal teachers

believed that "Prep&ration for academic work in secondary school" was

a very important or essential goal.
1

Approximately 65 percent' of both the formal and the informal

teachers reported that they hope to guide pupils to an understanding

of the world in which they live. Over half of the teachers also

regarded it as very important or essential that pupils accept normal

standards of behaviour.

Informal teachers reported valuing the affective aspects of the

classroom to a gTeatar extent than did the formal teachers, though the

differences are not statistically significant. Over 89 percent of

the informal teachers, though less than 61 percent of the formal teachers,

agreed that the development of pupils' creative abilities is very

important or essential. Al/ of the informal teachers, compared with

under 68percent of the formal teachers, rated the encouragement of

self-expression similarly. The enjoyment of school was highly valued

1The slightly greater percentage of informal than formal te hers
concerned with prepaxation for secondary school may be an artifact
of the larger age Van within their classes. While the formal teachers
had register groups composed entirely of second year junior mils
(8-year-olds), two of the informal teachers had combination second and
third year groups and one of the informal teachers taught a register
group composed of second through fourth year juniors. For these three
informal teachers, secondary schooling is a more imminent prospect.
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by neax].y 9 percent of the informal tear n contrast with just half

of the formal teachers. Helping pupil erate with each other

was at lead 'very important' to nearly 89 percent of the informal

teachers compared with only 61 percent of the formal teachers.

It comes as no surprise that all teachers agreed that 'I promote

a puxosoful atmosphere by expecting and enabling children to use

time productively and to value their work awl learning'. A teacher

ould hardly be expected to endorse an unpurposefol atmosphere, wasted

ime, or a low valuation of school work: Treading gingerly, the

observer interpreted 'purposeful atmosphere' to mean that the plVils

demonstrated. not only concentration on the task but also apPeared to

derive satisfaction rather than rale from completing it. 'Expecting

and enabling children to use time productively' implies an organization

which ensures that both the pacing and the content of activities is

appropriate for the individual pupil. in order to value their work

and learning pupils must derive immediate satisfaction for it and

be convinced that it will be useful in the future. (The 8-year-old

is naturally more interested In imm dlate satisfaction.) With these

qualifications, all of the informal teachers nearly 93 percent of the

mixed style teachers, but only 36 percent of the formal teachers, were

rated am promAing aiptuvoseful atmosphere by expecting and enabling

children to use time productively a.nd to value their work and 'earning

(P .001 ). $tretching the puxposeful atmosphere to pupil involvement,

observer reeord.a indicated that most of the time in only 11 percent

of the formai classes in 70 percent of the mixed style classes, but

in all of the informal classes chadren were deeply involved in what

they were doing (p< 001
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The organization of the school day or week to provide opporiunities

for the pupils to work in gros of varying compositions hae been

discussed in chapters three and four. Briefly recalling the finding

note that the informal teachers considered streaming by ability

undesirable, but did use small group lessons, basing the instruction

on the individual child and his interaction with the partienlar

materials. In contrast, most formal teachers used test resnits to

group children for reading and/or maths though they reported and

were observed giving their lessons and assignments to the class as a

whole. Pupils' reports also reflected the prevalence of class teaching

in the formal classroom.

1. Materials

A prime issue in the organimation of materials ie their

distribution Tables 20 and 21). In the formal claseroom the teacher

directs distribution while in the informal claseroor pupils often are

per itted to supply themselves though general guidelines about procedure

are explicit. Over 78percent of the formal teachers, i4 contrast with

under 11 percent of the informal teachers, reported that materials are

kept out of the way until they are distributed or used under teacher

direction 4 .05). Teachers with mixed styles aesumed a middle

posi ion with nearly 42 percent opting for teacher distribution.

Observer reports emphasized the distinction (p< .001). Affirming

teacher control of resource nearly 90 percent of the formal teachers,

but just over 22percent of the informal teachers, agreed that they

make sure children use materials only as instructed (94 105). Observation

revealed totally polarised, practices: all of the formal teachers,

nearly half of those with mixed styles but none of the Informal
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Table 20s Teacher Report on Materials

rr

vocaAleher-Atioairel

Materials are kept cut of the way until they are

distributed or umed under my direction.

/ sake etre children wee materials only as

inetralted.

Materials art read&i ecceesible to children.

Mantpulative materials ale %Plied in great

-diversity and range, with little replication.

'Children work directly with manipulative materials. 71.7

Tbe environment includes materials I have developed. 10010

COMB environmental materials are provided. 85.6

Ovrprograa includes 11A0 of the neighborhood, 50.0

Children um "books" written by their classeates

ae part of their reading and reference materials,

The environment includee materials developed or

supplied by the children.

Childrees activities, ?Mite and ideas are

reflected abundant4 about the classroom.

*p< .05

Petted eeentJAdusied1
_Elms_ chi-

Formal Mixed Informal Cpen Com B S

LEI) AI) (1±22)

78.3 41.8 10.8 32.1

89.2 61.4

71.1 91.3

25.0 68.5

0,0

75.0

100.0

Z2,2 5918

89.2 86,7

77.8 63.2

100.0 89.2 86,7

84,3 78.3 94,6

84.3 100.0 87.9

51.2 674 69.8

15,8 55.7 23.4

70,1 100.0 77.1

100,0 100,0 100,0

}1.21

55.5 0,84

53.5 0.00

83.8 0.09

55.2 040

92.5 0.01

76.3 0,84

91.3 0.09

37.0 2.02

23,7 0.17

84.7 OA

100.0 m.P.

7.91*

7.94*

1.68

5.65

4.13

1.84

1,54

0.68

8,07*

3.22

.W.0



eat e nt usted

Cit4
Formal Nina Infenal Opem Conm._ 3 SaThsias Ohbration. N 1 (tE) 1141) J4P.11_ dfie

teals tire keft cut of thl vay mita theT are
iitetrIbutet or used under the teaches direction,

i:Tel'acher sties etre children iiee materials GET
6,ea imatuted.

Nateriels .e readlly tenable to childzen.

ItsgptilatIve %tals are auppliei in treat
ana rings, iith little replication.

lork alzectly with mattptlative materiels.

The etivironseat !mates materials delelqea by
he fetcher.

eriroottal atter/ale are piviad.

Alt pregt* incites 118e of the neiihborhooi

hIlfirel ISO "books" mitten by their emanates
IS pae of their Sad1a! asi reference matariala.

orrirmett tilmitee materials &veiled or
file children,

ilhaireals activities# proaiets asi ideas aze
*fleeted, abirmiamt4f about the clateroot.

14 05, Pt< .01, it< .005 ***-*p .001

100.0 %.3 0.0 4813 52.7 Coq 17.3.kwit

100.0 45.7 010 4813 40 0 02 17.030**

0.0 100.0 100.0 730 733 0117 30400"

060 84.3 1000 67.9 6I.7 OA 22126wo

10.8 8143 100,0 67.9 5,3 0,0 18.24m*

50.0 100.0 lam 86.7 86.7 O.29

3912 59.8 100.0 75.8 Yi.0 0.75 7.46

0 0 51.2 78,3 62.5 217 345 10.75

0.0 35.8 35.5 17,4 16,2 3.16 3041,

14.2 100.0 58.3 56.0 0.06 12

85.8 8Z17 100.0 913 82,7 0,11 1,69
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teachers mad.e sure that children used naterials only as instructed

(p< .001 ) Though informal teachers frequenUy sugg sted or demonstrated

the US6 of specific materials, pupil everimentation was always a viable

alternative. According to theirteachers, materials were readily

accessible to children in nearly 72 percent of the formal classes and

in approximately 90 percent of the mixed style and. informal classes.

Interpreting 'readily accensiblel to mean that the pwil could suppl

himself either with or without specific teacher permiesion the

observer found that in both the mixed style and informal classes,

children did get materials but in all of the formal classes the

teachers controlled distribution < .001). Materials were effectively

inacceseible to their pupils.

With pupile in informal classrooms provisioning themselves, an

abundant supply of enticing materials is essential. Some 35 identical

tertbooks will rot suffice: One aspect of enticing is the availability

of materials to manipulate. Teachers reported that manipulative

materials were supplied. in great diversity and range with little

replication in nearly 78 percent of the informal classes, over 68

percent of the mixed. style classes, hut in only 25 percent of the formal

classes. Observer report also indicated a polarization of formal and.

informal practice < .002 Though from 72 to 100 percent of the

teachers agreed that children work directly with manipulative materials,

during the day of observation this was noted in only 11 percent of the

formal classes, in nearly 85 percent of the mixed style, and. in all

of the informal classes < .001

A second asp ct of enticing is relevance. Over 78 percent of the

informal teachers 84 percent of the mixed. style teachers, and all of

the formal teachers reported that the environment includes materials
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the teacher ha developed. Belr ng observation, half of the formal

teachers and all of the mixed style and inforeal teachers used meter

developed by themselves < 005). Providieg common environmental

materials such am rocks and plants available in the area reported

by 85percent of the formal and mixed stjrLo teachers and by all of the

informal teachers. These types of items were observed in nearly 40

pereent of the formal classes, nearly 60 percezt of the mixed style

classes, and all of the informal class < ,05). It is pertinent

that while A.1. teachers tended to consider environmental objects

a continifnr feature of the classroom, both fennel and mixed style

teachers tended to emphasize them for a specific and finite tcpic.

Use of the neighbourhood was reported by eppreaimately half of the

farmal and mixed style te ers and by 67 pexcent of the informal

teachers. This wce ono ot the items for which observation was

aegm -ted by teacher-observer conversations. On the basis of tha

combined observation and conversation, none of the formal teachers

percent of the mixed style teachers, and 78percent of the informal

teachers seemed to use the neighbourhood moderately or frequently,
1

Besides manipulation and relevance, the interests of fellow

classmates can be powerfully enticing. Accoxdirg to teacher report

children u ed "books" written by their classmates as Part of their

reading and refererce materials in nearay 56 percent of the informal

lent formal teacher was planning a unit on the natural environment

stressing observation, recording and classification. Since the

neighbourhood was not a feature of the learning programme durihg the
first two terns of the year, the projected topic seemed more an
occasional than a moderate or frequent use af the neighbourhood. The
planned emphasis on identification of wildlife and exclusion of the
study of the people in the area cemented the impression that this
isolated unit WALi not an example of whet Waaberg and Thomas intended in

the phrase 'use of the neighbourhood'.
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classes, dropping to nearly 16 percent in the mixed style classes,

and disagpearing altogether in the formal classes (p< .05). Observer

report showed a similar though non-significant pattern. From 70 to

120 percent of the teachers reported that the environment included

materials developed or supplied by the children. Observer inter-

pretation included only theme :pupil possessions that were teacher

anctioned during school time, and not the games or eqi4pment that

entertain at playtime or such items as decorative pencil boxes that

form no part of the learning situation. All of the infernal classes

5LP percent of the mixed style classes, but only 14 percent of the

formal classes used materials developed or supplied by the mils as

part of the learning environment (p. .005)

Whatever the manner of distribution or the abundance of amp1y

of materials, all teachers reported that children's activitie

products, and ideas are reflected abundantly about the classroom.

The observer agreed.

2. InteKration

Describing open educe ors, or what we refer to as informal

teachers, Perrone (1972) suggests that they the integration of

learning its wholeness, as an essential base for personalizing the

nucational process. Such a view does not neate the need far basic

skills. These skills are considered fundamental but never in isolation

from other learning experiences" 8). This view was generally

nel3rred with and reflected in the work of the informal teachers in

this sample. Divisions of work into subject matter areas vas reported

xed stylv teachers,

but on2y 33 percent of the informal teachers .05) (Table 4

During observation all of the formal teachers. 93 percent of the mixed
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Table 2Z Teaoher and Obse Integration

1790

Val eetionnir4

The work children do ia airlied into Weer
latter mass

, I base my instrtion on curiculun guides or

the text books for the pie level I teach.

Thpas

The work children do is divicled into atitlject

natter areae.

Teacher bases her inetrmtion on or:Wm
Wee a text books for the grade level
she teaches.

fp< 105 *14 .011 ot< 005, ****94 4001

_P_e_reent emelt (141uste

Binding_ Cb1-Sgua

halal Mixed Informal Open Com, S

(11q) Nal ) IfSEL

100.0 63,0 33.0 54.3 76.3 0.74 8.25*

RIB 63.0 22.2 41.0 62.2 0.61 444

100,0 92,9 10.8 644 6 77.5 0.13 21.76*04

100,0 %.3 11,3 511 52.7 0.08 13.39****
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style teachers, but only 11 percent ofthe informal teachers divided

work distinctly into subject matter areas .001). Several of the

informal teachere specifically commented. that this integration of subject

areas should not lead to a neglect of the direct teaching of specific

skills nor should integration become an overriding concern in itself.

Their central objective was blending of subject areas to provide

broader perspective on the questions under study.

Integration demands the wide range of materials referred to above.

According to teacher report 61 pe -cent of the formal teachers, 63

percent of the mixed style teachers, and 22percent of the informal

teachers base their instruction on curriculum guides or the textbooks

for the grade level they teach. Awing observation, all of the formal

teachers, 54 percent of the mixed style teachers, and over 11 percent

of the informal teachers relied heavily or solely on teacher manuals

r textbooks < .001 Most of the informal teachers and nearly half

of the mixed style teachers, though familiar with the guides and texts

appropriate to their classes, used a wide range of materials drawn from

various contexts

S TION IV. PROVISIOVS FOR P

Observed Provision of Fr

11 CHOICE IN STUDY TWO

works for P il Choice

Ye

Our

After visiting 53 open-plan primary schools during the

1970/71, a team of HMIs presented their observations:

No school gave the children total
was always Some expectation about
'covered in one ar two days, or in
reading, writing, mathematics and

(Department of Dducation

hool

freedom of choice _d there
the kind of things to be
a week; and they always included
ummTly creative work.
and Science, 1972, p. 11)

sample of 42 teachers and their classes from Studies One and Two

matches this descript1i. As has already been discussed (Tbserved
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Framewo_T for Fnpil Choic above) the manner in whi h teachers

provided for pupil choice distinguishes between formal and informal

teachers. For Study Two we continued the use of framework to describe

teacher structuring of pupil ttions. We subdivided framework into

six categories to investigate those areas in which teachers were

allowing pnpil choice:

Pupil choice of timing includes the pace, sequence, or
duration of work.

Pupil choice of partners refers to the companions with
whom the pupil works.

Choice of locations while working may be noted either
within the room or building.

Pupil choice of content, or discipline, is indicated in those
instances when the pupil may decide whether to do, saY, maths
or writing.

Pupil choice of ac-0..yity refers to these decisions made within

a discipline. One common example is the art lesson in which
pupils select Nmong painting, clay, or model building.

Pupil choice of materials includes selection such as reading
or reference materials, art stIpplies, and maths equipment.

The framework teachers provided could clearly allow for pupil choice

in one, several, or all of the areas. We anticipated that framework

would again distinguish among the teaching styles, and further, that

teachers with mixed styles might be prone to provide options in some

areas, though not in others. (Instruments and instructions for their

use may be found in Appendix II.)

L. Formal Classes

We found in fact th t none of the formal teachers provided

oPP rtunities for pupil choice in any of the six subcategories of

framework during either the morning or the afternoon Table 23).

Similarly on the Teaching Styles Questionnaire, we found that only o e

of the formal teachers rgported allowing pupils to select their own

seats; this was not evident during the one day of observation.



Table 23 M1BS of 0bezved Framrk Alio4ng Pupil Chie in Study Two

wok
_forma.. d. _wit

Pupil Choice of:

Thing

Partners

Location

Content

Activity

Materials

Open

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0 0

(Minutes of observation m 60)

Afternoon

ConVo epen Convi Open. qonvi B

)2.11, 8 111 0.0.1 off7.2)i_

0 0 19.0 56.0 47,5 042 17.1(040

0.0 13.6 1000 56.0 52.5 0.00 18.8800

'0.0 13,8 0.0 60.0 52.5 0.28 20.8700

0.0 0;0 0.0 56.0 15.0 1.13 1707700
00 3.8 4.0 56.0 7.3 048 110260*

0,0 811 51k, 44.0 13.8 0.07 9.620

Pnpil Choice of:

Timing 0.0 0.0

Finnan 0.0 0.0

location 0,0 0.0

Content 0.0 04

Activity 0.0 0.0

Materials 0.0 0.0

5.0 1600 3600 3010 0.08 20.050**

24.4 32.0 36.0 30.0 0.00 18.6100

20,0 16.0 36.0 30.0 0.02 17.10W

0.0 0.0 36.0 6.3 1,13 1777****

4,4 24,0 36.0 15.0 0.01 11027w.

0.0 800 36.0 23.8 0.11 214500

()inutes of observation m 40)

1Because the fatal cells hai a seat of zero, and co qentiy n variation,

analysis of variance was inappropriate. Chi.squares testing oevrence versus

no_pccurrence were calculated inetee.

tip< .051 *lip< 1011 *it< 10051 wr*p< 401



ormal Clasee

The informal teachers, and particularly those in open-plan rooms

allowed for nearly continuous pupil decision-making; In the openplan,

informal classroom, pupils could select their own location during the

entire 60 minute morning observation period.; they could exercise choice

in timing, Partners, content and activity an average oE 56 of the 60

minutes; and coed select their own materials an average of 44 of

the 60 minutes. In the afternoon, pupil choice averaged 36 minutes

out of a 40 minute observation period for each of the six categories

of framework.

Just slightly less pupil choice was provided for in the informal,

conventional rooms partners and location were pupil decisions for

over 52 of the 60 minutes, timing for over 47 minutes, then dropping

considerably to 15 minutes of Pwil choice for content area (or

disciplin ) nearly 14 minutes of pnpil choice of materials, and

under 8 minutes of pupil choice of activity during the morning. The

afternonn pattern was eimilar to the morning'st again timing, partner,

nd. lotions were most frequent, occurring an average of 30 of

the 40 minutem. The next most common option however, was selection

f materials, averaging nearly 24 minutes. This is tot surprising

since both art and topic work are common afternoon activities. Pupils

in informal, conventional r oms had a choice of activities within the

discipline for an average of 15 of the 40 minutes and a choice of

content or discipline just over 6 minutes.

The overall picture shows that pupil choice WaS nearly continuous

in the informal, Tentplan rooms and was considerable in the informal,

151.

conventional rooms.
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.261-43-30-d

Teachers with mixed styles used five of the six framework

categories, though to a lesser extent than the informal teacher

Pupil choice of content area, or discipline, did not occur in mixed

style classes in either the gpenplan or conventional rooms, in either

the morning or the afternoon. In the morning mixed style, open-

plan classes pupils had choice of timing for over 22 of the 60 minutes

and a choice of partners and location for nearly 14 minutes.

They coUld select their-own materials an average of over 8 minutes

and their own activity an average of nearly L1. minutes. The afternoon

pattern varied from the morning Pupils determined timing an

average of only 5 of the 40 minute.s, but selected their own partners

an average of over 24 minutes and their own location an average of

20 mtiutes, or half of the Observed time. They selected their own

y for only 4 of the 40 minutes and surprisingly did not select

t eir own materials at all.

Paralleling the informal pattern, in the morning mixed style

classes in conventional rooms allowed for less pupil choice than was

the case in epen-plan rooms. Pupils could exercise L,, Dna on the

timing of their work an average of 19 of the 60 minutes in'the morning

and could select their own partners an average of 10 minutes. Pupils

could determine their own materials and activities for only 5 and L.

minutes respectively out of the 6o minutes observed. They were not

allowed to select their own location at all in the morning. In the

afternoon the pattern in mixed style conventional rooms was more

flexible, probably reflecting the change from the 3 13, to art and t ic

work. For 32 of the 40 minutes observed, pupils could select their own

partnere. For an -verage of 24 minutes they selected their own activity.

1 7 7
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on were vpil options for a6 of the L0 minutes, with

pupil choice of materials averaging 8 reinutes.

In general, the mixed. style classes allowed. moderate opportunities

for pupil choice of timing, p artners location, with occasional
fi

pupil choice of , Uvitiee and materials ara no pupil choice of the

8.iscip1ir0,1 he works iu. This is a riddle position 'between the formal

teachers' rejection of pupil choice and the informal teachers nearly

continuous providion for it.

4. Building ar4 -St le Effects

Chi-square tests for occurrence or cm-occurrence of timing

Partners, loc tion, and content show a statistically significant

Style effect beyond the .001 level in both the morning and the afternoon

(Table 23). Acti ity has a statis ically sigmlfica:nt Style effect .

beyond the .005 level for both nornihg end afternoon. The Style

effect for materials is significant beyond. the .01. level in the morning

and the .001 level in the afternoon. nem are no significant

Building effects.

Supporting the observation schedule data, the queationnere item

'The day is divided into.large blocks of time within which children,

with my help, determine their own routine' was Ngreed with by none of

the formal teachers, by over 21 percent of the mixed style teachers,

and by over 78 percent of the informal teachers < 001) (Table 24).

Obs rver reports support the formal and. Infornal percents, but none

of the mixed style teachers were observed while pupils were determining

their on routine 001). Conversely, all of the formal and ell of

the mixed style teachers reported that they plam and schedule the
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Table 241 Teacher, Obs rver, and Pupil Reports of Pupil Choice

ITEMS

The day is divided into large blocks of time

within which children, with.my help, determine

their own tontine,

plan and schedule the children's activities

thxough the day.

Wa1gjn Obstfation-cah:
Day is divided into large blocks of tine within
which children, with the teacher's help,

determine their owm routine .

leacher plans and schedules the children's

activities through the day.

Do you ever choose what activity you want to do? 10.8 22.6

Does lisaahlF) tell you when to do a particular

activity?

May you choose how long you'd like to stay

working on an activity?

ercent ment

ti1e .2211113._ .21:§allges
Formal Mixed Informal Open Cony. B S

/141 (1171 1E2) Ncl ) dfm3.1- -1kg1-

0.0 21.3 78.3 46.3 15.0

100.0 100.0 44.3 82.0 85.0

0.0 0.0 78.3 30.0 15.0

100.0 10M 21.7 70.0 85.0

100 0 92.9

89.2 40.8 37.8

77,3 82.6 100.0

0.0 7.1 55,7 23.4 15.0

2.00 13.18****

0.08 14.03****

0.28 21.50****

0.28 21

0.04 1155****

0.94 2.65

0.01 10.60***

1For this and the following tables, individual pupil responses were treated as 'agreement'

or 'disagreement' to an item, and combined for each teacher so that 'agreement' reflects

the consengus of at least 3 of the 4 pupils interviewed.

*p< 1051 Hp< .01, ***p< .005, in< .001
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chlidren's actIvIties tl ough the day, while only 44 percent of the

Inaormal teachers concurred .001). During observaL! n, it was

noted that all of the formal and mixed style teachei planned and

scheduled the childxen' s activities through the day, but fewer th'n

22 porcent of the informal teachr,rs had done so .001

Pupil reports supported tho e from the teachers. When asked,

'Do you ever choose what actIvIty you want to do?' n9ar1y 90 gercent

of the pupils interviewed from informa classes agreed. Just under

23 percent of those in mixed style classes and under 11 percent of

the children into_ iewed from formal cla-se5 thought they ever had

the opportunity to choose their own activity (p< .001 ). hasizing

that framework does not imply totally free choice, when asked,

'Does teacher) tell you when to do a particular activity?' over

77 percent of the pupils interviewed from informal classes. 93 percent

from mixed style, and all of those from formal classes agreed that the

teacher did indeed tell them when to do something. None of the pupils

interviewed from formal classeb, 7 percent of those from mixed stylr

classes, but nearly 56 percent of those from informal classes agreed

that they could choose how long they would like to stay working ri an

activity Cp< .005)

In short both teacher reeponses to questionnaIre items and pupil

responses durIng the interview supported the observation schedtle

findings that formal teachers control the learning environment for

their pupils while informal teachers structure a framework within which

pupils make relevant choices.

1 8 i
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S iTIOY V. EVALUNTION OF PUPILS IN STUDY TWO

In all Lypeo _f buildingo wIth all utyles f teaching, evalua

a necessary and pervasive element of the teaching-lea-ning situatIon.

The emphases in evaluation highlight tho values of the teacher.

. Teacher Evaluation of Individual r'upils_ _

-

Thc formal teacher evaluates the indiviOnl child in comparison

with his pee the informal teacher is primarily concerned with guiLng

and assessing individual p ogress. Nearly 86 percent of the forr

te Thers reported that they use tests to evaluate children and / them

in comparison to their peers, while only 22 percent of the info".-mal

teachers and 37 percent of the mixed style teachers endorsed comparisons

between children (p< .05) (Table 25). On the basis of observation

and teacher-observer conversation, all of the formal teachers, but

none of the informal teachers were us_ng tests to evaluate children

anu rate them in comparison toiheir peers (p .001 ). Two of the

relw:ant Walberg and Thomas teacher questionnaiIe item., proved

difficult for the teachers to interpret. The observer rating_ made

after teacher-observer cot rsations, are More likely in these instances

to provide an accurate account of practices; teacher response:3 e

given to complete the picture. On the first item, rougnly 70 percent

of all teachers reported giving children tests to find out what they

know. .Following teacher-observer conversation, it was concluded that

all of the formal teachers and 70 percent of the mixed style teachers

used testing to find out what their pupils had learned, while only 23

percent of the Informal teachers used paper and pencil tests (p .005).

Most of the' Informal teachers based evaluatIon on a combination of

observing and working with the pupil on a particular task plus

8 2



Table 2 Tea:her EValuation of Individual Pupils

ITEMS

cl---JSL.LLAtTeanaile-1

Pupils work better when motivated by marks or stars.

Lalber-and1ohw_estionaire:

use tests to evaluate children and rate them in

comparison to their peers.

I give children tests to find out what they know.

Children expect me to correct all their work.

To obtain diagnostic information, I observe the

specific work or concern of a child closely and ask

immediate, experience-based questions.

I keep a collection of each child's work for use

in evaluating his development.

Waiberund Thomas ObserIgloniallalli

Teacher uses tests to evaluate children and rate

them in c,mparison to their peers.

Te:cher gives children tests to find out what

the know.

Children expect the teacher to correct all their

work,

ArantAreer.--E-LteiL--
,tYle Btildin _

Formal Mixed Informal Open Cony.

N=1 ) (NL-17) (N213)

100.0 52.8 22,2 59.8 51.5

85.8 37.0 22.2 47.7 42,8

71.7 68.5 67.0 69,8 67.7

89.2 92.9 66.0 76.6 93.3

100.0 85.8 100.0 f19.2 100,0

75.0 77.2

ai-117,S1

B S

(df.-.1) (df=2

0.01 10,530*

0.01 7,60*

0.07 0.05

0.54 3.07

0.21 2.57

1 0 0 t2,5 84.7 01 2.57

100.0 29.9 0.0 42.9 35.3

100.0 70.1 65.8 61.3

100.0 76,0 83.8

To obtain diagnostic information, the teacher

closely observes the specific work or concern of a 0.0 51.2 100.0 62,5 38.7

child and asks immediate, experience-based question.

Teacher keeps a collection of each child's work for
42.5 61,4 100.0 77.1 56.0

use it evaluating his deve ment.

4'p< 05, op< .01, 0< .0051 ***+p< .001

0.00 18.61****

0,02 11.36***

0,01 10.1?**

0.86 16.98****

0.69 6.88*
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regular read1r of pupil work. The difficulty with the second item

centred on the interpretition of the word 'correct' in the item

'Children expec16 me to correct all their work'. Some 89 percent of

the formal teachers, 93 percent of the mixed style teachers, and

66 percent of the informal teachers recorded agreement with the item,

though several teachers spontaneously suggested that they interpreted

the item to mean 'comment on' rather than 'correct' in the sense of

circling misspelled words or assigning a letter grade. In view

of these teacher comments, it was concluded that all of the formal

teachers era 91 percent of the mixed styl- teachers did foster the

pupil expectation that they would 'correct all pupil work. Approximately

44 pe7tent of the informal teachers also marked all pupil work Cp< .01

This study did not investigate the various methods of correcting

pupil work. One further indication of grading pt._ tices, however, i

the report of teacher opinion from the Teaching Styles Que +donaire.

All of the formal teachers, nearly 53 pezcent of the mtred style

teachers, but only 22 percent of the informal reed that

pupils work better when motivated by merks or sta .005;.

Though all formal and informal and 86 pe ent of the mixed style

teachers reported that to obtain diagnostic information, they observe

the specific eerk or concern of a child closely and ask immediate,

experience-based questicns, this was not eVident from either observation

or teacher-observer conversation, Formal teachers used testing and

grading to assesschildren, as did mixed style teachers to a lesser

extent. None of the formal teachers, over half of the mixei style

teachers, and all of the informal teachers were considered by the

observer to obtain diagnostic information by observation followed by

immediate, xP _ie e-based questions (p< .001).

1
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KocpirM a col action of each chAld's work to use in evaluating

his development is rc ted by ?5 preni. of the formal teachers,

77 percont of the mixed Y.o cizr, and all of the informal teachers

Further queries from t

the formal teachers, 07er 61 pE3 .

s:ggehtQd chab nearly 43 percent of

MIXCN c teachers and

all of the informal teachers 1Lep (,1,(%1 colleeions of pupil work .05).

buch a collection ia essential in 'ale informal classrooms where records

are largely diacursive rather ti.an letter-grades or percentages.

In sununary, the formal teache,r1 test pupils and rate them in

comparison with their peers; informal teachers generally do not. Instead,

they observe the individual pupil at work and ask him questions in

order to obtain relevant diagnostic Information.

Classroom Clirte

All 30 teachers reported that the emotional climate in their

clas rooms was .arm and accepting. Acknowl dging the difficulty in

defining a m, accepting' climate the observer nevertheless felt

that per onal criticism of a punil, sharp criticism with no explanatory

comments about howthechild might improve a parttlular piece of work,

and comments about 'this type of child' made in derogatory tones

(sometimes within the hearing of pupils ) ea2h cooled the atmosphere.

The highest incidence of such remarks occurred in formal classrooms;

none were heard in informal classrooms. Consequently, 39 percent of

the formal classrooms, 84 percent of the mixed style classrooms, and

all of the informal classrooms were considered wrm and accepting

pupil environments < .01).
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Pupils may evaluate their peers in response to queries from the-

teacher, from classmates themselves, or simply from their own curiosity.

When askea if, their teacher ever asked if they liked someone else's

story, 25 percent of the pupils from formal classes, nearly 56 percent

of those informal classes, and 67 percent of the pupils from

mixed style classes agreed that their teachers did request evaluations

(Table 26). Slightly more pupils agreed that their teacher asked.if

they liked someone else's picture or model: 50 percent from the

formal cla es, nearly 60 percent from the mixed style classes, and

over 66 percent of thoGe from informal classes.

Clas mates seem more anxious than the teacher to elicit evaluations.

Over 89 percent of the pupils from formal classes, 78 percent from

informal classes, and 70 percent from mixed style classes agreed that

their classmates asked for evaluations of work.

With no hesitation, all pupils interviewed from all t7pes of

classes agreed that some pupils do harder work than others do. The

of thie hard work was rather more in doub. When asked, 'For

doing well in school, i hard. work or good luck most important?'

67.0 percent of the pupils Interviewed from info.r.mal classes, 33.1

percent from mixed n'yle clIss but o,ay 21,7 percent from formal

classes agreed that hard won.: was more iJportant for doing well in

school chi-square=4,105, df--2, nsd All pupils interviewed did,

however, hg-ee ',that if they tried, they could do the work at school.

SFETION VI. PUPIL EVALUATION OF THE CURRICULUM

A. ;latings of Activities ork' or 'Play'

Ab Jacksol (1968) points otc, hool firs !ntroduces the ch'ld



Table 25 : Ptpil Evaluation o: Classiria.tes

ITEMS

Does teacher) ever ask if you like someonA

else s story?

Does teacher) ever ask if you like somee'

else spiottre or model?

Do your classmates ever ask you if you like

their work?

Do some ptpils do harder ,,lork than others do?

114 )

...2SUEL222P

Formal Mixed n'

N.8

Building

1 Op en C onv

JL (1E2) N=1 )

25.0 66.9 55.7 62.6 39.0

jSes
JrL (11-2)_

3 3.55

50.0 5948 66.5 63.8 53.2 0.05 0.48

8942 7041 77 8 77.8 77.2 0 16 1404

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 N.wM

0`

a
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to work 31). Yet play is increasingly advocated as a productive

avenue to cognit,ve development. Bruner (1973, p. 9) asse t- that

the child needs the opportunity to manipulate, or play with, objects

to discover their properties before he is expe ted to attempt more

structured task . The Dienes logic blocks provide one concrete

example of this principle.

An approPriate balance between work and play in the classroom

i- difficult to delineate. Play may be totally excluded from the

curriculum, being relegated entirely to morning and afternoon

breaktime; 'play' may be permitted on those rare occasions when the

pupil has finished his 'work'; play may be gingerly included in the

curriculum ratio- ized as 'the childz:; work'; and finallY, Play may

be considercd a crucial tool in furthering the child's learning

(Spitler, 1971).

Our own case study ih a vertica4.4 grouped infant class (Applebee

1974, pp. 59-65) revealed that by ages six and seven, pupils had a

firmly defined sense of 'work' ant', 'play' conforming to cultural

=tion that the 3R5 are 'wo while creative constru tion

The two lines of reasoning pupils u ed to derive judgments

on an activity centr d on whether it was 'h d' or 'easy' and whether

they were told to do it or could select the activity themselves.

In Study Two w returned to our interest in pupils' evauatic,,

of the curriculum, nty-six activities were selected for pupil

evaluation on the basis of the activities common to classrooms in

Study One, The four pupils interviewed from each of the 30 clas es

were t'm asked to rate each activity on a five-point scale from

'work' to 'play'. When all of the activities had been rated, the

pupil was then asked 'Why is it work/play?' with reference to three

190
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of the activiLies he h d degriatod as woIR and three designated as

play, Table 27 shows the ratir.s of the 26 activities. From their

renpon3es during the inte. rview, we will bulad a portrait of their

construal each of the actvtties.

1._ Maths

All of the pupils interviewed. agree& that maths was 'work'.

Tony A., from an infor al, open-plan room elaborates the common

sentiment: 'Cause it's hard and you've got a lot to do."

Some activities within maths reflected this charaoterizatioii while

others were -ore favourably evaluated. Doing sums was considered work

by all of the pupils interviPp,-la -om informal and mixed style classes

and by nearly 86 perrP 1 tJ s from formal classes. Measuring was

'work' for 86 percent of the pupils from formal classes, 83 percent from

mixed style classes, and 67 percent from informal classes. Learning

how to tell time was only slightly more enjoyable with 70 pert Tnt of

the pupils interviewed from mixed style classes, 6y percent of those

from inform. l cla e , and over 64 percent of thor., from for al

classes considering I work'. In a delightful, :.;hough unintended,

play on words, Colin G. from an informal, en-plari room, explained

the grey area:

Colinl Well, it's a bit of work, but a lot of play.

Mrs, A. And when is it work?

Colin: When you're not used to telling the time and yo

got to try to tell the time.

Mrs. A. And when is it play?
Colin: When you know the ti e and yuu don't have to upend

too much time on it.

1Pupil comme,-0;s are verbatim transcript

interviews. chilci. was Wen a pseidon

throughout thLE, _.rport.

191
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Table 27: F;til 4 of 2 Act1vtte s , Work'

ACTIVIIES

leAtrLIA,12Ltedj_.
Bld 0 h1,STares.

Formal MIxed Informal 10en Cony. B

14,1 )

N'l )

Maths 200.0

mom* 85.8

money z1.7

Suas 85.

Telling Tine 64.2

5eadirg 60.8

Reading to (teaoher) I00.0

Reading with other pupils 21.7

teading a story silently to self 10.8

Reading toPio silently to self 71.7

Listening to a story 46.7

Writing 100.0

Writing a story 46.7

Writing In topic booklet 727
HandwetiAg

100.0

Ehglishitangwe 10010

Soda Studies/Topic 71.7

Science 60.8

Crowing plants in school 25.0

Caring for pets in school 25.0

Recording weather0 0.0

Tests 85.8

Art 10.8

Painting 21.7

Sewing 14.2

Model makIN 21.7

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

82.7 67.0 87.3 6707 0.73 1.10

31.5 33.0 16,8 45,7 1.73 0131

100.0 100.0 9303 10000 0.00 3.24

70.1 67.0 7101 630 0.01 0.08

47,3 66.5 47.6 68.5 0.60 0,83

701 67.0 77.8 76.3 0.12 3.26

3115 33.5 22.8 38.2 0.26 0.33

38.6 44,3 28.3 39.0 0.05 2.49

63.0 67,0 59.0 76.3 0.37 0017

45.8 3305 295 62.2 2.01 065

100.0 100.0 100.0 1004 --
78.8 88.7 57.8 930 3.11 4.1?

84.3 77.3 69.3 91.3 1.03 0.49

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

100.0 88.7 94.0 100,0 0.01 2,46

68.5 77.8 69.8 75,2 0.01 0i23

76.6 86.7 61,.4 9303 2,03 1.89

22.8 44.8 35.5 22.8 0.12 1.36

14.2 22.2 2345 14.2 0.03 0.43

7.1 56.2 29.4 7.5 1006 10.750

100.0 88.7 87.3 100.0 0.38 1.83

17.3 0.0 0.0 24.0 2.34 1.72

8.7 0.0 0.0 22.0 1.98 2.33

38.6 2217 34.9 17.3 0.43 1.63

0.0 0.0 0,0 13.3 0.58 5.06

WPWft

.MftP

The sigtificance reported here is probably an artifact of non-occurrence. Nearly 72 percent

of the pupils Interviewed from formal classes, 54 pertent i'ron niled styie classes, ana

31 pertent from informal classes reported that they did not record the weather. (ft< .005)

)92



Money problcmo we least frequently considered work. LOHG thrm 22

percent of the pupils Interviewed from formal classes, 32 percent of

tho-- interviewed from mixed style classes, and 33 percent of thos

from infornti1 classes rate money problems 'work'.

ReadiqE

Reading was generally considered more pleasurable than maths,

thouih over 67 percent of the pupils interviewed from informal classes,

nearly 61 percent of those from formal classes and over lq percent of

Lhose from mixed style classes rat Q it ork'. BaMPling various

reading contexts it was clear that reading to the teacher in most often

'work'. All of the pupils interviewed from formal classes, 7D percent

of those from mixed style classes, and 67 percent of those from informal

ciasos consider reading to their teacher 'w rk'. By contrast, reading

with othar pupils is least often work: only 34 percent of those

interviewed fr m informal caisses, 32 percent from mixed style classes,

and 22percent from formal classes consider reading with other pupils

' w rk'.

Whether reading silently to themselves was 'work or 'play' seemed

dependent on the subject area. Reading material for their topic

-ilently to themselves was rated as 'work' by 72 perce t of the pupils

from formal classes, 67 percent of those from infor al classes, and 63

percent of those from mixed style classes, In all classes a story seemed

preferable to topic work. Reading a story silently to theinse]xes was

considered 'work' by 44 percent of the pupils interviewed fr.cm informal

classes, 39 percent of those from mixed style classes, but oaly 11 percent

f those from formal classes. Listening to their teacher read a story

rated as 'work' by less than half of the pupils interviewed from

each style of class. 91
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elicit d the res onne 'work frnrn all the

An with matho and reading, however tho subject

lrea mellontos their evaluations. Writing in their topic booklets

was constdrred A' by 72 percent of the pupils from formal clanoeo.

64 percent -f thoao -r:rom mixed atyle clan

rrom informal_ elaor

those from informal cis

77 percent of those

Writing a story was 'work' for 69 pe -cent of

79 percent of those from mixed style

elassno, but only 47 percent of those from formal classes.

Handwriting was universally regarded as 'work,.

Eng1ist

mixed Ityle classes, .nd by 89 percent of 4,hose Prom informal classes.

Thc interview went on to probe: What activities do you do in English?

(Table 28). The c n ent of the pupils responses was analysed tallying

each menti-n in their response separately. Writing and various forms

of exercises dominated the piiil& view of English.

Writing stories was the most common form of w-itIng, with the

writing of poems mentioned by only 7 of the 120 pupils interviewed,.

Other types of writing, such as letters, book reports, and news were

also included as English'. Combining these three categories of writing,

we find that the pupils view of English has a heavier emphasis

-ling in the open-plan schools; writing was mentioned 49 times by

pupils from oPen-plan TOOMS, but only 10 tines by those from conventional

rooms. We have already noted that ritirig is considered 'work' by

all the pvr'ils Interviewed.

The forms of the ecercjses piils described varied. According to

acclaimed as ' by pupils from formal and

IL
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Table 1-31

A CTIYITUS

RcporLj of tho ActIvitIes They Do

1
_-,_______-_-1152n2DLS1121Ells-

Formal Mixed

for En3

mai
_ .-

er

(1494)

----
Cony.

_(!'!4/

Open

illt§/

if;06

Cony.

.(11.5)

15.0

n

(N_75)

_onv*

(074)

Write stories 43,8 70.0 12,5

Write poems 6.3 0,0 6.3 5,0 15.0 0.0

Other writirv, 18,8 0.0 21.9 10.0 35.0 6.3

HandwritIng 0.0 603 0.0 0.0 10.0 12.5

Sentenoq 43.8 25.0 12.5 12.5 10.0 18,8

Comprehension 12.5 0.0 9.4 5.0 5,0 0.0

Work Dards 0.0 6.3 21.9 10,0 40*0 12.5

Answer ques ions 18.8 31,3 12.5 25.0 0.0 18.8

Text 31.3 43,8 43.8 40,0 20.0 18.8

Reading 0.0 12.5 12.5 20,0 0,0 12,5

Other2 6.3 25.0 12.5 30.0 25.0 56.3

1
Fo pupils were sampled from each of the classrooms.

2
crosswords, spellihg, 'your sounds', talking, and drawing*

the pti1s, a common formal app o -h to the teaching of usages such

as ther,heir, here hear, and t oo/two was to 'do sentences ally

from the blackboard. In contrast, teacher-made work cards were m re

common in the iniorrnal classrooms. Answering Questions was a component

of English according to pupils from all of the groups except those from

informl, open-plan cla..ses. Textbooks, presumably filled with a

variety of exercises, figured in the description of English given by

children from each of the groups, though it was less prominent in the

nformal classrooms. Combining these categories of exercise descriptions

find them menti ned most frequently as apart of 'English' by those

pvpile from mixed style claseet exercises were me tioned 34 ti es by

196



PUV.1 1 from .7mal classes, 26 times _1

hu t time8 by those from mixed style classes.

Beading was in:frcquently mentioned as a part

e pupils.

Barbara V., from a mixed style, op n-p] n r

up one re --n why English is works

368.

m tif'orn

oh' by

crisply summed

Thinking mostly. Because you've got to think qui e a lot
when you're doing that kind of thing.

Jcial ptudies/Topic

Ao Lhe reading and writing sections foreshadowed, most children

considered social studies, epic, as they more frequently called it,

to be work Table 27, above), Nearly 78 percent of those intervie

from informal classes 72 perce t of those from formal classes, and

over 68 percent of those from mixed style classes rated social etudies

'work'.

nce

Science was cons I. work by near y 89 percent of the pupils

interviewed from informal classes 79 p rcent of those from mixed style

classen, but only 61 percent of those from formal classes. With science,

however, some pupils explained that they did not do the subject in their

class. Some 9.4 percent of the pupils from formal classes said they did

not do science. Looking at the uubcategories of science, non-occurrence

b comes even more common. Growing plants in school was considered work

by 45 percent of the pupils from informal classes 23 percent of those

from mixed style classes, and 25 percent of those from formal classes.

Non-occurrence o__ ed by 16 percent of those from formal classes

14 percent of those from mixed style classes, and 11 percent of those

from informal classes. The opportunities for caring for pets In sohoo
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vary ci,nirrih1y. Some 75 percent of thone from fo- al classes

reported they do not At t pets at _chool; 2- report d that caring

for pots 1r work. Over 46 percent of the pupils interview d from mixed

sty ciao hat they do not have pets in chool; 14 percent

r pets at school to be work. Only a third of those

in Informal classe reFortea,no pets over 22 percent considered caring

for pets work.

A similar patt of n ce is reported for recording the

weather. Nearly 72 percent of those flcom formal classes, 54 percent of

those from mixed style classes, and 31 percent of tho e from informal

classes reported that they did not record the weather. None of the

pupils from formal classes and only 7 percent of those from mixed style

classes considered it work. Barbara V. again provided a sen ible

explana ion: "Lots of people like going outside." By contrast, over

56 percent of the pupils from Informal C1aSSCB felt it was 'work'.

Tracey U., prcsented her view.

Like we were doing a rain gauge. You have to remember to put it
ut every day, see how much rain there is, and then you have to

make a graph of It.

Te

Tests were considered work by all of the pupils in mixed style

classes, by 66 percent of those interviewed from formal classes, and

by 89 pe ent of those from informal classes. Some of the informal

children were clearly interpreting the word 'test' in at least two ways.

Sarah I., from an informal, openplan class illustrates:

Sarah: Some tests do work and some tests do play.
Mrs. A.: Which tests are work?
Sarah: They do it in bigger classes.
Mrs. A.: And which are play?
Sarah: Like testing the weather.
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H. Art

Art was generally ded as play. Nene of the pupi - from

informll classes 11 percent f those from formal cla see, and 17 percent

of those from mixed style classes _ated art an 'work'. In contrast

with math, some of the activities within art were considered more like

work than was the subject as a whole. Painting was work for approxi-

mately 22 percent of the pupils intervi d from formal clas

0 percent from mixed etyle classes, and none from informal classes.

Sewing, ho was work f nearly 39 percent of the pupils from mixed

style classes, 23 pexcent from informal classes, and 14 percent from

informal classes; most found it play. As Colin G. from an informal,

open-plan class explains, "Well you enjoy it and you make up designs."

Making a model was considered play by all of the pupils interviewed

from mixed style and informal classes, butnearly 22 percent of thos

from formal classes considered it work.

Summon'
_

Pupils nearly unanimously considered handwriting, English, maths,

and writing to be work, though some aspects of maths and writing were

judged more like play. These pupil evaluations fit the cultural

expectations. Differe_ es among the teaching styles and between bui ding

types we e generally not significant.

What reasoning leads a pupil to decide that an activity is 'work'

or 'play'? After the child had r ted each of the 26 activities along

the 5-point work play scale he was asked to explain three of the

activities rated as work' were work, and why three of those rated as

'play' were play. Analysing the content of pupil responses, 10 constructs

1,99



c_ui1i.r14 the thoug t Table 29).

Positive v. Ne'atire Evaluation

171.

Roughly half of the children from each style of class oom used their

own evaluation to explain their ratings of activities. 'Fun,like,'

and 'enjoy' were commonly used. Writing a story was play "because you

enjoy it and it's fun" according to Victor N., from an info mal,

conventional class. pphie L., from a formal, conventional class,

considered measuring play: "Well it's times it's nice 'cause you

usually manage to et outside and then it Tuite fun really." Reading

material for her topic silently to herself was negatively evaluated by

Elizabeth from a mixe& style, op plan class: "Well, it's not

r ally fun."

2. Ch ice v. Told

Activities that p ils may choose were considered. play while those

they we e told to do were considered work. Lorene S., from a formal,

open-plan class elaborated.:

Because you can just do what you want in painting. Say the

teacher tells you tO do English; you have to do that certain

thing, but you can do what you wanted to do in painting.

Nathan E., from a mixed style, open-p1ai' class, made a fine distinction

between types of writing. He rated 'writing s work because "the

teacher tells you to do it and it's very hard to think out what writing

you could do atout it." But 'writing a tory' was plays "Well you

could do any story yo nted."

Har

Hard aligned naturally with wor- asy activities _ -ere play.

Painting was work for Terence T. from a formal, cornven.tionial class,

"beca it' hard to de. Sometimes y u make it too thick and it dribbles

down the pag " Reading was play for Co in G., from an informal, open-

200



Table 29: Pupil Constructs of Wa and 'Play'

COSSTRUCTS

1

_MeWercetied__.
F'ratIoe Analysis o Style Effe ts

Formal Mixed Informal Open Comv. B S BS t.teste d144

Ntl.) _LI_ LE) it12) idif2110 .(0.NA0) Linear

4, vs, - Evaluation 53,7 49.6 44.6 53.1 44,1

Choice v. Told 29.0 37.8 36.3 40.9 27.3

Hard v. Easy 40.8 51.8 41.7 46.7 44,8

Long v. Short 9.9 11.2 27.9 19.2 11,5

Thinki gn v. Can't 49,8 5001 63.9 53.0 55.7

Don't Do Anything 12.9 17.0 19.5 19.0 13.6

Activity Described 71.9 63.5 91.7 74,0 74,4

PhIsically Tired 3.3 5.7 5,6 5,8 4.0

Grading,aternal Motivation 12.8 17,1 0.1 13.0 8.0

seat, precise 1246 7.6 11.1 10.5 9.4

Other 0.7 0 7 1.95 1.0 1.2

0.62 0.19 2,35 -0,50

2,17

0.03

0.32

044

0.16

0.51

0.57

0.09

1,55 3.34* 0.61 2,22*

0.10 1.14 1.09 1,3L

0.57 0.26 1,49 0.73

0.00 3.67* 0.93 1.70

0.16 0.11 1.34 0.31

1.13 4,894 0.5 -2.02

0.6i, 0.29 0.14 .0.17

1,28 16.81**** 04 4 76****

1
in this analysis, the percentage of pupils mentioning -ach construct at ell in the core

of the interview was tallied tor each teacher.

111)< .051 ''PA`p< .01, ***p< 005 wit< -001

0,03

',0.57

.1.08

1.15

0.87

p0.26

1.90

-0153

-Zi21*

0162

3.13)44
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17.

"Well I'm better at rcoiing than some ]e wh

ttcr at ma hs and co it

Lory_t_a Lot v. _Short).

length turned various acti t tn'to iork, though an ent1vity

Inn."

did not actu lly a tain 'play' status hods. une it was short. Barbara

ne close;

You've got to be able to be teicated in writing itself.
IT you're a fast writer it may bo all right because you get
throuzh it quite quickly, but thort's one thing that Mrs.
does insist, is if you work fast you make mistakes and you
don't do your best writing.

Janet r from a formal, open-plan 1as s e lained that reading to the

teach r was work "because you have to read. S metimes you get awful

long rds." Writing a s ory was icDrk for lain Do, from a mixed style

open-plan class, "because the story usually has to be long."

Thinki n- Concentrati Learn

Thinking, concentrating or saying they can't think w

a construct that linked solely with work. Keith N. from a mixed style,

op n-Tian class, illustrated the poitive end of the construct;

Yoll have to think a lot abeUt What yoU're going to write. Think
about your spellings, put capita letters in and full stops and
do paragraphs@ Listen to what the teacher tells you to do in
the story.

En its extreme form, the construct became "I can't think of much."

rhonias D. from a formal, open-plan class, lege ibed writing a story

as works "Cause you don't like to wirite. I don't. Can't think of much."

A construct that linked entire h play was expressed as 'not

doing anything'. Beverley H., from an informal, conventional class

described listening to her teacher read a story:

Well., you're not doing ythim.
just looking at her, instead of y
explains new wo ds to us.
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mord r , frorri a sixe styl8, conventional class described nJd

noctels iii wrath the same i.Jay I 'Well you're not doing work an4 you're

not_ stud3ring,"

ajJy Tired
Anotheir construct tilat was only eiresed th ihe negative related.

to lecorking physically tired

Well., if you're mething very long, like clictatiom you
have too write it luick to keep -up with the -backer and. it makes
your wrist tra-to (Owen T., from a formal, open-plan c).ams)

Cause Toillexi you've been writing for a long time yo-er hand goes
all stiff and vhen you open then, you get a pain.
(Richax I, from raiooli style, open-plan class

_Art was Worlq for 1'a-trick Or., from a nixed. style, coniventicrnal class,

i'when me hands get all t di"

.§L_.tssj_asisjA_zlrj:.t

Describing spec Mc activity could lead either ho a work or

olatssifioati on. For Kate L. from an informal, conventional class,

growling plants at school was workt "Well you e got to plant them and

youlve got to get the roots right," Marie Jo , from an informal, open-

plun clam, found. listening to her teacher read. a story play "cause

it seems jto so real. Cause -e makes like ghouts and. that. And he

seers like he makes it real."

ii2-1110AL012

Mtl.vitios were oonaidereci work or play fro the erternal rnotivating

device s used by tle teacher. According to Heidi I, from a mixed styl

opez-plan roomy writing a story was play!

Well you feel that you cap just write what you want amd. you c n

4-zit-a a. lot of it if you Ictiow what to write on and eomatirnee
the tesioher -thinks Li's very good and you get a star and it's
nice told proud.

Fo Darert N. f rorn a- formal, cpen-plan class, marking igplied

tubecaueo yottive got to cio cu.in and go out and got them marked, arid work

204
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rigtit." Fra Trois al op en-plan class, used house points

to determine both work and play. Writing a story was work ' ause you

et house petnis," but measuring nes play 'cause you don't get house

points with it ."

jim_clee

A Teat or precise eflort entailed. work. Art was work for Kara N.

from a format, conventional c lase, "cause !Ir. says do the figure

ely. '1 Writdre a story was work for Nicole H. from a nixed style,

open-plan clasu "You ha-we t try and do it neat."

1 Ot her

Exanples of the mixture cf aone-tructs included under the "0

gorj include those relatimg to accial relationships, to humour,

to the distinction between hore and. school activities.

Alen r., Iron an informaa, operi-plan class, consider &

with otter children playi

Caves if you're readAng with otter- children, they're talking to
yom and you'Te ta3.king back to them, and that's like playing.
Calise if you're by yourself, , that' s hard work an& if ye:0)re with
sore rraore childreril -that 's like play.

Niimabe-th .1 iron e. rel.xa d. style, op en-idari clasS also valued

omp.anionship it'e good to paint paintings, and you can talk

with yo u. fiierida when you're patntirg your pictures."

Humour led t.40 play olassification for listening to her teacher

read_ a tory f or 2arah I.. in an informal, open-plan class, "cause she

reacts like luarly stories and nukes you laugh. Everybody thinls that's

The dein ion. between -the ac ivities apprriste to school and

home ooncorned other ptvile, Jessica Y., from a formal, c ventional

e oonaddaxed. "well you have to sort of shap and it s
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like playing because at home we do it as wellwhen we've got the till s."

Reading was work fox Ellen K., frem a mixed style, open-plan classt

"Miss, well Ws like work because you're doing something in school."

1j-2-1-214.9.-114-11111.111LAT Effects

A significant linear Style effect (Table 29) reflects the fact

that pupils from the infornal classes used the construot 'long, a lot'

more than did pupils from formal classes 005). Pupils fron the

informal classes also described, a specific aativity signif4cantly more

(p< .05)0 Constructs referring to external motivation were used. most

frequently by anvils from nixed style classes, followed by those from

formal classes, with only one ptpil from an informal class nentioning

grading or external motivation (in his case the correcting of suns)

(p< .05). There Wrere no significant Building or Building by Style

effects for the use of any of these constructs.

ON VII. CEVEMAL CONCL IONS

Without looking at the specific texts or materials that build

a curricuJ.umn, we fi d that there axe patterns of organizatio that

distinguish betweem the fornal and infornal teachers as well as patterns

that axe common to all teachers of classes including B-yeax-olipupils.

Evaluation shows a similar mixture of practices that discriminate

and those universally used.

1. In Study One, teachers xepor ed using individual and large group
instruction for -writing, reading, and nukbers with occasional
small grouP work for reading and numbers. The 3Rs dominate the
curriculum with social studies and art less frequent though still
a common daily feature. Science and drama were rarely reported
or observed.

2. From observation of the 12 t achers in Study One it was clear
that all of the teachers stress the basic skills though they
value a balance of activities. Differences between groups of
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tea .h rs were evident in their emphases within the subjects and. in

the group ng patterns they used. Reading and art were the two areas

in 14hich the differences were most pronounced. Sirplifying the
pictuxe, th,, formal -teachers use reading; the informal teachers
teach reading. In art, formal teachers emphasized the product while
informal teachers enthasized the process.

We have used. -the terrn 'framework' to refer to the structure the
teachers provide to allow for pupil choice. Framework distinguishes
between the formal and informal teachers. From observation of the
30 teachers in Study Two we found -that no formal teacher provided
opportunities for pupil choice. The irdormal teachers Provided
nearly continuous pupil choice in the areas of timing, partners,
location, content, activity, and materials. Teachers with mixed
styles provided, for moderate opportunities for ptpil choice of
timing, partners, and location, occasional pupil choice of
activity and. materials, but no pupil choice of content Eaea (discipline

Formal teachers reported. evaluating the individual pupil in
caparison with his peers; informal teachers were primarily
concerned with guiding and assessing individual progress.

Fitting cultural expectations, pupil evaluation of activities
within the curriculum nearly unanimcualy acclaims handwriting
English, maths, and writing as 'work'. Art is 'play'. Analyst
the content of pupil resonses, it was clear that ten constri.,
were commonly guidi their reasoning%

positive v. negative evaluation ('fue , 'like' 'enjoy' )

choice v. told
hard V. easy
long, a 1.0t Y. short
thinking, concentrating, learning
don't do anything
physically tired
specific activity description
grading and external motivation
neat, precise work .
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PATTR!S OP MOVEMENT

The philosophy of a school is often reflected in the

degree of mobility granted to the child.
Murrow and Murrow, 1971, P. 184)

SECTION L INIRODUCTION

The formal teacher presenting a class lesson ie likely to

consider even slight pupil movement disruptive. The informal teacher

who plans a variety of simultaneous activities actively encourages

pupil mobility by providing the framework for pupil choice in such

areas as working location, working partners and materials.

Purposeful movement is a component part of the informal teacher view

f learning: pupils may enjoy the freedom of movement but are eected

to assume the responsibility of furthering their own work

provisioning themselves while rot disturbing others. Fart of their

learning involves judging moments that are appropriate -to share an

experience with classmates and moments when quiet concentration should

prevail. Rven for the infant school child of 5 to 7 years this Is a

possible ain Lillian Weber (1971) discovered during her year of

observing in British schools:

The children seem to know j st what they want to do, where to

get the material, how to go about it. The children move with

self-assurance, using their school. 63)

Pupil movement is clearly implied in the philosophy of informal educ tion.

There is also a popular belief that pupil movement is an integral

part f life in open-plan buildings. The 27 British Columbian teachers

interviewed, and olxerved for Allen's (1972) study of open-plan schools

claimed that increased socialization and student interaction w re

valuable features of the open area this in spite of the fact that

2 0 8
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of those in the study had not volunteered to be in the

open-plan schools. Teachers felt that pupils "learn from each

and,..learr best when free to move about" 68). They did

insert the c- eat that pupils need to be prepared for this freedom.

Lenaing credence to the assertion that the space sets the tone,

in a stu&y of 22 teaching teams in open-plan elementary schools and

11 teachers in conventional rooms, "it seems that open-space structure

by itself influences teachers te allow children to move about"

(Lueders-Salmon, 1972, p. 61). Her four key measures were 1) the tLme

spent by children in large groups with IC or more members, 2) the

time apent "Waiting, Listening 'Ind P ssive" both to indicate the

'inacti classroom), 3) the time spent in "Educational Games;

Cooperative Work, Doing, not in Large Group" and 4) the amount of

non-teacher-directed mov ment (both to indicate the 'active' clas -

room). Each indicator showed that open-plan schools were signifi ly

mor tive

Though some educators may wih that a change from traditional

open settings would lead to a change from traditional to open method

f teaching in practice the open space may force both the purposefully

formal teacherand insecure teachers of various views into a more

rigid insistence on the forms of disciplim evident from the silent,

heads-down posture of their pupils (Sommer, 1969, p. 105).

From various sources, then, informal teachers and open-plan rooms

would be expected to foster greater pupil movement.

!LOTION II, US OF SPACE OUTSIDE THE CLASS BASE IV STUDY ONE

In our initial study of 12 teachers, we considered the extent to

0 9
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which teachers used the space outside t eir own base or class area.

To estimate pupil movement outside the classroom or base area,

we calculated the number of minutes when areas outside the base area

also bein;Ts without the addition of an extra or specialist

teacher (e.g. , remedial withdrawal was not included). Time when the

entire class moved to another location for some specialist activity

such as religious education in'the Hall, physical education outdoors

r music in a specially equipped room was not considered.

The results were straightforward. Teachers in conventional

classrooms generally limited the children to those rooms while teachars

in open-plan rooms used the available space. This differe _e is

statistically significant at the .05 level (F=8.57, df=l;8). Five of

the six pp n-plan teachers used areas outside their base, while only

ono of the conventional teachers did. Not surprisingly, informal

teachers in spen-plan rooms used areas outside their bases nearly

twice as much as formal tea hers did (an avtlz:age of 98.3 minutes

contrasted with an average of 53.3 minutes

Of the six open-plan schools, four had curtains separating

one had accordian doors; and one had nothing. It is interesting

to note that the only school that had no means of visual ssparation

is Jle only one of the open-plan schools where the children were

not observed usiag the qpae outside their base area.

To summarize, loth building and style differences were clear in

the use of facilities. The yen-plan teachers made significantly more

"Pupil movemen
of the General
(Appendix I

out of the base area was noted in the comment section
atterns of Classroom Activities observation schedule

10
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use of the area outside their own teaching base than did the teache

from the conventional rooms. Within the open-plan group the infor al

teachers used the available space for nearly twice as long as the

formal teachers did.

SECTION 111. TEACHER AND P _rt EOVEMENT OBSERV IN STUDY TWO

Movement in the classrooms of the 30 teachers in Study Two was

rated raobally at the end af the morning and of the afternoon observ

tion periods on a 4-point scale encoMpassing 'no occurrence',

'infrequent', 'moderate' and 'frequent'. The t ff point'betw

'infrequent' and 'moderatet was arbitrarily set no that one or two

occurrences constituted 'infrequent -ith three or more occurrences

considered 'moderate'. Pupil movement was categorized as occurring at

the teacher's direction, with the teacher permission, or at the

Wil's discretion. Within each of these three categories, the pupil

might be movinc 1) to the teacher, ) within the quadran 3) within

the room, 4) within the building, or out of the building. Thus

15 categories of pupil movement were rs-ed.

On the same 4-point scale teac er movement categories included

remaining at her desk, 2 remaining at the front of the room,

3) moving to Individual pupils 4) circulating among the tables or

groups, and 5) supervising outside the room or base. (This was inc u ed

1
Ftpil movement within a 'quadrant' was designed to refer to those
classes organized as 'learning areas' or 'resource areas' in which
all maths equipment is consolidated in one part of the area, the library
corner marks off another area for reading and writing, a display
frequently designates a third area for topic work, and a fourth area
is designed to contain the messier art activities. A pupil might then
be allowed to move within his own area, but be discouraged from
di turbing children warking in other areas.

2 1 1
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ramework, and Movement ObservatIon

it'Arila-LI-gTOtaieritS"re-s

Looking first at total pupil scores for movement at teacher

direction, with teacher permission, and at pupil discretion, we find

that in contrast to Study One there were no significant Building effe

the teachers in open-plan and conventional rooms allowed similar

patterns of pupil movement (Table 30). There were also no significant

Building by Style effects. Varying patterns of pupil movement were

accounted for by the differences in teacher styles and here it was the

difference in move-ent at the pupils' discretion, rather than at teacher

direction or with teacher permission, that discriminated among the

styles in both the morning and the afternoon.

.
Movement at pupil discretion was greatest in the informal

classes. Out of a possible 20 points In the morning, pupils in informal

classes averaged 12.3, those in mixed style classes averaged 10.2, and

those In formal classes averaged 7.7 p< .0 1). This pattern repeated

itself in the afternoon.

Total teacher movement thIng the mornIng did not discriminate

among the styles. In the afternoon, however, the informal teachers

(part)oularly those in the open-plan rooms) were significantly more

mobile than the formal teachers (linear Style effect, p< .01

oveinent Subset:,

ovemen

now to the five subcategories of these total scores.

Total teacher movement showed no statistically significant differences

among the teaching styles during the morning, but was significant at

1 2
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Table 30: hpil and Teach Movemept in Study Two

SCORES

Mornig

Pupil Movement:

At teacher direction

With teacher permission

tios Analysisof Style Effects

Formal Mixed Informal Open Oonv. 3 S 3S

(2122 Jj9 1N.17) N)) Idf20) Linear Deviations

7.1 6.5 7.1 7.3 6.3 3,59 0069 1.16 0.11 1.36

5.4 5.6 5.1 5.4 5.4 0.00 1.04 0.17 -0,70 -1.24

10.2 .12 1.2!2 1°.° °.28 17244 ;1.62 6.814444 -22

Total 20.1 22.3 24.6 22.9 21.7 1.67 6.22** 1.57 3,490* 0.14

Teacher Movement 11 0 11.4 11.9 11.7 11.2 1.01 0.78 0.91 1.16 -0.09

Afternoon

411 Movement:

At teacher direction 6.7 7.0 6.9 7.0 6.7 0.65 0.33 1.66 0.49 -0.53
With tencher permission 515 6.0 5.7 5.5 6.1 3.80 1.29 2.46 0.36 -1.87

10.4 1200 1212 j7 1.1? 19.9** a **** -1,61
Total 1903 23.5 T; 22.6 22.5 Tg 12.23**** 2.51 .53**** -2.01

Teacher Movement 9.6 11.1 11.9 11.3 10.6 1,68 4 10* 4.52)F 2,740

Tdtal

Pvpil Movement:

At teacher direction 13,7

With teacher permission 10.8

LE2gLdiaget1on 1408

Total 39.4

Teacher Movement 20.8

213

13.5 14.o 14.3 13.0 3.44

11.7 10.8 10.9 11.5 1.66

L)1Z 24.3 20.6 1 1.14

45.8 49.1 45.8 44.2 1.27

22.6 23.8 23.0 21.8 1.80

*p< .05, **p< .01, ***p< .005, ****p< 001

0.23 1.91

1170 1.35

4- 8

14.1400 2.10

2.89 2.66

0 31. 0.76

-0.21 .2.05*

804444 1.1

5013**** -2.12

249* -0.26

14
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the .01 le-el in the aftørnoon. Though the formal teachers had a

similar pattern in the morning and the afternoon, in the rniced style

and informal classes there was fluctuation.

Formal Classes

In the formal c1ase in the morning, half of the teachers were

frequently _t their own de k and one other teacher was there moderately.

Five of the 8 teachers we at the front of the room moderately, while

two were frequently them. Moving 'to individual pupils' was rated

mode ate for one of the fornal teachers and frequent for two others.

Pne formal teacher in an open-plan room circulated among the tables

moderately. None of the formal teachers supervised outside their room

or base area. The afternoon was similar: formal teachers could most

often be found at their desk or in the front of the room.

Mixed Style Classes

In the mixed style classes in the morning, again nearly half of

the teachers were frequently to be found at their d ks; a further three

teachers were there moderately. None of the mixed style teachers were

frequently at the front of the room during the morning though 4 of

the 13 teachers were there moderately. Over half of the teachers moved

to individual pupils moderately while another one did this frequently.

Four of the 13 mixed style teachers frequently circulated among the

tables or group another 3 teachers did this moderately. Two teache s

, in open-plan rooms supervisea activities gutside their base areai for

one this was a fregnent and for the other a moderate activity. In the

morning then, mixed style teachers were most frequently found at their

deck or circulating among the tables or groups. In the afternoon there

s no 'most frequent position for the mixed style t achers2 each of

five categories of teacher movement described the most frequent

215
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position for some of the teachers. The pattern for the mixed style

teachers in the afternoon 118$ mied !

Informal Clas

In the informal classes in the morning, a third of the teacher.

-

were frequently at their de, while another teacher was there moderately.

f the nine informal teohers was frequently at the front of the

ne other was there moderately. Moving to individual ptpils and

ating among the tables or groups were both done frequently by

eachers and moderately by a further three teachers. One teacher

tly supervised activities outside the base area while four

did this moderately. Like the mixed style teachers in the

n the informal teaohers in the morning displayed no unified

; a dominant pattern did, however, emerge in the afternoon.

he informal teachers was frequently at her desk and only one

ntly at the front of the room. Five of the 9 informal teachers

y moved to individual ptils while a further two frequently

d among the tables or grotp ; six teaohers circulated

y. One informal teacher was frequently supervising activiti

do the base area while 4. teachers dig this moderately. In the

afternoon, then, the informal teachers were highly mobile: moving to

vidual pupil- circulating among the tables or groups, and

rvising actIvItIes outside their room.

ary

,
To summarIze, tloughout the day formal teachers were most

frequently at their desks or in the front of the room. The informal

teachers varied in their morning patterns and had a highly mobile

afternoon pattern: moving to Individual pupils, circulating among

the tables, and supervising outside their rooms. The mixed style

o
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teachErs justified their name, either reinathirig at their desk like

the formal teachers or circulating among the tables or group s like the

informal teachers during the morning, and adapting no specific pattern

for the afternoon.

Formai Classes

Examining the categories of piil movement, we find that in the

formal classes in the morning, 1 discretion was directed

toward the teacher. Pupil movement within the quadrant and within the

room vas infrequent and movement within the building and out of the

building did not occur. The pattern vas similar in the afternoon.

Miaed style Masses

in the mixed style classes int

discretion was again directed toward the teacher. Pupil movement

toth within the Tuadrant and within tiie room was moderate or frequent

fox six of the 13 teachers. Movement within the building was moderate

fox two of the 13 classes. Movement ctit of the building did not occur.

Again the afternoon pattern was stiiilLLar. though there was some chang

from the model. ate to frequent classification.

Informal Classes

In the informal classes in the morning as in the formal and

mix d style classes, the primary foQue aC movement was the teacher.

Tn the informal classes, pupil movement to other areas was also common.

Kovement within the quadrant was moderate In a third of the classe

Kavement within the room was inod.erat1e ox frequent in 7 of the 9

classes. Vovement within the building vas moderate or frequent in four

open-plan rooms. Movement out of the building was moderate in one of

the conventional rooms. Movement at the xvpils' discretion was slightly

ng movement at ptil

Igmented an the afternoon.
441:7
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Stirnnary

In short in all styles of classes pupils used their own diner tion

to move to the teacher. For children in formal classes other pupil

movement was infrequent. This concurs with the findings of Barcher

and Ward's (1975) study of 5 'epen education' and 5 traditional clas es

that the traditional rooms were more sedentary. In the informal

classes movement at the pupils' dIscretion was common within the room

and even withil the building.

SECTION IV. TEACHER, OBSERVER, AND PUPIL REPORTS OF PUPIL MOVEMENT
IN STUDY TWO

Responses to the teacher questionnaires and the p il interview

(Appendix II ) support the observation data.

Responses to items from the Teaching Styles Questionnaire

discriminated between the practices of formal and informal teachers.

Over 89 percent of the informal teachers agreed that they usually allow

their pupils to move around the classroom generally whenever they wish

rather than only during.certain kinds of curricular actIvItIes

(Table 31). Under 11 percent of the formal teachers and 28 percent

f the mixed style teachers agreed to this f eedom of pupil movement

.005). Approaching from the other direction, all of the formal

teachers and 93 percent of the mixed style teachers reported that they

expect their pupils to ask permission before leaving the room. Only

55 percent of the informal teachers _eported that they eect to he

asked first (p< .05).

On the Walberg and Thomas questionnaire, over 89 percent of the

informal teachers reported that children may voluntarily use other areas

of the building and school yard as paxt of their school time. Only

218



1: Teacher, Observer, and Pupil Reports of Pupil Movement

Is

thing S yles eationnairel

-ou usually allow your pupils to move around

classroom generally whenever they wish rather

only during certain kinds of curricular

vities?

mi expect your pupils to ask you permission

re leaving the room?

erc_and Thomas Teacher questionnaire

dren may voluntarily use other areas of the

ding and sohoolyard as part of their school

dren are not supposed to move about the rooni

out asking permission.

erg and Thomas Obpervation-Rating

dren may voluntarily make use of other areas
he building and schoolyard as part of their
ol time.

iren are not supposed to moveabout the room
out asking permiesion.

1 Interviews:

children in your class ask permission before
leave their seat to get something they need?

children in your class ask permission before
leave the room to go to the toilets?

*p< .05, **p< .01, ***p< .005, ****p< .001

Pe.--1-ent A eenlei

_ Style Building Chi-Squares
Formal Mixed Informal Open Cony. B

LILL N-1 ) (N79) (Nr17) (y.),3 ) (ff.].) _(.df.2)

10.8 28.3

100.0 92.9

50.0 42.5

53.3 17.3

010 35.4

89.2 8.7

64.2 8.7

100.0 100.0

89.2 51.7 29.2 0.75

55.2 76.6 92.5 0.45

89.2 75,8 35,8 3.35

0.0 20.0 24.0 0.03

89.2 57.1 22.5 2.33

0.0 26.7 28.7 0.08

0.0 20.0 22.0 0.10

66.0 82.0 100.0 1.01

12.41***

7.65*

5.10

7.34

14.23****

20.97****

12.63***

7.95*
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50 percent of the fo' mal teachers and under 43 percent of the mixed

style teachers agreed. Interpreting the word 'voluntarily' to mean that

the pupil is e ther allowed to go without first asking permission or

is virtually assured of approval when he does ask permission, the

observer agreed that over 89 percent of the informal teachers did let

pupils voluntarily use other areas of the building and schoolyard

during schooltime, but only 35 percent of the mixed style teachers

and none of the formal teachers aPpeared to allow pupils this'freedom

of access to other areas.

Within the classroom, over 53 pe :ent of the formal teachers

reported that children were not supposed to move about the room

without asking permission. Over 17 percent of the mixed style teachers

agreed, but none of the informal teachers agreed to this restriction

(P .05). From observation it was noted that over 89 percent of the

formal teachers made comments indicating they did not expect pupil

movement without prior teacher permission. Only one of the nixed style

teachers and none of the informal teachers expected pupils to generally

ask permission before moving within the room, though clearly it would

be considered impolite to wander off if the teacher were reading

story or in some other manner providing a setting in which pupi]

attention was expected.

Supporting the observer report, during the pupil interview

none of the pupils from informal classes and under 9 percent of the

In Vi from mixed style classes agreed that children in their class

had to ask permission before leaving their seats to get something they

need (Table 31). Over 64 percent of the pupils from formal classes

agreed that they would need to ask permission (p< .005). RefeI ing to

a frequent reason for going out of the, room, all of the pupils from

2 2 I
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-mal and mix d -tyle classes and 66 percent of those from informal

classes agreed that children in their class s must ask permission befo,-

leaving tLe room to

of the informal cla

teachers have found

go to the toilets (p< .05). Responses from some

es differed among the 4 pupils because some inn= al

it wisest to withdraw free access from specified

pupils while retaining it for the rest of the class.

Both the teacher and the pupil reports support the observational

findings that formal teachers restrict pupil movement while informal

teachers generally allow it.

SECTION V. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

In our initial study of 12 classes, open-plan teachers used the

area outside their own base significantly more than conventional

teachers used. areas easide their room. Within the open-plan group,

informal teachers used additional space for nearly twice as long as the

formal teachers did.

In Study Two with 30 different teachers, there were no .ignificant

differences between teachers in open-plan and conventional rooms in

the pattern of movement observed. Neither were there Style differences

for total teacher movement during the morning. In the afternoon, however,

the informal teachers (especially those in the open-plan room were

significantly more mobile than the formal teachers (p< .05). Combining

morning and afternoon, teacher movement showed a significant linear

effect for Style (p< .05). Differences in pupil movement were found

among teaching styles, coming not from pupil movement at the teacher's

direction or with the teacher's permission, but rather from movement

allowed at the pupil- discretion. To provide the range of activities

2 2 2
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they value, ln.formal teachers in8truct their pupilo in the proper

ube and storage of materials and then allow purposeful movement at the

pupils' discretion. Formal teachers utilizing more teacher-4'ocuosed

instruction, discourage pupil movement that might interrupt instruction.



CHAPTER SEVEN

LAN !AGE IN TP: 01.Ar,a00M

SECTION I. INTRODUCTION

A. Previous Studies

Traditionally, analysis of language in the classroom has

fecu-sed on teacher talk and has been used either to rate teacher

effectiveness using -uch labels as good-poor B 1929), integrative-

dominative (Anderson, 1939), or inclusive-precl ve ( ogan, 1956), or

te evaluate the social-emotional climate in the classroom according to

whether it tends to be learner-supportive or teacher self-supportive

(Withall, 1949). Since 1957, Flanders has been developing a system of

interaction analysis which has been widely used both to evaluate the

teacher and as a training device leading to self-evaluation. According

te Flanders (1970),

Classroom interaction analysis refers not to one system,
many systems for coding gpontaneous verbal communication,
arranging the data into a useful display, and then analyzing the
results in order to study the patterns of teaching and learning.

(pp. 28-29)

to

Flanders' Interaction Analysis Schedule, composed of seven categories

of teacher talk, two categories of pupil talk, and a tenth category for

silence or confusion, divides all talk into either initiation or

response. In 1964 he reported a study using interaction analysis, ptIl

attitude surveys, achievement tests adjusted for initial ability and

knowledge, and dependence-proneness tests
1

. He used 15 seventh-grade

1"A student who is dependent is concerned primarily with pleasing the
teacher... . Sustained direct influence by a teacher results in
increased compliance, and, when this is maintained over an extended
period of time, patterns of dgpendent behavior increase" Flanders,

1964, p. 222

22 1
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(12-year-old) combined English-Social Studies classes and 16 eighth-

grade (13-ye -old) math classes froL the Minneapolis-St. Paul area.

Teachers were categorized as Direct Average, or Indirect on the basis

of their ratio of teacher initiation to teacher response fer the

combined observations. They then taught a two-week unit of study

during 4hich time teachers were observed for 6 two-hour periods.

Teachers in each content area had access to the same materials

provided In sufficient variety so that each teacher could mainta

hie natural teaching style.

Flanders' findings were that achievement was significantly higher

in the most indirect classes in both Social Studies and mathematics

and that the "indirect teachers can be direct, but the direct teachers

cannot be equally indirect" (p. 233). In other words, teachers whose

behaviour can be categorized as indirect have a larger, more flexible

total teaching repertoire.

More recently, interaction analysis has contributed to curriculum

planning and evaluation (Gallagher, 1970; Stake, 1970), to teacher

training (Medley and Mitzel, 1963; Peck and Tucker, 1973; Willson,

1973) nd to the description of classroor6oractices (BeIlack et al.,

1966; Garner, 1972).

Bellack et al. (1966) set out to describe pupils' and teache

linguistic behaviour and to study the relationship of linguistic

variables to pupil learning and attitude chang_ dentifying the

distinctive functions language actually serves in the verbal interplay

between students and teachers and hence what meanings are conveyed

thro: -h the words they use" (p. 2).. Their unit of analysis was a

"Pedagogical move". They identified and labelled four moves:

structuring, soliciting responding, and reacting. Grouping by

° 2t



function, structur ng and soliciting were considered initiating moves;

responding and reacting were considered reflexive. These moves

occurred in patterns called teaching cycles. Their data consisted of

four tape recorded class sessions by each of 15 teachers in New York

high school classes studying Calderwood s International Economic

Problens; 345 pupils in grades 10 and 12 were involved. (Class size

ranged from 15 to 35 pupils.) The trade-off for accurate description

seems to be an inordinate strain on observer effect: the teacher wore

one microphone, another one was placed among the students, and a

technician sat in the room operating a tape recorder. Foreshado ing

our data from formal classrooms, they found,a three to one ratio of

te- her to pupil talk when lines of transcript were counted and a

three to two ratio of teacher moves to pupil moves. Not surprisingly,

they found that the teacher usually makes the initiating moves and the

pupils make the reflexive moves with the teacher reacting to the

responses of pupils. The linguistic behaviour of classes and teachers

was remarkably olnilar among the 15 teachers and classes and between

class sessions.

Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) have recently publi hed a method

of analysing linguistic aspects of teacherpupil interaction, developed

for the SSC research project 'The English Used by Teachers and Pupils'.

They state clearly, however, that their method of analysis "cannot

handle, and of course was not designed to handle, ..pupilbtpil

interaction in project work, discussion groups or the playground" Cp.

They reiterate the frequent finding that a typical classroom exchange

is teacher initiation --> pupil response --> teacher feedback p. 21

While earlier studies, notably Flanders (1964) and Bellack et al.

(1966), sampled the language practices in classrooms we would classify
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as formal American interest in informal education, as exemplified in

the literature by British infant schools, led Resnick (1972) to come to

a London infant school to begin to delineate teacher behaviour in

informal classrooms. Two teachers were each observed for one period

lasting approximately two hours two other teachers in the same school

were each observed for two such periods bringing the total to

approximat ly 12 hours of observation. Resnick (1972) explains the

pattern of teacher behaviour common to the four classest

This pattern consisted of extended substantive conversations with
one or a small group of children interspersed with very brief
interactions, frequently initiated by children. Children requesting
momentary help, information, permission to engage in some activity,
or simply recognition of their work, Aproached the teacher, who
repeatedly interrupted her more extended conversations to deal with
these momentary needs. (p. 101

The combination of pupil initiation and teacher acceptance of

interruptions was important in maintaining the valued teacher-pupil

contact in the informal classroom.

According to.Resnick the most striking feature of the data was the

predominance of questions from the teacher to the child (p. 108). The

hypothesis is posited,that by adopting this questioning stance the

informal teacher is% 1) modelling inquiry behaviour, 2 communicating

a sense of int rest in the child's communicative efforts which should

not only encourage him to engage in further communication but should

also lead to higher self-evaluations, and 3) requiring the pupil to

make choices and commitments concerning both the content and manner

of his work, hence developing attitudes of involvement and responsibility

in learning.

Brandt (1975) came to England in the $pring of 1971 for three weeks

of observation in an infant school in N.W. London. He visited in all

six classrooms making anecdotal notes, conducting informal interviews,
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and compLetiri teacher interaction checklists; and he then condUc ed

an intensive study in two of these clasroorns using primarily the

PROSE (Personal Record of School Experience) observational instrument.

With PROSE, the observer focusses on one child at a time for approxi-

mately two minutes, coding categories of occurring behaviour and then

turns over the sheet to code contextual and behavioural variables.

According to Brandt, a cycle of behaviour can be coded for 8 to 12

children an hour even in the mobile open classrooms. He used PROSE

continuously for 7 days Both classes were vertically grouped,

including 5- to 7-year-olds so Brandt focussed observation on a

stratified random sample of two boys and two girls at each of the

three age levels in each class for a total observation of 24 pupils.

Two of his findings are of particular interest. First both his

PROSE data and the teacher interaction ta1lie made in three classrooms

"confirmed the fact that children initiated contact with teachers more

often than teachers initiated contact with children. In one classroom,

C-initiated was over three tinie as frequent as T-initiated interaction"

(p. 110 ). This contrasts with the typical interaction pattern presented

in studies of formal teachers (e.g., Bellack et al., 1966) in which the

teacher initiates, the pupil reqponds, and the teacher then provides

feedback.

Second, sup-porting Resnick's (1972) report of the predominance of

questions from the teacher to the child, Brandt reports that the dominant

teacher activity in one of his two intensively studied classrooms w s

a listening-questioning pattern (p. 111).

In a large scale descriptive study Which was part of a p-oject

initiated by the English Committee Of the Schools Council, the late

Connie Rosen visited schools in 23 authorities fro: 1969-1971 to
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observe current favoured practices and collect material showing the

range of language used by 5- to 11-year-old children. When the

observations of classrooms and the discussions with teachers, Heads,

and HMIs were well into the second year, Harold Rosen joined the project

to help prepare the final report. This was published in 1973 as

The LalF1862 of alaga School Children. The book sets the writing

and talk of children in a theoretical fram work that blends Piaget,

Vygotsky, Kelly and others. This fra ework is perhaps best stated in

James Britton's angy.26.2 and I2AmInE (1970). The transcripts

illustrate the primary child learning through talk. As the Rosens put i

...children learn through talk and the way they do this is complex

and varied. Three different processes are interrelated, all of

which are of intense concern to teachers. Firstly, a child must

have experience of language; secondly he must have experience of

the world (i.e. not-linguistic experience); thirdly he must be

able to organize his thinkiri so that he makes sense of both

kinds of experience. Cp. 41

Their critical analysis of language in the classroom provides the

framework for the research presented here.

2111_22ei_ jao_LZ_=_SyliStu

The literature cla_ room language use bypasses the 8- to 9-year-

old child. and i- only beginning to sample the informal classroom. As

far as we know, the present study is the first attempt to empirically

study language usage in classes categorized as formal mixed, and

informal in both conventional and open-plan rooms. Given our limited

resources and our primary interest in grouping patterns, this is

necessarily an exploratory venture.

Gleaning discriminating variables from the earlier studies, we

designed a Language Observation Schedule (Appendix II) that at the

most basic level oUvided talk into initiation and continuation. The

initiator of language is by definition assuming the active role; for
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our purposes, however, continuation should not be considered always

indicative of a passive role. For example, as the Qequence of

interaction on a single topic between two classmates elongates, the

e continuation of the conversation requires active effort by both

participants as the following exchange between two children weighing

objects illustrates:

Target Pupil: I'm using the (to Small Group)

Take 10 out. o Classmate

Classmate 1: Oh, there's mo e than 10 there.

Classmate 2: I need 16.

Target Pupil: Yau'll never get 16 In that!

Also, the probing teacher question intended to help a pupil clarify

or rethink his prior comment would be categorized as continuation

since It is provoked by the pupil comment; it could not, however, be

considered a passive communication:

Target Pupil: Miss, what colour is soil?

Teacher: What colour do you think soil is?

Target Pupil: Black.

Teacher: Then black.
(Pupil returns to her table.)

The communication was further categorized as Statement Question,

Evaluation, Social, or Not clearly heard. Both the speaker and the

intended receiver were categorized as teacher, target pupil, or other

classmate; the intended receiver of the communication could also be

categorized as small group (composed of 2 to 6 pupils) or large g -041

(composed of at least 13 pupils ). A further distinction was made

between the objective language that dominates our inte actions and the

subject ve languag_ Langer, 1962) that reflects the individuaI's

unique formulations of experience.

The vocabulary in the field of classroom language has multiplied

rapidly. We have attempted to use practical words with an intuitive

base; four words however, need explicit definition.

30
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Utterance1 the smallest unit of analysis, refers to a single

coherent expression, varying in length from a single exclamatory

word to an entire sentence. Each utterance is categorized as

either Initiation or Continuation.

agance labels the chain of utterances relating to a single

topic, with topic narrowly defined to reflect chang s in

emphasis within subject matter.

Initiation refers to the commencing utterance. By definition

the initiator assumes an active role.

Continuation is the designation used for all utterances following

the initiation of that sequence. A continuation may be either

active or passive.

The focus on teacher talk seemed appropriate in studies of

formal classrooms; in the present study with a range of teaching styles

and a dominant interest_in the informal classroom, a focus on the

language encountered and produced by an individual pupil was selected

as most likely to be sensitive to differences in the learning

situations encountered.

Four:pupils from each classroom were selected by the teachers

a boy and a girl who were quite talkative and another boy and girl

who were relatively quiet. The Language Observation Schedule (Appendix

II) was designed to focus on one child at a time, recording both the

language directed to him and that spoken by him. The teacher was

requested to select children who would provide a sampling of the

activities occurring in the room during the day. Data were gathered

In three-minute periods rotating among the four children. Each child

was dbserved for three periods in the morning and for two periods in

the afternoon, providing a record of 15 minutes for each child, or a

total of 60 minutes of the language occurring in the classroom.

Because the Language Observation Schedule was used in alternation

with the Grouping, Framework, and Movement Observation Schedule, the

60 minutes of language record ng occurred over a sample of at least
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100 minutes of the school day. School assemblies, physical education,

and foreign language instruction were excluded.

Focussing en the pupil- our data provide information about the

following questions concerning the patterns of language use in formal,

mixed, and informal classes in both conventional and open-plan roe

Does the quantity of language differ in classes with teachers

of contrasting styles or in the two types of facilities?

How is participation divided?

Who takes the active role and initiates the into

To whom is the interaction directed?

What are the patterns of Questioning and EValuation in

the classroom?

To what extent does subjective language enter the cla room?

How de the observational data mesh with both teacher and pupil

reports of language within the classrooM?

ei ?

SECTION II. THE SOUC OF CLASSROOM LANGUAGE

A total of 6273 utterances were recordedand analysed. A twe way

analysis of variance Building by Style) showed no significant differences

for teaching style or for building type during either the morning or

the afternoon (Table 32).

Grouping utterances into sequences, we again found no sys emetic

differences for teaching style or building type.

The overall amoUnt of language in which the target pupil was or

was expected to be, a participant was equivalent in these varying

classrooms.



Table 32 : Total Classroom Language

MEASURES

},t_Pikg

Utterances

Sequences

Afternoon

Utterances

Sequences

Mean Fequetxtee 'Ad usted

P-ratios Analysis of Style EffectE
ornal Mixed Informal Open Conv, B S ES t =24
=8 1U) 141 ) ) (df:11,24) Yfa2,24 Linear Deviations

116.7 123.6 118.2 102.9 142.7 3.95 0105 1.94 -0.03 -0.61

24.6 28.3 28.2 27.2 27.5 0.01 0.58 0.06 0.88 -0.67

88.0 77.1 107 75.6 106.6 2.15 0.75 009 0.73 0.95

17.7 21.2 21.3 18.9 22.1 1.10 0.55 0.19 0.95 -0.45,

IN)

0
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14-22Ening

During the morning, the pupil in the formal classroom heard over

twice as much teacher talk as the child in the informal classroom. Of

the language occurring in the formal classrooms, 45 percent was

-teacher talk; this dropped to 26 percent in mixed style classes

and dropped further to just over 19 percent in the informal classes

(Table 33). For the morning the total amount of teacher talk showed a

linear and significant (p< .001) difference among the teaching styles.

Nearly half of the language the pupil was expected to attend to in

formal classes was teacher talk while in the informal class s over

80 percent of the language was pupil interaction.

TUrning to the literature would seem to suggest that our focus

on the pupil may underestimate the total amount of teacher talk in

formal classrooms. Adams and Biddle (1970, p. 38) report that the

teacher is talking 59 percent of the time while BelIack et al. (1966)

reports

The teacher-pupil ratio of activity in terms of lines spoken

is Approximately 3 to 1; in terms of moves, this ratio is about

3 to 2. Therefore, regardless of the unit considered, teachers

are considerably more active than pupils in amount of verbal

activity. (p. 84)

Both Resnick 1972) and Brandt (1975) looked at child-initiation in

informal classrooms. Though their samples were small and the pupils

were younger, the main barrier to comparison of results is that they

both reported more globally than we require. Brandt did, howev r,

indicate the magnitude of child-initiations "In one classroom,

C-initiated was over three times as frequent as T-initiated n"

(p. 110

Ignoring teaching style and looking instead at types of room,

4,3



Table ent of Teacher

Mean Percent

Pupil, ana Classmate Utterance

ustea
1

SPUR
Formal Mixea Informal Open Conv.

11-0-#1g itrRY Ilg L 12) 114 )

Teacher 44.5 25.8 19.3 20.8 39.3 15.00****

Target Pupil 29.4 36.2 40.7 42.0 27.5 16.78****

Classmate 26.1 jlo 404 .2122, .111 0,85

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0

tlos
Analysis of Style Dffects

t-tests (2=24

Lgr:2,24) linear Deviations

8.68*** 0.13 -4,04**** 1.19

2.98 3.17 2.58* 0,19

3.46* 1110 2,33* 4.29

Afternoon

Teacher 37.6 20,6 23.0 23.3 29,2 0453 1159

Tuget Pupil 26.7 3717 36,9 36,0 32.5 0.40 1.43

Classmate al 112 Ail 40.06 .212 0.33 0,77

100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100.0

1.28 -1.29

1.17 1.34

1.19 0.73

lin this ana the following
tables, subtotals ao not always atla exactly to 100 percent

because of rowiing to one asoime place in tablint results. The aiscrepancy is never
large: than 0.1 0

*p< 05, op< .01, ***p< vot< .001
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acher talk distinguished significantly between open-plan and

conventional. Pupils in conventional rooms were expected to attend to

nearly twice as much teacher talk as were pupils in open-Tlan rooms

(39 and 21 percent respectively, p< .005).

Afternoon

In the informal and the mixed style classes, afternoon patterns

of language use were very similar to morning patterns. In formal

classes, however, there was a decrease in the percentage of teacher

talk from 45 percent in the morning to 36 percent in the afternoon

and a corresponding increase in the percentage of classmate utterance

Classes in conventional rooms showed a similar shift away from teacher

dominance during the afternoon. As a result, there were no significant

Building, Style, or Building by Style effects for the afternoon data

(Table 33) though teachers in the formal classes still accounted

for 38 percent of the utterances the pupil was expected to hear,

compared with only 23 percent in the informal classes.

C. Initiation of Interactions
_

1._ Morning,

At the most basic level we classified langu e as initiation or

continuation. The pattern of initiation discriminated among teaching

styles and between building types (Table 34

Looking first at teaching styles, we find that teacher initiation,

like total teacher talk most prevalent in the formal classes and

least prevalent in the informal classes. During the morning, the teacher

accounted for 45.9percent of the initiation in the formal classes

32.3 percent in the mixed style classes and 19.0 percent in the

informal classes.



Table 3.4 Percent of Teacher, Target Pupil, and Classmate Initiation

Mean Percent

311A-112 Formal 8Mtixieek Informal

IQ_itaky
P8

Teacher 45.9 32,3 19.0

Target Pupil '34.2 40.9 3712

Classmate 1 8 26.8 12

10010 1004 100,0

Afternominitiatim.!

Teacher

Taget Pupil 34.0

Classmate 21

10080 100.0

24.5

54.1

41.4

100.0

Open Cony.

P1 )

ratios

(df=1)2q, 14fm2124)

20.9 46.5 19.65****

42.5 32.1 4.84*

.JL 12,88*4*

100.0 loo.o

23.1 30,9 0.69

40,0 3Lh6 0.59

_112 4 0,19

100.0 100.0

IV< 105, "-IP( ***P < .005, tkftp< 1001

6.310

0.67

10.3040*

1830

0.71

1,88

Analysis of Style Effects

Weds (ifg24

df4424) _;inear_ Dviations

0.76 -3.61****

3123 0063

0.96 4,24****

2,03 444

0184 445

1.58 1.79

4.16

4.74

1806

1822

.1,19

.0.58
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Consideri type of building teacher initiation again repeated

the pattern set for total teacher talk: the teacher accounted for

over twice as much of the initiation in conventional rooms as in

open-plan rooms (46.5 and 20.9 percent respectively). Both Style and

Building showed statistically significant differences beyond the

.001 level.

The target pupil initiated interactions more frequently in the

open-plan than in the conventional rooms (p< .05). There were no

statistically significant differences based on teaching style.

Initiation by classmates of the target pupil did show significazr

differences among the teaching styles and between building types.

Complementing the pattern begun by teacher initiation above,

classmates were most likely to initiate an interaction in the informal

classes and least likely to do so in the formal classes. Classmates

initiated 43.8 percent of the morning interactions in informal classes,

26.8 percent in mixed style classes, and 19.8 percent in the f rma1

classes (p< .001 ). Classmate initiated interaction was also more

frequ nt in open-plan than in conventional rooms (36.6 and 21.5 percent

respectively, p< .005).

2. Afternoon

At in the analys of total language, the pat_ _n of initiation

in informal classes and in opewlan rooms was very similar in the

morning and the afternoon. Formal and mixed style classes, as well

as those in conventional rooms showed a decr ase in teacher-initiated

interactions during the afternoon, and a corresponding increase in the

percentage of classmate initiated ones% There were no significant

Building, Style, or Building by Style interaction effects for the

measures of initiation during the afternoon (Table 34).

4 1
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S TION III. THE INTENDED AUDIENCE

of Initiation

The intended receiver of an utte ance was categorized as; the

teacher, the target pupil, a classmate, the small group composed of

two to six pupils one of whom was the target pupil, or _he large group

composed af at last 13 pupils.

It was anticipated that in the formal classroom whole-class teaching

would be the dominant form of instruction. Teacher utterances would

thus be directed either to the large group or to a specific pupil within

the class context; in both cases allpnpils would be expected to be

attentive. During the session of seatwork following the class

lesson, the individual child would gain teacher attention by queuing.

In contrast it was anticipated that in the informal classrooms, the

teacher would haVe a wider repertoire of grouping practices so that at

various points she might be addressing the entire class or an individual

pupil within the class context (as the formal teacher does) but she

would also direct interaction toward the small group. Attention to

individual PuPils seemed likely both by pupil queuing and by teacher

cireuaation to groups or tables. There would hence be fewer occasions

when all pupils would be expected to listen to the teacher's comments

to classmates.

12-21112EZILS

Teacher Initiation

As anticipated, the percentage of teacher initiation to individual

classmates and to the large group did distinguish among the teaching

styles during the morning. It also discriminated between the building

types (Table 5). The target pupil was expected to attend to the most

2 4 2



eiver of Initi tions Part 1)

-ratios Analysis of Style Effects

t-tqste (df.2.41_

_Iisarjler_cents

Formal

Initiation to:

Mixed Informal
N 1

Open Conv.
(N=17) N 1 )

B

df.1124

s

(11'424)

BS

d.f.2124) Linear Deviations

t Pupil 9.1 10.0 8.4 9.3 9.4 0.00 0.09 0.90 -0.08 -0.22
males 14.9 9.2 3.2 4.1 15.2 10.83*** 3.50* 1.76 -2.75** -0.29
Group 0.5 0.6 2.0 1.6 0.2 2.70 1.40 0.31 1.36 0.74

Group 21.5

nitiation to:

12.3 5.4 5.9 21.7 14.33**** 4.30* 0.77 -2.99k* 0.03

er 5.1 9.0 8.8 7.1 9.0 0.46 0.73 0.09 0.99 -0.67
mates 23.1 30.9 28.1 32.1 22.6 5.10* 1.15 3.99w 1.05 -0.82
Group 6.0 1.0 0.3 3.3 0.5 0.84 1.19 1.56 -1.36 0.58

te InitIatIon tol

er 1.8 1.2 0.9 1.4 1.1 0.27 0.61 2.16 -1.02 0.19
t Pupil 16.1 20.6 31.8 27.9 16.0 6.54* 3.62* 0.42 2.54* 0.79
classmates 1.5 3.6 7.2 4.9 3.1 1.11 3.27* 0.28 2.45* 0.35
Group 0.1 0.1 3.9 2.2 0.0 0.91 1.11 0.88 1.12 0.66
Group 1.4 0.0 0.1 1.4 3.39 1.79 4.04* -0.45_0.3

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(.05, .01, ***P .005, 44-0/P < .001



MD 35: Reciever or Initiation (Part 2)

38111

Jfteniaon

Mean Percents A usted

St le
. Build4g .rati

Formal Mixed, Inforjaai
. Open Com.

1101
11'1 )

Maabor Initiation to:
Target Pupil

OLlosmates

Srm 11 Grow

Ivo Group

DtptlInitiation to:

CLussates

Oroup

La.:so Gni.;

Olaszate Initiation
Tegcher

!pot 411
Otior Classmates

$ail Grow

1Jazige Group

245

2.8 3.9

15.5 3.5

1.0 0.1

19.4 13.0

10.4

4.9

0.9

8.3

3.6 8.0

6.5 ?.9

1.1 0.0

11.9 15.1

1.??

0.12

0,28

10.1 3.8 6.8 5.9 6.9 0,14

2410 37.0 26.3 33.3 26.5 1,12

0.0 0.2 063 0.3 0. o 1,29

0.0 1.3 Of 8 0.5 1.2 0 65

1.7 2.6 0.4

20.9 26.8 29.9

4.2 5.8 5.8

0.0 0.0 0.3

110 2.3

27.8 24.0

5.5 5.3

0.0 0.2
0.6 241 J11 2.6 j 0,00

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

1.27

0,5

0,q

1415

1.99

3.19

016C

LOG

Analysis of Style Effects
ES Weds (df=24'

dft--2024) Linear Deviations

3.43*

0.34

0.45

1.85

1.94

-1.93

-0.15

-1.37

1.16

1.68

0.94

0.02

1,822 0.55 -0.98 la
:11?3 0.54 0.81 0.09

102E3 0.25 0.67 -0.27

01169 0.59 0.61 4.16

:LoC0 1.51 -0.79 -1.36

c),714. 1.26 1.22

CI?' 2.70 0.35 .0.51,

122! 1,55 1.45 0.94

C.75 1.63 1.09 -0.03
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teacher ltjte. interactions with individual class ates in the formal

classes, arid to the least in the informal classes linear S yle effect,

p< The difference was more pronounced between building types;

teacher ititioii to an individual classmate was more frequent in

conventional than in open-plan rooms (p< .005). Similarly attesting to

the use of class lastruction, the teacher initiated, interaction was

directed, toward.s the large group the highest percentage of the time

in the formal classes, and. the lowest in the informal class ; it
was lso more cosanon in conventional than in open-plan rooms. Both

.Style and Obj1ding effects were stat stically significant beyond the

.01 level, The formal class in the conventional room had the greatest

incidence of teactmr initiated. interaction with the large grotp

(29.4 percen ); the informal class in the cpen-plan room had the smalles

incidence (1.3 pexcent

In the formal classroom language is more public. Britton 970)

reflects on the effect this can have on the childs

It is an act of faith for a small child, to address an adult he
does not know; to do so across the silence of thirty-five other
child_ren can only magnify the difficulty; add to that the fear of
rejection of what he offers and the picture is cosplete. (p. 181

We do not si n -to irrgply that class teaching should never occur. The

issue is fresuency. A child gradually becomes comfortable with an

adat tkretigh fl'ecluent and. relatively personal interaction. We suggest

that this perflor1J. interaction is more likely to _ cur in the informal

classroom thougil Lewds (1975), in his transcription and analysis of

three teachers presenting information to an entire class reminds us

that within the context of formal class instruction, there are varied

eac her styles; tonal teaching, like informal teaching, is not a

siniale phenomenon,

2 4 7
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There were no significant Building or Style differences in the patterns

of teacher initiation directed towa d the target pupil or toward the

small group includdng this pupil.

Hindsi ht suggests two reasons why the informal teacher's in

with the small group is mit adequately reflected in the data. First,

by focussing on a single child we record none of the interaction the

teacher has with small graups that exclude our target pupil. This ia

tion

not an issue in the formal classroom where all the children are eected

to attend to the class lesson. Second our language coding i.see small

group as the receiver of the comment only when the utterance is directed

toward the entire small group. Frequently the small group context

provides the occasion for individual teacher-pupil or pupil-classmate

interaet

recogni

on. Small group language is more personal than public as was

d by Bullock (1975):

When children bring language to bear on a problem within a small
group their talk is often tentative; discursive, inexplicit, and
uncertain of direction; the natural outcome of an encounter with
unfamiliar ideas ami material. The Intimacy of the context allows
all this to happen without any sense of strain. In an atmosphere
of tolerance, of hesitant formulation, and of eo-cperative effart
the children can 'stretch' their language to accommodate their own
second thoughts and the apinions of others. They can 'float' their
notions without fear of having them dismissed. Larger and more
formal contexts make different demands ... (p. 146).

Target Pupil Initiation

The target pupil was mare likely to initiate interactions with

classmates in open-plan than in conventional room .05). The higher

incid f peer communication in open-plan rooms appeared to arise for

two reasons. First, the noise level in the open space was often

effectively softened by carpets and curtains so that teachers tolerated

or encouraged a higher level of interaction than might be conducive to

work atmosphere within a more confined apace. Second those

4 8
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oro hcro '1 0arly pmh plot, or ollont work, oho w n

often siervicing a larger area so that the child in the resource area

could have a quick word with his tablemates while the teacher wan in

the bay area and vice versa. This peer interaction was sornetti

ins ructionals

No, it s not the same because t's not base 10. So you can get
mixed up. But base 6 you do lots of 6.

And sometimes instructive if not instructional:

Target Pupils I don't carry the 2. It's easi r.
Classmate: You'll get them all wrong:
Target Pupils Won't.

There were no statistically significant differences in the percentage

of interaction which the target pupil initiated with the teacher, or

ith the small or large group.

Classmate Initiation

Classmate initiated interac ionswith the target pupil and other

classmates were most frequent in the informal classes (p< .0);

classmate initiated interactions with the target pupil were also

more frequent in openplan than in conventional rooms (10. .05).
_

Peer interaction in the informal, open-plan rooms was actively enco

by their teacher

The percentage of classmate initiated interactions with the other

possible receivers showed no systematic pattern. (Though there is a

Building by Style interaction effect for classmate initiation to the

large group this is probably an artifact of very low frequencie )

2. Afternoon

Luring the afternoon, there was only one significant difference

among the groups of teachers for the measures of receivers of initiation.

This was a Building by Style interaction (k< .09) which resated from a

2 4 9
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high incidence of teacher initiation toward the target pupil in the

informal, conventional classrooms 20 percent) where teachers in three

of the four classes were circulating among the groups of pupils

querying or conunentiri on the art or topic work in prog ess.

eceiver of Continuat _n

1, _Morning

The receiver of ut e ances continuing an interaction was

similarly categorized.

Utterances continuing the interaction showed a parallel pattern

those initiating the interaction (Table 36). The target pupil was

expected to listen to the teacher continuing an interaction with

individual classmates most frequently in the formal classes and least

frequently in the informal classes linear Style effect, p< .001 0

Teacher utterances continuing an interaction with the large group were

also statistically significant (p< .001), the large group accounting

for 19 percent of the continuing utterances from the formal teacher,

but only for 2 percent from the informal teachers.

Target pupil utt rances continuing an interaction with individual

classmates were most likely in informal classes linear Style effect

p< .005) and were twice as common in open-plan a_ in conventional

rooms < .001

Deriving from the teacher question pupil response pattern in

the whole-class context, the target pupil was expected to listen to

classmate utterances continuing an interaction with the teacher over

four times as much in the formal as in the informal classes, and over

three times as often in conventional as in open-plan rooms (p< .05).

Classmate utt -aroes continuing an interaction with the target pupil-
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Table 36: Receiver of Continuations (Part 1)

RENO

Mean Percents

J31.114,

Formal Mixed informal Open C onv.

11=8 N4 X ) Nml ) dfcl'24)

Teacher Continuations to:

Target Pupil 9.2 1310 1316 1101 1315 0127

C1assnates 16.9 4.3 2.8 4.0 11.4 6.22*

Small Group 0.4 0.5 1.1 0,6 0.8 0.18

large Group 18.7 4.4 2.1 5.5 10.3 2.35

Pupil Continuations tot

Teacher 64? 6.8

Oliasmates 18.3 25.3

large Group -041 0,9

744

35.0

0.0

Classmate Continuations to:

Teacher 15.2 8 1 304

Target Pupil 13.2 2612 2946

Other Ciassmates 1.9 6,3 5.1

large 0.3 4.1 _010

100.0 100.0 100.0

51

.05 *+p< .01 *or .0051
'41)

6.6 7.4

3,7 16.8

0.0 0.9

4.1 14.5

2818 17.1

5.8 3.4

.0.1 4.0

100.0 100.0

.001

0.09

17.80****

3.10

5,21*

7160k*

0,89

2.59

F-r ice

2 24

0,31

71960*

0.55

9 42****

Analysis of Style Effects

BS totests dfg24

Linear Deviation

0,03

5.14**

1.55

1.94

4.80

0.99

1.43

0.12

0.65

1.27

0.71

1,15

0.63

2,13

0.58

105

0.8L

1.78

0.73 -0.28

-3.66**** 1.78

145 0.48

3,97I-*** 1.74

0131 0425

3121*** 0.51

0,00 -1.41

-2.02 0.08

3.03** -0.82

0185 -1.26

0.00 -1197



Table 361 Receiver of Continuations

MEDIET

gt,Orngon

Mean Percents

Part 2)

A&IUSied

lats.
Formal Mina Informal. n Conv.

Nsi U.N...11 1101 )

F-ratios

Teacher Continuations tol

Target Pupil 8.7

Classmates 13.0

Small Group 1.1

Large Grovp 15.0

Pupil Continuations to!

Teacher 210

Classmates 19.8

large Grolt) 010

Classmate Continuations tol

Teacher 1313

Target Pupil 18.4

Other Classmates 519

Large GronP .21

100.0

6.8 6.5 6.7 8.0 004 0.14

6.3 6.4 6.4 1014 0.99 1,12

0,2 0,4 0.6 0,4 00 1061

7#7 9.8 10.0 0.00 0.94

2.9 6.1

30.7 32.2

0,4 0.2

3,3 4.1

30.0 25.9

0.0 0.6

513 719 6.9 9,9

27.3 22.7 26.4 194

9,7 5.0 614 8.4

2'3 Ji12 aZ

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Analysis of Style Effects

BS t.tests (dfb24

IN 24) TLinear Deviations

0.26 -0053

0.45 -1.24

0134 -1.36

1.52 -1.13

0.18

0177

1.24

0.70

0,18 1142 0,13 1.57 0.63

0.47 1.51 1.07 1.56 -0.65

2,48 0.53 0165 0.50
-11°

0.63 1.47

1.54 1.00

0.47 1101

am 0.24

1004 4.04 1.28

0,94 O. .1.11

0034 .0.26 .1142

1,28 0.34 0.28

,ghq
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showed the complementaxy pattern; they were most common in the infor al

classes where peer inberaction was encouraged, and were also more

frequent in the open-plan rooms (p< .05).

2. Afternoon

There w re no significant differences among the groups of teachers

f or receiver of continuations during the af noon.

Though it was not common and there were no a atistically significant

differ nces in the frequencies with which mils talked to themselves,

from an educational viewpoint it is interesting to note the types of

ituations in which children do verbalte to themselves. PerhAps the

most typical situation involves talking through a difficlUt probiem as

Irene N. (a pupil in a mixed style, open-plan room ) did five consecutive

times while she worked on maths before she turned to one of her

tablemates; "I'm stuck on this one."

A second function of talking to oneself involves keeping track of

orlets place in a sequence. Examples observed included water capacity,

ghing, and measuring.

A third function sees the p n5 himself as audience. Beth G60

a pupil in an informal, pp n-plan room, had been writing for several

minutes and clearly felt the need to hear what she had written:

"Yesterday our school went to the..

Very occasionally, the obs rver has the opportunity to hear the

child ach eve some insight. Kevin V. in a mired style, open-plan room,

eading reference materials relating to an integrated history/maths

unit on shopping. The group quiet concentration was broken by his

"An advantage--yehl" And he immediately initiated an explanatory

25-
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ement sharing his insight, "You lot, they didn't v

In spite of its lack of statis ical significance, it may he worth

noting that in the conventional rooms mean frequency for the pupil

talking to himself ranged from 0.20 to 0.25 for the three teaching styles;

in the open-plan rooms, however, the mean frequency tor the Pupils in

mixed style classes was 11.1 utterances. Though noise ts often cited

as a disadvantage of open-plan architecture, thèbeckgroi.t1d murmtr seems

to provide a setting conducive to this form of working through Ianguag

SECTION IV. OF LANGUAGE OBSERVED

Patterns of estioni a d Evaluation

Language functions were categorized as Statement, Question,

Evaluation, Social or Not clearly heard. ial category was

narrowly defined to include interactions such as greetings and inquiries

about family that indicate a concern for the child's Social life in

contrast to cognitive development. We did not attempt the high- nfere e

classification of peer conversations as task-oriented verus social.

By gathering the language data during the fii5t hour in the morning

when such academic areas as reading iting and numhor work wore in

progress and again during the first 40 minutes in the afternoon when

activities such as topic work and or art were underwa did not

encoun er the type of social interaction that a period such as the

beginn ng of the day might have produced. Consequently there were

no instances of social talk as we had defined it.

Because of the mobility the observer was allowed in the classroom

and also Perh4is because of the public nature of the clas oom itself,

there were only 87 instances of Not clearly heard' out of the total

6273 utterances recorded. In each instance both the sneak r end the

.56



intended rnceiver were clear, though the content was not clear. These

'not clearly heard' utterances could, therefore still be used in the

calculations for initiation and intended receiver.

Though the figures vary slightly, the patterns of Statement,

Question, and Evaluation were parallel in the morning and the afternoon

(Table 37)

In general, interactions were most likely to be initiated by

Statements. Questioning was tne second most frequent form for thitiations

however, initiating questions were used nearly twice as frequently by

the teacher as by the children. Evaluation, which usually represents

a reaction to a line of reasoning or piece of work, was rarely used

to initiate interaction.

The pattern for utterances coati uing an interaction was similam

though Statements were used even more frequently. They accounted for

over 85 percent of both target pupil and classmate continuing utteranc

and 56 percent of those from the teacher. Questions accounted for over

15 percent of teacher continuing utterances, compared with from 7 to 9

percent forthe target pupil and his classmates. Establishing the teacher s

role as the evaluator, a quarter rf the teacher comments continuing an

interaction were Evaluations. Target pupils and classmates rarely teed

Evaluation; it was the teacher s prerogative.

Resnick (1972) and Brandt (1975), in studies discussed earlier, both

ruggested on the basis of observation in informal British classrooms

that informal teachers are likely to use a high proportion of questions

in their teaching, and that this in turn provides a model that should

lead to more questioning by the pupils. Taking a higher proportion of

questions in informal classrooms as an hypothesis, the data from the
6

present study provide some support for their hypothesis. Teachers

ca 1
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Table 371 Stat ments, Qllestion_, and Evaluatl.on

roent
Teacher Target Pupil Classma,:a

Initiation:
Statement
Question
Evaluation
Not clearly heard

48.2
49.2
2.1

63.6

34.7
0.3
1.4

66.1
32.8
0.6

0.3

100.0 100.0 100.0

Cont motion:
Statement 62.5 86.5 86.1

Question 17.9 8.8 7.7

gvaluation 17.5 1.9 3.1
Not clearly heard 2.0 3.1

100.0

_-29
100.0 100.0

Afternoon

Initiation:
Statement 54.1 68.4 67.1

Question 42.2 29.8 31.6

Evaluation 3.7 1.3 1.3

Not clearly heard 0.0 0.5 0.0
_

100.0 100.0 100.0

Continuation:
Statement 61..0 88.9 87.3

Question _.? 7.7 6.8

Evaluation z2.4 1.9 1.8

Not clearly heard 1. 4.1_2,2

100.0

_

lom loox

N....30 classes

during the morning in informal classrooms used questions to continue

interactions 26.4 percent of the time, compared lath 12.4percent in

the formal c assrooms (linear Style effect, td=1.91, df,441 p< .05 one-

tailed). The afternoon pattern was similar, with 5.0 and 20 percent of

teacher questions in formal and informal classrooms respectively

(-1A..81 p< .05). Though using a lower percentage of questions than

teachers did overall, target pupils used questions to continue

1 58



interactions in which they were involved 3.8 percent of the tdine In

formal classe3 compared with 11.8 percent in informal ease sea th..ming the

morning (linear Style effect t.2.18, df:=214, p< .01 o tailed). Pa-tterns

for classmates were similar, with 3.4 and 10.0 percent for faxmai.anci

informal classes respectively (t=1.90, p< .0j). Afternoon pa.ite=ne

for pupils, as well as patterns of initiation for all of the partiziPeints,

showed no significant differences among the styles.

In summary, all classroom participants used Stateraent both to

initiate and. to continue interactions. For the childrer iii the

classroom, Statements were the dominant form. Teachers used Quem

more frequently than did children, and most markedly for iidtletLono

Questions were used more frequently in the informal classroom-

avaluation was rarely used by children; teachers used. Evaliation during

the course of interaction, not for initiating the sequence.

B. __Subjective Language.ilse

Subjective everience, as Langer (1962) &istingui.shes it originates

within the child and is unique to lain. This is an interesting, y et $A

classrooms, quite rare occurrence. Of the total 6273 uttexances recorded.

ty-ld analysed only 227 were subjective. This d arth of subjective

expression is disappointing rather than surprising. Convlemeratarz

findings were oted by Adams and Biddle (1970):

In fact less than half of one percent of the time was ent
matters that dealt with feelings and. interpersonal re a onsLipm
Flanders...produced similar findings. (pp. 40-41)

Not wishing to exaggerate the magnitude of this subset of 1ens:liege:1,

average frequencies will suffice for the numeric press ntation Taiga 38).

This is the sort of evression that indicates an incliwiduisi

sensitively considering his environment. "I don't think-I° is one

common subjective marker. Often though the thought is LIeL

ra
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Table 38: Use of Subjec

Morning

Afternoon

ve Langmage

Formal

2 5

Mean Fre uencies
Mixed

4.5

Informal

During a spelling assignment in a mdxed atyle, en-plan class, Kenneth C.

initiated this exchange with a ol ssmate:

Kenneth:
Classmate:
Kenneth:

Writing about

Diane:
Classmate:
Diane:
Classmate:

I like that ward.
Itvs
It's Pun.

recent outing, Edam Y. inquired,

How do yau spell
Ttat's not a real word.
Was it right then?
Oh, just leave it.

Not the final advice a teacher would be li eqv to give, but her classmate

showed awareness of an interesting query: what does make a word 'real'

or right'? The e Interactions provide evidence of an interest in and

enjoyment of w rds such as teachers hope to foster.

Working on her math in an informal, yen-plan class, Karen A.

evaluated her work and succinctly e1ained her understanding of

computation In others bases:

This is a waste of time, this nethoa. YDU just have to
add them up. 10 + 10 is really 12.

Trying first to produce scale by filling bottles with varying amounts

of water and then to compose some simple tunes, Davina V. was judged by

her clas nate and defended her intexpr-t-tion.

Classmate=
Davinat

You did it too fast:
liked the rhythm.

2130
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Subjective language, illustrating the individual's personal

discoveries, to an iftportant, if infrequent, aspect of language

experience..

SECTION V. OBSERVIal, AND PUPIL BPCRTS ABOUT LANGUAGE
N TO CLASSROOM

In most tiifo r 1 elassr o s pupils were allowed to talk spontaneously:

in most fork< oln Brooms they were expected to be quiet most of the

time. Resporldicag to the Teaching Styles Questionnaire (Bemiett, 1976),

over 78 percent, of the informal teachers in contrast with only 2, percent

of the formal teaChers, stated that they generally allow their pupils

to talk to one anotber usually whenever they wish rather than only

during certain ktriclo o1 curricular activities (Table 39). Swporting

this, 75 petcerrt ot the formal teachers, in contrast with 11.3 percent

of the infozmal teacheze, reported that they exoect their pupils to be

quiet most of the time (p< .01 The response was similar though

less emphatic for iterw from the Walberg and Thomas (1971) Teacher

QuestionnaiTe. T1iere as a linear trend among styles in response to

the statement: " reter that childxen not talk when they are supposed

to be working 64.2 percent of the formal teachers, 48.8 p arc ent

of the mixed style teachers, and 22.2 percent of the informal teachers

agreeing. The óbserverts rep ort on the same item augmented the

difference: all cf the formal teachers 30 percent of the mixed. style

teachers, and. oi1r 10.6 percent of the informal teachers indicate& by

comments to the pupils that they preferred that children not talk when

they were stkopoeed to be working.

The puptl jnervieis indicated that children are not deterred

by rep ts ailene Some 89.2 percent of the pupils intervie ed

I" 6



Table 39: Teacher, 0beier, Pupil Reports of Classroom Talk

Pertent A t

ITEMS Bui .01117Squares

Formai Mixed Infornal 0e Convi
SStinaire

AM) 14'1 ) (0z2)

Do you usually ellog your pupils to talk to one

another =ally whenever they wish rather than only 25.0 L4.1 78,3 63.8 30,3 2 09 5.07

duriAg certain kinds of curriculs: activity?

Do yoll expect you pit1 t b iet Dont of the
75.0 70,1 11.3 53.1 54.7 0 08 9,360tile?

Waki_apai Thomas Teachq_ImerLio ret

prefer that onildren rot ta:Lk whet they are
64.2 48.8 22.2 36,8 55.5 0.0 3116opposed tolls =Mgt

Children are meted to do their

getting hel

own work wit 11_
71,7 54.3 55.2 47.0 75.2 1.39 0.70l fros dher children.

The children spontaneously look at and d1,1i- , Ach 75,0 9 ,3 89.2 93,3 77.2 0.55 1.21other's worto

1111121aAila5g2sorvatio4-Ra4M.

Teacher_plefere that children not talk whet they are 100,0 29,9 10.8 42.9 4,2 8 14 15.32***stpposed: to be working.

Children are opected to do their own work without
100.0 45.7 21.7 48.3 59 0 0.04 10,9***getting help frog other children.

The opren spontaneously look at and discuss each
28 63 100,0 100.0 86,7i 73.3 0 20 19.49* *other s work.

-'4a11.4terv1.1ws:

May children in yotr clase talk tplietly with the
89.2 91.3 100.0 100.0 84.7 0087 0.95

people besideithem7

May pupils ask questions? (to the teacher) 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 200. 0 aw2Ilefffl2mWmi

Do you ask questions? 100.0 84.3 100.0 94.6 91.3 0.14 2.87

Do yoq ever aet yotr classmates questions vhen
7510 7011 67 0 71.1 69.7 0.10 0!13

yotl'r working?

It< .051 t< tat **It< 005 **1Ht$ 1001
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from fo- al classes, 91.3 ereent of th _e from mixed elasses, and all

of those from informal classes agreed that children in their class may

talk quietly with the p ogle beside them. Several of The children,

however, did Appear mare of the restrictions to talk. Qualifications

Included volume and context:

If we whipper we can. (Jeremy D. In a mixed style, open-plan room

Well, if they talk guietlx, yes. (Eric V. in a mixed style,
conventional room

Vot in tests. (Liam E. in a formal conventional room)

Yes, but uhen tho teacher says, 'Be quiet you've got to be quiet.

(Robert N. in an informal, open-plan room

Ah, well, sometimes she minds and sometimes she doesn't.
(Beverley H. in an informal, conventional room

Determination Of how task-oriented peer conversations are expected

to be would be difficult from report data. Nearly three-quarters of

the formal teachers and over half of the mixed and informal teachers

agreed to the WaIberg and Thomas item that "Children are expected to

do their own work without getting help from other children." Most of

the teachers, however, Agreed that "the children ppontaneously look

at and discuss each other' work." These items appear to be in

ntradi.ction. It may be that teachers were making a distinction

relating to subject areas; for example, teachers may have felt that

the malt' answer -'auld be the child's own work while the picture or the

poem would be valid objects for peer discu sion.

Parallel items on the Walberg and Thomas CM rvation-Bating Scale

illustrated sharper differences among the groups of teachers based
.

either on comments they made during the day to pupils or on informal

interviews between the teacher and the observer. The observer reported

that all of the formal teachers, but under 22 percent of the informal

teachers, indicated that children are expected to do their own work

without getting help from other children (p< .005). Adopting a middle

2 6 4



position, just under 46 percent of the mixed style teachers expected.

pupils to work without peer help. All of the informal and mixed style

teachers, but only 28.3 percent of the formal teache were observed

to allow children to spontaneously look at and discuss each other's

wo k (p< .001

As we would hce, all of the pupils interviewed agreed tba.t p

lay ask Tuestions to the teacher. Further, all of the pupils interv ed

from both formal and informal classes and 84.3 percent of those from

mixed style classes agreed that they did ask questions. The majority

of children also agreed to the statement, "Do you ever ask your class-

mates questions when you're working?" A common concern was voiced by

Thomas D. from a formal, open-plan room, "Miss, yes, how to spell."

To remind us how literally questions are interpreted, Victor N. from

an informal, conventional room explained,

Well, not while you're working. You'd have to stop. Well, if
you can concentrate On two things at the same time, yes. $o you
could be writing and also at the same time someone could be
talking to you and then you could talk back to them.

SECTION VI. GENERAl.. CONCLUSIONS

Our exploratory study of language in 30 classrooms containing

second year junior pupils (8-year-old leads to the following

general conclusions:

1. The overall amount of language in
or is expected to be, a paxticipan
varying elassr oms.

ch the target pupil is,
s equivalent in the

2. Pupil talk is more highly valued by the informal than by the
formal teacher. In most informal classrooms, pupils are
allowed to talk spontaneivasly; in most formal classrooms they
are expected to be quiet most of the time. Nearly half of the
language the kupil is expected to attend to in the formal
classes is teacher talk while in the informal classes over
80 percent of the language is pupil interaction.

2 65
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3. Teacher initiation is most frequent in formal classes, least
frequent in informal classes; complementarily, classmate
initiation is most frequent in informal classes and least
frequent in formal classes. Affirming the prevalence of class
teaching, teacher initiation to the large group and to
individual classmates is most frequent in formal classes.

4. Teacher initiation is more frequent in conventional than in
open-plan rooms; classmate initiation is more frequent in
open-plan rooms.

Questions are asked by all participants, but noticeably more
so by teachers than by pupils, and somewhat more frequently in
the informal than the formal classrooms.

6. Evaluation is rarely used by children; it is the teacher's
prerogative.

In general the afternoon language environment does not
discriminate among the teaching styles or the 'building types.
The main effort to teach reading, writing, and. mathematics
occurs during the morning; and the different approaches
taken to the teaching of these subjects leads to different
patterns of interaction. The afternoon is generally devoted
to activities such as topic wark far science and/or social
studies and to art; the approaches taken with these sorts of
activities are more similar, and lead to less difference in
the accompanying pattern of verbal interaction.
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CHAPTER BIM'

TEACFIINC STYLES AND TEACH PRACTICES

SFCTION I. OVERVIEW OF TH STUDY

A. Alms and A hes

The educational literature continuously depicts the ôlassroom in

uuch gen ralized dichotomies as direct/indirect, teacher-centred/

upil-centred, traditional/Progressive, and formal informal, perhaps

because the classroom has been used as the unit of analysis and

general patterns can be seen which link allied teacher practices.

These descrip tors have not, however, proven as useful as might have

been hoped because the meaning of any given term too easily changes in

the context of the complexity of the classroom. We have tried in this

study to divide this general concept of teaching style into some of

its compon nt parts.

Our primary aim was a concrete, intuitively sensible unit of

analysis that would be easily manipulable for both the practitioner

and future researchers.

Though other areas may also provide useful diecrimina ore,

analysis of the literature led us to select two aspects of the classroom

which aLAmed especially likely to suggest practical applications:

group membership and pupil choice. In the classroom, group membership

includes at the most fundamental level two dim- sions: 1) the size

of the pupil group and 2) whether or not the teacher is an active

participant in the group. Our ceratIonal measure of pupil choice

an observation of the 'framewor10 the teacher provides for pupil

'ce in six eubc tegori s: timing, location, partners, content (or

discipline activity within a discipline, and materials.
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Both gro ing patterns and pip 1 choice have many inç1icatjoris.

We studied some of these by looking at curriculum organization and

evaluation, movement, and language Chapters 5, 6, and 7).

We found it possible to formulate some simple general indic

of classroom activity. First the Uniformity Ratio calculated as the

ratio of the number of activites the pupil is required to participate

in to the number of activities oc11:71ng. A Uniformity Ratio of 100

percent would indicate an extremely formal class in which every child

was required to do every activity, beginning and ending each lesson

in unison: a day of class teach&

from the instances or minutes of

entire class is expected to do the

A second index may be calculated

le task', occasions when the

assignment with the expectation

of identical outcomes (e.g. , math problems and spelling lists). A high

score on this measure again indicat s a formal style. A high score on

the third index indicates an inform l styles the frequency or duration

of three o :Aare simultaneous activities. Each of these three

measures is easy to calculate from observation and has pointed to

significant differences among OUT samples of teachers.

Because of the complexity of the area selected for study, a

multi-faceted research design using teacher questionnaires, observation,

structured pupil interviews nd informal teacher-observer conversations

was chosen. The Teaching Styles Questionnaire (Bennett 1976) and the

Walberg and Thomas (1971) teacher luestionnaire and observation-rating

scale were selected to validate the observer's classification of

teachers against instruments for which published data are already

available in both the British and American contexts. A series of o her

instruments were designed, piloted, and modified to study areas of

specific concern (Chapter Two).
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'At the conclusion of a full day of classroom observation plus

discussions with both the class teacher and the Head Teacher, teachers

were rated formal, mixed, or informal on the basis of the subjective

judgment of the observer, who is also a teacher with experience in

American and British schools with 0 upUs spanning the 5- to 11-year

old primary school range. This classification based on observation

validated by the teachers' responses to the Teaching Styles

Questionnaire Bennett 1976) which showed a significant discrimination

between the groi.s of teachers (p< .01 In Study One and p< .001 in the

larger sample of Study Two). The converse is also truet teachers'

responses on the questionnaire were supported by observation. This

seems to suggest that the carefuny constructed and piloted teacher

questionnaire can accurately distinguish among teachers of differtng

style and clearly teacher questionnares are less demanding than

observation in terms of time, personnel, and money.

The Walberg and Thomas (1971) teacher questionnaire and observation -

rating scale are parallel 50-item tnstrwnents. The correlation betwe

the teacher and observer responses on a total score calculated from

these measures was .78, reflecting the fact that the pattern of ratings

by observer and teacher was usually similar, even though the teachers'

ratings were often le s extreme.

Using transcripts of language from p mary classes Rosen and

n, 1973, pp 44-4 there was a 90 pe cent agreement between the

investigator and an assistant on the classification of utterances.

Most of the disagreement was caused. by the difficulty in assessing the

intended audience from transcripts in which there are few context el

and no visual clues.

6 9



Teacher as esearcher

Teachers were asked to assume the role of the researeher

to provide a four-day sample activities in their classroom by

following the activities of one pupil throughout the day Using the

Individual Pupil Schedule (Appendix 1). This instrument Rae designed

that a single tick supplied information on the content area the

pupil W3s working in, the size of the group, and whether or not the

teacher was actively participating in the group. A dtfferent pupil

followed on each of the four days. A_ter pract during the

morning of the day of observation, the afternoon sesst n Ras used to

calculate reliability on the instrument. There Was 85.6 percent

agreement between'observer and teacher (Holsti, 1969). The Individual

Pupil Schedule thts appears to be a reliable and inexPensive research

instrument.

Asking the teacher to asstune the role of researcher mak

P t data ov r a longer period of time than reao _es

Wad allck

the teachers also found it a provocative exercise that sensitized them

to the classroom from the individual ptleil's viewpoint rather than from

their usual teacher's perspective of planning and preparing t r the

rver to be present in the classroom. Several of

entire class.

les

In order to maximize the contrast among teaching styles as much as

possible, formal and informal teachers were initially considered. Since

pen-plan buildings are a feature of current education 1 co troversy,

we also looked separately at classes in epewlan and conventional rooms.

,70
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The sanipie ror the initial exploratory study included 12 teachers:

Formal oiomal

Open-Plan Rooms 3

Conventional Rooms 3

6

6

6 12

Study Two considered 30 different teachers Including a group of

teachers whose style could best be described as "mixed":

Formal Mixed

Open-Plan Rooms 4 8

Conventional Rooms 4

SECTION 11. TEACHER PRACT

In the preceding chapters the results from the various instrumen

have been presented clustered by theareas of interest in the study:

grouping prac ices, curriculum organization and evaluatic movement,

5

a 13

orrnal

5 17

L. 13

9 30

and langUage (Figure 1, p. 75). In this chapter we will 09 t to

reformulate the conclusions to provide a more unified portrait of

formal and infor-al classrooms as they emerged from our studies.

The Formal

A major grouping in the formal class was the teacher with the

entire class. This had important lnlicatIons both during the class

lesson itself and also for the following activities.

During the lesson itself, texts and materials were supplied in

class sets. The teacher initiated verbal exchanges, directing them to

either the large group as a whole or to individual children within

the cl ss context. Pupil talk ,:ited in response. Most of



the time pupils were expected to be quiet. Pupil movement was r

permitted. Teacher movement was generally confined to the front of

the room or to thei,r o4n desk.

Following the class lesson, no framework for pupil choice wa

provided. Pupils generally worked individually without active teacher

participation on a task set for the entire class. In some alse s pupils

could leave their seats at their own discretion to go to the teacher,

*
though going to other areas in the room was generally forbidden unless

the pupil asked permission before leaving his seat. All formal teachers

xpected their pupils to ask permission before leaving the room to go

to the toilets.

The formal teacher decided where her pupils wod eit. Most reported

their pupils remained in the same seats or groups for inoet of the day.

Groupings smaller that the entire class were uded, thoUgh this was

relatively infrequent. Approximately half of the formal teachers used

ability groups, frequently using test results to group for reading and/o

maths. (Ability grouPing may still result in a single assignment for

30+ pupils if teachers combine groups from different classes as they

did in some of the formal, open-plan classes in our sample.) The

smaller groups used by formal teachers did not involve pupil planning

r problem-solving, but rather seemed designed for organizational

convenience: the sharing of books and equipment or the structuring of

the morning so that one group at a time would receive concentrated

teacher attention while the others could get on with their Own work.

All of the pupils interviewed from formal classes agreed that when they

had small groups, It was the teacher who decided who was in the group.

The differences between grouping p -ctices of formal and informal

teachers were most evident in the morning when academic work tended to

2 7 2



prevail. Fo- the formal teacherq academic achiAvemrnt was a top

priority. The urunl approach was to present Information to the class

as a whole, followed by an assignment to be done individually. Pupils

with diffi(lulties went to the teacher for help.

B. The Informal Class

It was clear from both teacher responses and observation that

informal teachers structured a more complex network of activities, often

providing for several different sorts of groupings to occur -imultaneously.

At any given in thr Iay it was common to find some pupils working

individually, some in small groups, and some in larger groups. Tasks

we sometimes set by the teacher, sometimes -elected by the individual

pupil, and sometimes evolved from pi planning with!.n a small group.

In all classes observed, most children were sitting in groups of 3 or

more. In the informal classes, children had usually selected at which

table they would work and with which partners. Most informal teachers

reported that pupils voluntarily g erup and regroup themselves during

the dnv. Grouping by ability was rare. Though class teaching was used

by all teachers, it was least used by the informal teachers.

Totally freP pupil choice did not occur; rather, informal teachers

provided a framework within which pupils had nearly continuous

opportunities to decide matters relevant to their learning activities.

Thus, ao pupils were able to accept more resvonsibility, teachers had

various avenues available to provide it (Brown and Precious, 1968 p. 124;

Muir, 1970, p. 18). Conyers when pupils demonstrated that the choice

was too much of a challenge for them, the teacher could limit the

available choice without discontinuing it altogether for that particular

child and without influencing the options still available to classmates.
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One implication of both simultaneous activities and pupil chrdee

that movement increased. Though there was no dominant pattern to

the informal teachers movement during the morning, in the afternoon

they were highly mobile: moving to individual pupils rculating am_ng

the tables or groups, and supervising activities outsm LTIo r room.

Pupil movement at their own discretion was greater in the informal than

in the formal classrooms both during the morning and during the afternoon;

again the prima y focus was the teacher, but movement at the puOlo

discretion was also co _only observed within the room and ev n within

the building. Most of the informal teachers reported that they usually

their pupils

also that children

schoolya-d as part

to move around the clas_room whenever they wish, and

may voluntarily use other areas of the buildin and

of their school time. None of the pupils interviewed

from informal classes reported that children in their class had to ask

nermission before leaving theirseats to get something they need.

second irvlication dmultaneous activities and pupil choice

t the pattern of 1 beu,..,L in the classroom changed. Pupil talk

was more highly valued by the in±'ormL teacher , and ost informal

classrooms, pupils were allowed to talk spontaneously. ObL;crvation

found that in the informal classes over 80 percent of the language

the pupil was expected to attend to was pupil interaction; working

individually and in small groups avparently encouraged peer interaction.

Suggesting that the informal el

questioning by all classroom pa

the informal classrooms.

actually doe- foster inquiry,

cipants was somewhat more common in

C. WETILLAI±M10211-2111127SMIE

In general the morni.g was used to teach the Nis while the !r_fternoon



wts d .d Lo topic work and creative expression. This findIhts has

two spocific manifestations in our data. First, the af Dn 1 nguage

environment does not generally di criminate among the teaching styles

or the building types. The main lifferences in language patterns occur

during the morning when teachers are concentrating on reading writing,

and mathematics. Second, teacher movement shows its most distinctive

pattern in the afternoon when the informal teachers are highly mobtle;

moving to individual pupils, circulating along the tables and grows,

and supervising activities outside their rch,l.

Bulldin

fluilding design was rarely a significant factor in teacher practices

spr -Ially au compared with tea-her attitudes. Reasons for the building

of open-plan schools have been variously attributed; in a .urvey of

27 local education authorities, ivlsers and architects suggested that

1 the opn-plan school was the only purposeul way of building for the

integrated day, 4.) open-plan schools could optimise the use

and 7) the traditional school could not be built within the existir

cost limits (Bennett, Andreae, Hegarty, and Wade, 1976, p. 53). The

economic arcunent is not clearcut. Some suggest that it costs less to

build a school withArt walls Brunetti, 1971, P. 4; National Union of

Teachers, 1974 p. 9). Just as confidently, others assume that open-

plaa schools cost more Ellison, Gilbert, and Ratsoy, 1969, p. 20

Fittings within the school provide one key to the dispute. At least

part of the arg -_ent seems.based on the definition of what Anderson

(1970, p. 3) referred to as "absolute necessity"; carpeting, for example

has been considered essential to some Amer.J %an ana Canadian authorities,

but has only recently become a standard feature of learning areas in
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ThAtish open-plan sc'too1n. Most adv, ates of 1 formal education would

argue that the building and the accoutrements, though facilitating

informal educatio- are not essential to it (Brubaker et al., 1971, p. 45).

The facilities did, however, make some riifference in the types of

groupings used . The small group elith the teacher was significantly

more common in open-plan than in conventional rooms and as one

implicat ii of this, three or more simultaneous activities were also

li tfi.eanUy more common in open-plan than in conventional rooms.

Fc nal teachers in open-plan rooms seemed to react by setting a singl

task for the entire class.

The proportion of teacher talk was significantly greater in

.conventional rooms while pupil talk was significantly more c!ommon in

the open-plan rooms.

Several of the teachers visited f r our studies were deeply

concerner' that the open-plan sehoolo allow for overcrowding. In the

traditional building, a claps size exceding 41 automatically meant

overcrowding. In the newer open-plan buildings, areas de_ gned as

shared resource areas, soon becnme 'class ms', leaving all teachers

without the intended resource arra and not incidentaly making one class

the thoroughfase through which others must Pass at frequent inter7als

during the day:

...there seem to be some grounds for thinking that Open Plan

schools tend to be cramped Bennett, Andreae, Hegarty, and

Wade, 1976, P. 25).

SECTION III. A FINAL NOTE

In short, the use of groupings and the p ovision of a framework

for pupil choice do appear to successfully discriminate among teachers

of varying styles. They are concrete variables that make intuitive sense
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11 -A)th research and practical contexts. They also lend hemselves to

manipulation.

The teacher who w uld like to move in a-more infor al direc ion

can begin ,-,:adually by having individual pupils or a small group work

suparately from the central group1 Pupil choice of working location

and partners is also an easy begi ling. As the teacher and pupils

adjust, more activities can occur simultaneously and more pupil choice

can off,.,red so that individuals are working at the appropriate level

In a context interesting to them. These same options can wo:'k in the

other direction as well: when the teacher perceives more chaos than

cch- ence it would be wise to limit pupil options, preferably for th,:'

specific pupils involved, but possibly for the entire cla The

varied -imultaneous axtivities can also be cut back as far as the

teacher considers necessary. It is the class teacher no must determine

both the nat:-e and the extent of the activlties and op ions to be

p-mvidcd.

For the researcher, the groupings begin to look ' class-

room at the aspects that distinguish among teachers. In this study we

have portrayed the patterns of grouping, that do occur in cla sec;

containing 8-year-old pupils and have aligned these patterns with styles

of teaching. The challenge in further work will be to look within the

groupings at the quality of experience and the nature of learning for

the individual child.
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INSTRUMENTS: STUDY ONE

The Pilot Instrument (A Written Repertory Grid ) 239

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Grovpings
(Teacher Questionnaire )8 pp 8 $0.8994111pOUPOOPPSOOO _ _ 240
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Teache

:tionsi

lase find the circles on the relevant rows,

tok the groups to which they refer,

id a way in which two are alike and at the

le time different from the third,

1 in the Way Alike column and the Way

Terent column.

acher Paxtictaatlon 1viithoi .7eacher Paticipatipr

0
H 0

ol

H
alt

5)

Mi Date

Put a + sign in the box of each group which is descrIbed
by the Way Alike construct.

6) Put a - eign in the box for each group which is described
by the Way Different construct. Leave the box empty if
neither or both of the constructs seems applicalde to
the group.

7) Next row, back to step 1) please. Trj to specify

constructs which you have not used before,

To help you begin, the first construct has ',_en s -plied.

Please begin row 1 with step 5).

Way Differen

on I use rarely



Teacher

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE GROINGS
(TEACHEM QUESTIONNAIRE)

School Date

Will you please note the advantages and disadvantages of each of the

following learning .ttions. Please remember that for our puxpeses
'without active teacher participation" refers to the times when the pupil

is carrying on witr h activity on his own, though you will probably be

in the same room and may have assigned the task.-
Groupings Advantages Disadvantages Other Comment

:ith teacher participation
Individual

With teacher participation/
Small Group (2-6 Pupils

With teacher participation
Medium Group 7-12 Pupils

With teacher participation/
Large Group (13-Whole Class)

With teacher participation
Combined Classes

Without active teacher
participation/ Individual

Without active teacher
participation/
Small Group (2-6 Pupils

Without active teacher
participation/
Medium Group (7-12 Pup71s)

Without active teacher

Participation/
Large Group (13 Whole Class

,

-------
Without act,vc teacher
parLieipatLn/
Coaolned f..;lasscs
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TEACHING STUES UESTIONNAIRE

UNIVERSITY OF LANCASTER

OEPARTM1NT OF EOLICATIONAL RESEARCH

SSRC PRIMARY SCHOOL PROJECT

The way in which teachers arrange their classrooms, and methods of teaching adopted,

naturally reflect factors sue., as the conditions which the school operates, and the

characteristics of the pupils. At present all too little 4s known about the way in which

teachers adapt their methods to circumstances, and hence little advice can be passed on to

utudents training to be teachers. In an attempt to obtain information which may be useful in

thie and ether ways, this questionnaire has been devised. It is in three reflecting

the attempt to relate circumstances to teaching methods. Thus' part one background

information about the teacher, class and school; part two is designed r zarious aspec

of classroom and curriculum organisation, and part three asks Zor teac nions on variol

educational topics. Additional space is provided the end of the re should you

wish to elaborate on any of your answers.

our work to he of any value, we muqi
..chers. I hope you will feel that thir

support. It generally takes about half ap
replies are confidential. It is importan,
as you can what actually happens in your
receive misleading impressions in their t;

414_

"Itain responses fuom a wide c-oss-Bection Of

is sufficiently worthwhile to merit your
vo complete the questionaritre, and of course,
A two that you try to record as objectively
,m, since student teachers often appear to

, which later experiences contradict.

it or the Items in thl, questiofln.ire ask you to choose ona answer from a number of

dlternatives, by circlinq the appropriate CODE NUMBER. We realise that th s procedure may

lw...asionally involve oversimplification. Other items require a more specific response and

qou are asked to enter the appropriate figure in the box provided. It Is important to answs'r

tit qui.!;cions.

PART 1 TEACHER CLASS AND CLASSROOM.

PERSONAL DETAILS

I. Name

Name and address of school . . .

e,meegereme 0. .. . . 0 .... .. 4 . ........ 4

Sex.

Aqe.

Tra_ ng.

Higher edl.,-.ation spent

(i ) Ouali cation

.iii) Formal teacher training

a n y at

Male .

Female .

Under 30 yrs.

30 - 39 yrs. . .

40 - 49 yrs. .

50 - 59 yrs.

Over 60 yrs. .

Univers

College

y.

Graduate .

Non-graduate

0

0

code
umner

0

1

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

None . . . ... . . . . 0

Primary oriented . . . . . . . 1

Secondary oriented . 4 f 2

2

For
Compute

USc

1 - 5

.9

10



-c'-rhing experience (In years)

' AS"

Number of pupils in class.

group you are teaching .

the pupils are streamed by abil -Yo

242 0

Fur
Num1,1,1 mptit

Total , .
11-12

In primary sehoels 13-14

In secondary schools 15-16

Boys

Girls

Total . .

3rd year Juni

4th year Juniors

2nd/3rd year mixed

3rd/4th year mixed

which stream do you teach?

No streaming . . . .

Stream A ..

Stream B

Stream C

Remedial

9. Apprnximatn area of class om ( n square yards).

10. What type of desk i used in the class?
Single with seat attached .

Single with separate seat .

E)ouh1i with seat attachnd .

fouhlo with separate spot .

Table style seating 3 or more

Other (please speetfy) . .

11 Is there a small librar or store oC books in the ela _e

No

Yes

12. Are there storage faciliti in tho , 'oom?

the heating adequate in the classroom?

0 4

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

4

0

No 0

Yes . .......

14. Is the lighting adequate in the class om7

No .

Yes 1

17-18

19-20

21-22

23

24

25-27

28

29

30



15. What is the level of ability of your pupi

PART 2, TEACHING METHODS ADOPTED

SEATING ARRANGEMENTS

1. Do your pupils decide for themse

243.

Code
Number

tly bright 0

Bright/average 1

Average . . . 2

Average/dull . 3

Mostly dull . . 4

5Full ability range

iflere they sit in the class.00m?

No

Yes

2. Are the seats usually arranged sO that pupils sit

1

separately or In pai 0

in groub5 lf 3 or more? . . 1

Are pupils allocated to places or gr ups on the o, is of thelr ability?

No 0

Yes .

.......
oo pupils stay in the same seats Or groups for font of the day?

0.0=,..0000000000

No

Yes .

1

0
1

For
Computer

Use

33

Card II

1 - 5

6

7

9

",!klrANIaP:TioN

S. usually allya your pupils to move around the claaroom

generally whenever they sh? 0

only during certain kinds of
curricular activity? .

De usually allow your pupils tO talk to one another

usually whenever they wish? .

only during certain kinds of
curricular activity? . 6

Do you expect your pupils to ask yOu permission before leaving
the room?

1

No .

Yes 1

Do you expect your pupils to be quiet most of the time?

No

Yes .

Do you appoint mOnitors with responsibility for certain jobs

NO

0

0

Yes 3.

284

10

11

12

14



oRGANISINt. THE CD8RICULUM

10. Do you regularly t..
teaching activi

(Jut of school s part of your

No

Yes

2144.

.......

11. DO you ugo a Hietable for organisirig the week's

ii. D
0

6 No

Yes

basic subjects do you more often use

work?

text books? . . .

specially prepared
materials?

ulre that your pupils know the r 7ation tohlOs

l'ode Por
Numlwr computer

C.

0

0

.

Yes , . . 1

Teaching oometinies .r uir s re erence materials. Do you normally

supply Most Of this material
for your pupils? . .

ask the pUpils to find their
own? . . ... , . 1

15. nn 7ou requlorly give your pupils homework?

No .

Yes

To organising the work of your clans, roughly what emphasis do you

give to each nf these five different approaches? lndicz.te apprcNi-

mately what percentage of time is spent on each apprcach. Your

total should come to 100%, although this is not intended to imply

that all the work necessarily fits into these five categories.

Tolchc-,r talking to the class a wriole.

Pupils working together co-operatively in groups, on work

given by the teacher. . .. . . 4 4 0 4

3. Pupils working together co-operatively in groups, on work

of their own choice. .. . . . .

4. Pupils working individually, their own paCe, on work

given by the teacher

Pupils working individually at thei
their own choice

paCe,
.

17. On which aspect of nWedi vork do you place iTore emphAsis?

Developing computational skills through graded exercisrs.

Exploring concepts with materials or appararUs7

Do you encourage fluenoy and originality in written English, even
if for many children this may be at the expense of grammatical

accuracy?
No .

Yes . . .

1

0

15

16

17

I. 8

19

20

21

23

24

25

26-28

29

30
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TtSTING_W_Miktly9NG

19. Do :otk pa an actual mark or grade on pupils' work?

Code For

NUmber Computer
Use

No . 4
4, 5 0

Yes . #
1

20. Do you correct most 3pelling and grammatical er ors?

No .
0

Yes .
.

1

21. Are stars, or their equivalent given to pupils who produce

the beet work?

No .

Yes ,
, 1

22. Do you give your pupils an arithmet (ilntal or ten) t _t at

least once a week? ,

No

Yes

*

*

0

Do you give your pupils a spelling test at least once a week?

24. Do you have 'end of teirn' eats?

No

Yes

*

No .

Yes 6

0

O 4

4 *

0

0

31

32

34

36

DISCTPLINE

25. Do you have many pupils who create disciplIne probloms?

No

Yes . 4 *

2 .
Do you find verbal reproof and/or reasontng normally sufficient?

No. 4 0 S

Yes . .

27. For persistent disruptive be iviour, where verba

gain the pupils'
co-operation, do you use any of

disciplinary measures?

extra work

(ii) smack

4

prooz silo

0
1

No 4 0 0 4 4 S 0 S 5 0

Yes . . .

No . 4 I I 4 0 5 0

Yes . 0 0 0

w_ h_ awal of privilwgee No . S 4 5
4 0

Yes . £ 4 4 14 1

(iv) send to head teacher

(v) sent out of room

4, 8

No . 4 .
g 4 0 0 0

Yea 4 0 W 4 0 4 0 4 # 0 1.

No .. . 0

Yee
1

37

40

41

4;
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N rpraw r

ot

ilt ;t,ory

Geography

French .

Jcience ( including n.iture Ludy )

Scr pture
E.

Mun

Art ,Ind Craft

Music and Movement

Drama

ronmntal

octal Stucliou

ProjQct wurk

Free choice ,Ictivity
Integrated studies

TOTAL 2 app x. )

Vr,

'IATII)1,1 .r
Hue,

44

4 5

4 6

OPIN IONS ABOUT EDUCATION

in tl In _ea _ion we asic you to give your opinions about a number of cduca-
tiona 1 tinpice, We are anxious to record the frank opinions of professio-
na2 taachers and there is no suggestion that there are right or wrong
ans--wri. It is important to answer every question. If you would like
tu pl.aborate on any item please make use of the space provided at the

d f the quest ionnaire,

Card III

5

Ttl1C[1 ING AIMS

The tcllizpoing are probably all worthwhile teaching aim, but their
teist lye importance may be influenced by the situation in which the
teaclIer ,...iorke. Please rate each aim on the five-point scale to
indiOate its importance in relation to your class, by circling the
approvriate code number.

cp
4,1 I



'eir.iLi ii f,)1 academic work in concary school.

H. An bildersta_A tho woild in which pup1l ii vt!, .

The acquOsition uL nasi
number Work.

D. The developm

The encouragement

pup

n reading and

a creative abiliLtes.

of selfexpression.

F. Halving puptls to -Oper.to wIth each other.

r. The ptance of normal standards of behaviour.

FL The oyme )f _heol. . .

The premotict of a high level of academic
attainment. . . 4 ,

91114=1443

OPIN IT E)UCATION _ISSUES

247.

1kod

P
r,

if/

4-1

d.)

A 111

2 1

2

>4IV

Plwo-$12 indicato Lho str ength of your agreement or dta tr. w

eement with the following statements by circling a 01
0 m

ppropriate code. w m m
4-I .4
ln T1 0

MoL pupils U upper junior school have suff _ _nt

maturity to c hoca a topic to study, and carry 1 2

it through. . 4 4 i .

Vor
Computer

Use

7

4

4 5 9

3 4 9 10

3 4 5 11

12

4 5 13

14

h. Most pupils in upper junior school feel more secure
it' old wha to do and how to do it. .

C. 'c'reetIvity' 19 an educational fad, which could
dio 4 44@ 40014. **

Firm discipline by the teacher leads to good self
dilcipline on the part of the pupils. . .

r..

E. Streaming ability is umdesirable in junior
school. . . . . . ... . .

2

1 2

2

1 2

F. The tea her should he well liked by the class. . 1

G. Children woxking in groups waste a lot of time
arguing and 's1ng ahotat'. . . . . .

H. Pupils work better when motivated by Mark
stars. . . . . . . . . . 4

I. Too ittJe emphasis is placed on keeping order in
the c1arorn nowadays. . . . .... .

J . Teachers n ed to know the horns background and

personal cirCtimstances Of their papi10.

2

2

4

4

4

4 5

15

17

19

4 5 20

21

5 22

A 5 23

24



OPINIONS kBOU G Kurt

To what extent would you agree cr disagree with the following tateznents when

they are applied to (a) FOTMAL teaching method and (b) INFORMAL tiching

methode?

(i) Could create discipline
problems. . . . . . . .

Fail to bring the best out
of bright pupils. . . . . .

(iii) Make heavy demands an the
teacher . . . . . . .

(iv) Ericourag_ responaibility and
aelf-diocipline

(v) Teach basic ekills smd con-
cepts effectively ......

( Mac:outage time wasting CT
day-dreaming ........

(v1.1) Leave many pupila unsure of
what tO do .........

(viii) Provide the right balance
between teaching
individual work

(ix ) Allow each child to develop
his full potential. . . . .

( Teach pUpila to think for
1 2 4 5 43-44

themselves. . . .

4/1 114

g
0 gl
1.1

*El

r.
0

g
.4

0 P.
Z. 0

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

3. 2 3

1 2 3

3. 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

THO S _) INFORMAL METHODS

al >4
.-1 0.) 1
rn t- 0 in
a IP 5 t g Ill

0 41 0 ma iti w 0 co
ii 04 1.1 1.4 110 in - hi 14 i4

tri AJ tit 4.1 4 .1 0 41, Fil -61 4r1

.4 CA la til li 0 Z 0 ul rd

For
ompute,
Use

4 5 1 2 3 4 5 25-26

4 5 1 2 3 4 5 27-28

4 5 3. 2 3 4 5 29-30

4 5 1 2 3 4 5 2

4 5 3. 2 3 4 5

4 5 1. 2 3 4 5

3. 2 3 4 5

1. 2 3 4 5

35-36

37-38

39-40

4 5 1 2 3 4 5 41-42

THAW YOU FOR COMPLETIPI THIS QUESTIONNAIRE

If Yoe would like to make additional comp
to suggest aspects of tha olassroosi we have overloo

We should ber grateful for your comaeOte.

our guestione, or
make use of the space below.



. 1?(11)M AC:PTVITI-Irn (.1UrTFTIVATICITI I 111,1c,

tii-d_r1oi,1 f'

Ar f_hy name nur(f.

(iV111 1)1.0,11C.: of Lh- ILOLIVI

Li ì Ic tit"-

En L11(1 fir

while In tho neeone! trr

are ro rded.

hrld.ule 1 o dr:IsArned to

within Livc

vide am

inclu(I

Lii

tivILIes with the teacher arc recorded

vitie- without Retive ieacher part: -pation

The columns in each rrid Indicate the aze of the 6roup

Individual, Small (2-6 Pupils ), Medium

Class), and Combined Class

7-12 Pvpils), Large (13-Whole

Content areas axe recorded within the

rrlas nsirv, the following symbols:

The

ritinr;

a

um

SciSci,nce
S. S.Social Studies

&ducat on

P.E.4teliglous Blucation

Ic
AArt
D1,-Drana

F4breign Language (French

activity for Gmbjects siich as Social StudIes lad be

"S.S.(11)" is the

_dies material

study we also sp c

rr.lcorcicA Jnolde parenthes

the child is reading S

Vuriw the explorato y

of pupils In the grotp.

Imnediately beside the grids, the time at the beinnirig of

the 5-minute observation period is recorded.

A, one exampl. consider a 5-minute observation period during

which the teacher is giving a phonics lesson to 5 pupils while 11 are

working individually on their Social Studies projects (5 reading from

fer n = books and 6 writing in their booklet 9 pupils are working

indiv dually on number cards; 3 children are se1ectin g the hymm and prayer

for Assembly; and 2 have been with4rawn from the clasaroom for remedial

notatIon u. d whcn

e_ the eact nunther



rnad4 r trre i un. in -Ulf:,

I arin laJelled "alail (2-6)", the obs

'WI th To, or" undpr tho

ld write )R' to di ic.,nate

the nneni ieno n and (2T)' to repreacrit the remedial wi hdrawal

with the extra t the ocUori labelled "Without Teacher"

under the column labelled "Individual" he observer would write

19N., 1-1)', and '6S.S,(W)'. In this s me out Teacher" ectio n

hut under the "rna11 2-,)" colunin, the obrerver would write 313.111. 14

Any additional information such a6 curriculum material or frequency of

v,- ial wthhdrawal would be written under omments'.-

Should tio children leave the area for the library, say, they are

included in the "Without Teacher/Small (2-6)" tally until they return

to the teacher's area and obviously change grouping. In other words,

the froupings of pupils who leave the teacher's field of vision are
counted from hex perspective rather than from any subsequent regroupings
that may occur without the teacher's knowledge. Should the teacher

consent te a regrouping with children outside her register group, a
comment to that effect would be entered in that row of the observation
schedule under 'Comments', but the tally would still refer only to the

pupils on her register.

L., 9 I
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Sclheol

Teac hcIr

Date

Nri. on Roll
Preoent, Today

Commentn
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TM) IV IDUAL P UP L 'U 1IPDT ILP

Teacher

( Carl) Date

Pleatle Lick eaoh typo of group the child p;Irticipated in during each

quarior of the day. Thoro will be more than ono tick if the child has

werkod (AL different oubjects or in different types of groups. Per your win

eenventence, li may be ortnier to complete the form during breaks immediately

follewtrg each part, of the day. Our Interest is in the types of activitieo

In which children are involved during the day. It is not in the specific

child. So if the child is behaving atypically durirg the day of observation

Lhft roL (mt-e for concern. Dluace feel free to ann I any corments that

yen wih.

A, M. rh! nt La

A. M. Break :

With Tencher

Individual

Sma31 (2-6 puP110

Medium " (7-12

Larre (13-Cl

Combined Classes

Without Teacher

Individual

Small group (2-6 prp

Medium " (7-12

Larco (13-Class)

Comtined Classes

of A.M. Break to
Dinnertime:

h Teacher

Individual

Small group (2-6 pupils)

Mediun (7-12 " )

Larr,e (13-C1 )

Combined Classes

V.Ithout Teach

Indiv_dual

Small group

Medium

Large

2-6 pupils)

7-12 " )

(13-Claes)

Combined Classes

111111111EMMIIIIItMMI
INNIMMimillUIll
1111111111111 1111111111111111

11111_111111111111

um NM
mu ITIL

rOM 11111111111111

IR 1111111111111111111

p.
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nmene calor_ Lc

P.M. Break:

With faehee

individual

Small group (

Medium (7-12

Larr,e " (13-Class)

Combined Classes

Tea, her

Boy/Cirl) Dat

253.

Teacher

individual

Small group (2-6

Medium

Large

II

It

Combined Classes

Sfld of P.M. Bre k to
Hometime:

-1

Small group -6 pupi1t's

Medium " (7-12 "

Large (13-Class)

Combined Classes

bout Teacher

Individual

Small group ( -6 pupils;

Medium " (7-12 "

Large " (13-Clas%a

Combined Classes

Comments:

9 4



AFTENDIX II.

INST UMENTS; STUDY TWO1

A. a1berg and Thomas Teacher Questionnaire . 255

B. W1berg and Thomas Observa-tton-Rating Scale 257

Grouping, Framework, and Movement Observation Schedule

Instructions for Use 259

Observation Schedule evolit0

Language Observation Schedule
Instructions for Use .. immaike0os 4 .469410.00i 263

ObserVatiOn Schedule eff.a#0P4.4R468 44444 #1060.94,2.40§0fOO 266

PuPil Interview Schedule
Instructions for Use 04006§,1* 4 Olea 4 VOWS 4 Slit* 267

PupIl's Perception of School rview) 268

262

1The Teaching Sty es Quest1oT1riire as also used in Study Two. A copy

of the instrument is included in Ap endix I, pp. 241-248.

9.



UMW; AND THOMAS TPAUHIJI wirbrimmunn

Tcaeher fiction] aate

[irltructionr:. 00.-h oC th followIng d,a11,,emomt:J, elrcio Hie numher

whIeh men;t . chmely expro:ines your entimale oC the extent h.) which the

-tatement 1:1 true olf your own classroom. If the statement, in ahoolutcly not

the canc, circle 1r tt is very minimally. true, choose "Z," If the

:Itatement wmeually describes our classroom, choose "3"; if It

absolutely tTue choose "4."

t-11 f-1
hp

0/1
-12,7

rti

1. Texts and materials are supplied in cla 0 sets so that 1

all children may have their own.

2. Each child haG a space for his personal storage and the
major part of the classroom LI organized for common uno.

). Materials arr kept out of the way until they are
distributed or used under my diroctien.

4. Many difierent activities go on simultaneously.

1. Children aro expected to do their own work without

getting help from-other children.

6. Mamlpulative materials aro supplied in great diversity

and range, with little replication.

?. The day is divided into large blocks of time within
which children, with my help, determine their own routine.

8. Children work individually and in small groups at

various activities.

1

1

1

1

. Books are supplied in diversity and profusion
including reference books, children's literature .

10. Children are not supposed to move about the room 1

without asking permission.

11. Desks are arranged so that every child can see the 1
blackboard or teacher from his desk*

12. The environment includes materials I have developed. 1

13. Common environmental materials arc provided. 1

14. Children may voluntarily use other areas of the 1
building and sohoolyard as part of their school time.

l5. Our program Includes use of the neighborhood. I

16. Children use "books" written by their classmates as 1
part of their reading and reference materials.

17. I prefer that children not talk when they are supposed I

to be working.

18. Children voluntarily group and regroup themselves. 1

19. The environment includes materials developed or 1

supplied by the children.

20. I plan and schedule the chdldien's activities
through the day.

21. I make sure children use materials only as instructed 1

22. I group children for lessons directed at gpecific needs. 1

23. Children work directly with manipulative materials. 1

Lft
al
1,0

p,
0 (i)

(

2 3 4

3 4

3

2 3

2 3 4

2

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

j 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4



r
C) C11

1-1-11-1

;q1,, rtcocr,rAblo (!hildrnn.

;,voliky)k! p,srp1:..0.111 ;k1;mospherL, oxpoc, L

t1,1111 k 11r;fi., 1, fli proa1ictIvG4 and Lo vo:DIG
Ir 10turn.1 rier,

1 11'..;),., uJ, r()011.t.t; Lc) hiletron 1,n rc)d(1-1nr,
nd

7. Childv(!n e'KpocIt me to correct nil LI'oi w:rk.

1 haso my Imtruction on each indivIdull child ana his

interaction w,tb mntorials 4nd oquinhchth

29. I 0:11.ro flhildT:en tests to find ollt Rihat they know,

30. The umotlovlI climato ir,3 warm nnd Accepting.

31. The work obild.,rn do Is divided :Into subject, matfor

1

1

1

1

1

)

9

2

;)

3

3

3

areas.

32. My lessow aimd assig 'nts arc giwn to the claso as
a whole.

33. To obtain dillghostic information, t observe the opecific
work or concern of a child closely an( AoX immediatc .
oxpor1ence-bo4ed queions.

hase my instruction on cuxriculum atides or the text
books for tho .-P,Mdc level I teach.

35. r keep neteo and write individual histories of each
child's ihtellectUal, emotional, and phnlical development.

36. I have ohilaren for just one year.,

17. The clas opratos within clear guidelines, made
explielt.

33. I take e,are of dealing with conflieta and d
behavior without involving-the group.

39. Child_ron's1 oktivities, products ana idea_
hu_dantly abollt the classroom.

40. I am in chare.

41. Before suggeuting any extension or redirection pf
activity, I Ow diagnost:c attention to the particular
child and hio particular activity.

42. The ohildrev spontaneously looR at ond dis-Juss each
other's work.

e reflected

43. I 110Q teUtS to evaluate children and rate them in
comparison to their peers.

44. I use tho aeE5istanee of someone in a mwortive advisory
capacity.

45. I try to keep all children within my,aght so. that I
can be sure they 4re doing what they aro aupposed to do.

46, I have holpfIll colleagues with whom I discuss teaching
ideas.

47. I keep a collection of each chil4 '4 work for use in
evaluating his development.

48. Evaluation movides information to guide my instruction
and provisioning tor the classroom.

49. Academic achievement is my top priority for thechildren. 1 2 3 4

50. Children are deeply involved in what they are doing
through the day,

1

4

4

4

4

4

2 3 4

3 4

1234
1234
1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 3 4

1234
1234

2

3

4

11-

2 3 4

1234
4

" '744 9

1 2 3



unommAvIum-anitriu 0,,Apo q V_1 q
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(11(i i ftrl r.) }1 0,1
f ) (i) : r ) cl -I' f i ;:.
'en :c ,-1 ,', LI U) (I 1 (I)

1. T .M1 v!ahri.fL; am rpp od :11 c!1,rfnc,,

ohIldr4.11 may hay!' 9101r OW~

ha:1 w:urmilit1 M)rri,,flp

h-frL (:lic.ir,ruum lu uhgn1.7(1 fnr hommoh

TIT: kept 01 11., of LhP way nut1I ihey tiTo
dIrJriimLi.d. or uro:q1 mhdor the Leacher's dii..eetion.

11. Many diffrent activities go on simultanoeUt-JY,

5, chil(iy(rn urn oxprly,qcd to do their own work without
hclp 4:7r,-)n othur children.

G. NahlrolAAINo arn supplied in groat divorilil7/

and. , lea t.lun

7. Day to dYvId.od into large hloeks of time within wi-Och
oni]dren,with the ton.(Ther's help,determine their own rout:inc.

Children work indivIdually and in small groups at

iw tiv.1 tinn.

Y. Flook; are cupplied In dive!rflLy and profusion

(Including reference, chIldron's literature).

10. Children are not sil)posod to move'about the room

without asking permission.

11. Desks aro arranged so that every child can ue the
1)30.6;110(3.rd or teac her from his desk.

12. Tho environment includes materials developed by the

Leacher.

13. Common environmental materials are provided,

14. Children may voluntaxily make use of other areas of the
building and ochoolyard as part of their school time.

5. The program includes use of the neighborhood.

16. Children Noe "hoOke written by their clnsamat a pa
of their reading and reference materials.

17. Teacher prefers that children not talk when they Ire

ppood to bo workinr.

18. Children voluntarily group and regroup thomselveo.

19. The environment includes materials developed or
supplied by the children.

20. Teacher plans and schedules the childre ctivitAes

throlJgh the day.

22. Teacher makes cure children use material5 only

1t7tructed.

22. Teacher groups chil en lessons directed at

speclrie needs.

3. Children work directly Nith manipulative materials.

24. Materials are readily accessible to childzen.

25. Teacher promotes a purposefnl atmosphere by expectAng
and enabling children to use time productively and to value

their work and learning.

1

1

it.

1.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

,?

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

13
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3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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1.1AL13ERC AAP THCMAS Oil A NG

Teacher
Seheol

her user -Lc:A rem
Dt ma th.

our ç1I

o
ti)

for ivadirw a

27s ChiLdren evect the teacher to eorrt ala their weric. a

rrea her bases her i nstructiem on 01 individual
and hi_ L nleraction with materials and eviipmemt,

29. Tuac or g Ayes children tests to find. out -what they know.
rhe emotional climate As varti and. acoepting.

31. r he vork children do is divided Into slibjcct ma
are as.

32. The teach lessc
ns as a who ae.

33. To 01)tain (Liagrostic information, the teacher closely
observes -the specific welt or concern of s child and. asks
irunedi ate , exp erience-based quest ions.

34 rreac her bases her irstx-actioli on cur-lictl-urn guides or
tex-t book s for the grade level she teache 4.

35. 'rose ter keeps notes and writes indivIdual histories of'
each 0 ntellectual, emotional-1 -and Ph3Tsloa1 develwra n

Te,:ich-er ha s childxen for a peziod of Just crie year,

1

and 5SUT11t s aZe given to the I

Th dass opera within clear (micieli nes, made
atr!it,

T'ahior F skes care of dealing 1th nf1icts and
diemrp tiA..e liayior without invol-ving the group*

39. Children' s activities products, and. ideas are
refaec tel abundantly abo-ut, the classroom.

0, rhe -teacher is in charge.
11.1, 11 efozo euegesting sav extenion er ri2oction of
activity, teacher gives diagnostic atthntori to the
par-tic tlita child and hie particular actiy.
4-2. 'Me child:ran spentareouly look at mot disc B each
oth work.

Lk). T ()Etc tor uses tests to valuate ohliLlen arid, rats them
in onvarlson -to their peers.
IPP, 'reactor uses the assistance of oemeere in a supportive ,
advisoxy capacity.

reac ter tries to keep all chilaren wl.thAn her sight so
thatshoezifl make aura they are doirg vha.1 ttiey are elYpp osed to do.

r cite Thor has helpful coIleasrues with *horn she discusses
aching.

7 Tame Thor keeps a colaem tion of e rild' s work fox
use in evaluating his development ,

reac tor views evaluati on as inforrnatl.ert to guide her
ns-truett on and provisioring for -the elasaroern,

4* Acactemth achievement is the -te.ahi' i top pior1ty
f or the e tildren.
50. C Iiilciren are de ply involved in what they are cloing

*Items probably rogyiring teacher interview,

fl

J.
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a

1

1

1

a
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11 TP1NG, FRAME Pe AND MOVP OnSERVATIO MLLE

ht top identifying i given: Teacher, School Date.

Thc

A . orna

21:12141-"

-hand side of the form la a grid wi m columns reprosen ing

with the teacher (individual smaal group, large group

and c m Inca 'lasses) and two groupings without the teacher (individual

;tat nrttll rxoup). The rows represent the firrt two minutes of each five

minute ohsurvation period. Operational definit ons of thesc six

,,rotT lrvr 1 ;ire:

IILIILLIELILE/IllaylElval includes any context in which the pupil receives
individual consideration (either cognitive or affective in content) when

he IL77 not ohviou.,ly a member of another functionim group. (When the

teachor Airects a question to one pupil during A class discussion, thir

will he Large Group since the context for the commcnts is the class.

Oquully, when the teacher fccusses attention on one pupil during a

small group lesson, this would be considered Small Groupagain
romemberin6 the contexi.)

WithleaoherISmall Group refers to 4 group composed of 2 to 6 pupils

working with the teacher. Small groups will be fuxther characterized as

Olcganflational (0) or Pupil Planning and ProhleM-solving (13). An

orgnuir4ationa1 group is largely Instructional in orientation with the
Leacher structuring the situation and generally assigndrg a task which
411 pupils at one table or in that one group will complete individually

with no major pupil consultation. It is likely that there will be

quontion-answrr zequencen with the teacher during the instructional
period and that there will he some pupil-pupil interaction during the
mbseouont individual pupil work on the teacher,act task. This teache

dominated instructional setting Is markedlY different from tho wiiall
groups characterized by pupil planning and problem-solving where the

teacher's role changes from instruction to guidance and where the pupils
;erect their own activity in aRy of several ways (1.e.0 pace, topic,
materials).

dosigna

to the entire class. This situation
discussion, Tucstion-answer sequence
tasks. Once the pupils are working

oups composed of from 13 pupils
ncludes for example, class
and teaehor instructions for pupil

dividually on an assignment given
to the Large group, the categorization changes to Without Teaeher
individual. With Teacher/large Group includes sessions when classes are
rearranged (team teaching), but one teacher still has the equivalent of

only ono register group. The 'comment' section wmild include a

reforenc to the regrouping.

3 0 0



iiti rrrhci/ci1nrd fllasr,cs refers to c-,r0
rmister r,roup. If_ more than one teacher
designate by 2T, 3T, and so on.

yltLut Teacherjlndivldual is used to s and
his own.

260.

than one
-ith the pt

the p '1 working on

gzog designates gros composed of 2 to 6 piils
worldng without active teacher participation. Again, '0' is used to
indlicate organizational groupings in which the teacher has set all
dimensions of the task. 'There may still be pupil-pupil interaction:
its function night be to clarify the task, to help a classmate with a
specific difficulty, or to socialize, 'P' is used_ to indicate graving
In which the pupils have planned and are executing, or are planning,
some phases of the activity.

Fxame work

Moving toward the right, a second grid is used to tick the

teacher framework which p °vides the pupils with opportunities for

clnoic e in Timing, Partners, Location, Content, Activity, or Materials.

Timing refers to the seven e, pace, and or duration of the activity.

Partners notes his selection of working corymnions; location refers to

p- I selecting where he will actually work, C- 'tent indicates that

IA pupil decides in which discipline he will work; he nay, for instance,

1,1101:le to begin with math rather than reading. Activity designates pupil

lection within the discipline specified by the teacher; for example,

hill may he allowed to de ide whether to read or write about his topic

whothor to paint a picture or build. a model, Materials is used to

rpresent the child's selection of media. It is likely that some of these

categories will occur together. Totally free choice is indicated by a

tick in each column.

After the grouping aryl framework grids comes a column to record

tte time at the beginning cf the 5-minute observation period and a

sxace to wr te co:merits to clarify or augment the data. Content

a:e indicated in the ilent space at the beginning of each activity

f activities,
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Movement

At the 'bottom of the form is a movement rating scale designed for

completion I -Inediately Tollowing the observation p_ iods. This allows

the cateorizatAon of pupil and teacher movemen along a 4-point

ale from 'no occurrence' through 'infreq nt' and 'moderate'

occurrence to 'frequent' occurrence. 'Infrequent arbitrarily set

as 2 a__ feer urrences: 'moderat ' as 3 or more occurrences; and

frequent' ndicative neral accepted classroom pattern.

There are five types of pupil movement. The first is movement

he teacher for any purpose from any location. The other fo

for the purpose of inte ction with classmates for provisioning.'

This movement may be limited to withinthe pupil's quadrant in his class,

to within the hase ar a classroom, ar may extend to elsewhere in the

-ut of the building, These five type, of movement may

under three conditions: umier teacher direction, with teacher

permission, ar at the pupil's discretion. Thus, there are 15 items

rating pupil movement.

Five items rate teacher movement, The te :hex may 1) remain

her desk, 2) remain in the front of the room, 3) move tO specific upils,

) circulate from table-to-table or group-to-group, or 5) mo

ivities outside the r

to



G DUPING, ORK, AND MOVEN T OBSVATION SC EDULE

Teacher School

E101 M0v-PmPlli 0

°Teacher Directions
to teacher
within quadrant
within room
within building
out of building

Teacher Permission:
to teacher
within quadrant
within room
within buildingnt of building

Pupil Discretion:
to teacher
vithin quadrant
within room
within building
out of building

CU

-g

a
a
a

3

3
3

a 3 4
2 3 4

a 2 3 4
a 2 3 4
a 2 3 4
a 2 3 4
a 2 3 4

a 2 3 4
a 2 3 4
a 2 3 4
2 2 3 4
1 2 3 14

Time Co

Date

-en

room
vidmal

cirollates tables/grouPs
supervdzion outside room

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4



LANGUAGE OBSER ATION SCHEDULE

Lions

Identifying information Including school, teachEr, date, pupil

nime, an& record some identifying characteristic of the chIld

observed are completua at the top of the form. The designation

oy/fOrl; 1/2' is also given to facilitate rotated 6bservation. The

micl&Je of the form is compris d of tuo identical grids each with three

eoluons representing: 1) Initiation -f verbal Interaction, 2) Continu-

ation, and 3) Comments. Grouping and subject area are indicated in the

margin. The comment section is reserved for as much of the vexbati

Lntexaction as it io possible to gather, primarily to illustrate the

flavour of the exchange. The progression down the rows of the grid

Indicates the E;equence of interactlon. At the conclusIon of each

hal sequence a short horizontal line extending into the margin is

dxawm, though generally it is easy to determine the length of the

exchange by noting the next initiation. To Indicate the end of the

three minute observation 'period, a double lirm is drawn across the

bottom of the row designating the last utterance.

Inside the grid, four types of information are recorded. First

the El? aker is designated as either Teacher, Target Pupil, or Classmate.

Second, verbal utterance is categorized as either Statenent0 kuestten,

aluation, Social (referrlrg to non-instructional conments) or Not

clearly heard (

Objective or Snbjec

thAs Is assumed and not marked. The subjective utterances are marked.

And fourth, the person or group toward whom the utterance is directed

is noted as Teacher, target individuai Classmate, the entire

Third, the utterance is fuxther categorized as

since mos+ classroom utterances are objective,

304



Small Gro

in each of t

or Large Gro

264.

a sequence of utterances is identical

e respects (e.g., Teacher Statements to a Large Croup),

instead of rep eating the notation in the next row, one dot is made in

the box beside the first notation for each subsequent identically

categorized. utterance. Dots can be tallied at any.later remembering

to add the initial notation to the dot count; notation plus nine dots

is equivalent to ten utterances. A word of caution: only one

utterance initiates the interaction, In the example of Teacher Statements

to a Large GroVO, if the teacher continues talking, the record switches

from the Initiation to the Continuation column with dots used from that

point on to indicate her continued speech. The initiation column

should have no dots!

At the bottom of the form are scoring grids to facilitate da a

analysis. There are three grids under Initiation and three under

Continuation; in ea h case one is for teacher data, one for target pupil

data, and the third is for the other classmates. The columns of all six

grids represent the categories Statement, question, valuation ial,

and Not clearly heard. The rows for the teacher grids represent the

objective utterances to the target pupil, to a small grew including the

target pupil to his classmates, to a large group, and the summed total

of objective utterances followed by identical rows for subjective

utteranc

The rows for the target pupil grids represent objective utterances

to the teacher, to a small group, to his classmates, to a large group,

and the summed total of objective utterances followed by identical rows

for subjective utterances. The rows for classmates are more numerous,

representing objective utterances to the teacher, to the target PLPil

3
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to a small group including the target pupil, to other classmates,

a largo group, and the summed total of objective utterances follo d

by identical rows for the subjective utter nces.

3 0 6
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UPIL INTETWIEW SCHEDULE

1 estrue tl on Use

267 .

The pupil interview is facilitated by a tranquil atmosphere away f

the distractions of the cla0 om the possible censorship of

11 tening class ates or teacher. Walking from the -lass area to this

haven, it 1- important to establish a cad -table rapport wIth the pupil

showing interest in him and the school and assuring him that the investi-

gator appreciates his cooperation, will re urn him shortly to his class_ -m,

and that the investigator has been ill be talking with other p,, us as

well. This adjustment periød continues until the child Is at ease enough

Lo begin responding to questions.

The interviewer elais his purpose and then progresses through the

schedule, recording each chi d's responses as he makes them and clarifying

them where necessary. Questions in the first part of the schedule follow

the format I e like work or more like play?" Comments given in

parentheses on the recordin form are either possible prompt, or reminders

that labels (e g., 'social studies' ) are not standard across schools. This

first section should, be introdu ed with the following explanation:

I've been visiting your class today, but 1 won't be able to see all

the different sorts of activities you do and I won't have time to

meet all the children. I'd appreciate it if you would answer some

questions fur me,

In some of the other schools I've visited, some of the pupils have

thought an activity more like work, others have thought it was

more like play, and eche have said they didn't have that activity in

their class. I would like to ask you about the same activities.
Could you tell me theny if you do them in your class, whether you

think they are more like work or more like Play?

Do you mind if I tape record what we're saying so I can listen back

thia evening if I miss something?

The second section (page two of the sohedul follows on directly fronv

the first.

The 'interview I tape recorded to allow for checking at a later tIme.
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PUPIL'S ERCEPTION OF SCHOOL (I VI Pupil

Work Play

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

268.

Teacher

(1.) painting School

listening to teacher read a story

(3.) maths

(4.) writing a story

(5.) caring for pets in schoo (feedJng & cleaning)

(6.) measuring

(7.) reading to tpacher)

(8.) money (plastic coins)

What do you do with money in your class?

(9.) writing in your tppi project booklet

(10.) recording weather

(11.) sewing (embroidery & knitting)

(12.) reading with other children

When do you read with other children?

(13.) model making

(14.) writing

(15.) reading (social studies) silently to yourself

(16.) English

What activities do you do in E_ lish?

(17.) doing suns

(18.) reading a story silently to yourself

(19.) (social studies)

(20.) learnt:1g to tell _ime

(21.) Are tests

Do you have tests? Which subjects?

(22.) art

(23.) growing platte in.school

(24.) reading

(25.) handwriting

(26 ) science

You said tha Why is it work?

You said that

meimess

309
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Yes <--> No Teacnur

3 4 .) When you're doing numbers School

will everyone else be doing numbe__
and when you're doing art will everyone else be dc a

) When your classmate doesn't know how to do som thing, is

It cheating lf you help him/her?

(3.) Do you choose where you want to sit.

(4.) Must children in your class ask permission b'ore they
leave their seat to get oomething they need?

(5.) Does _eacher) ever ask if you like someone se's story?

21. (6.) May children in your clas° talk quietly with the people

beside them?

I 3

1 3

1 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 3

1 2 3

1

1

1 3

1 2 3

1

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

1

1 2 3
hw

1 2 3

4

4

4

4 (10.) May pupils ask questions? to the teacher)

(11.) Do you ask questions?

(7. ) Do some pi1s do harder w- k than othe
you all do the same?)

(Or do

(8.) Do your classmates ever ask you if you like Their work?

(9.) Does (teacher) tell you who you must work wi

4

4 .2.) Must children in youx class ask permission before they

leave the room to go to the toilets?

4 13.) Do you ever work on yovr own-.

4 (14.) Do you ever work with a partner?

4 (15.) Do you ever work with a few classma

(16.) Do you ever have lessons that the whole elass does toget

Which ones?

4 (17.) Do you ever work in a big group with children from o her

-lasses added to yours?

(1f3.) When (teacher ) asks a question, does she/he niways know

4

4

4

4

4

the answer?

(19.) If you try, can you do the work at school?

0.) Do you ever ask your classmates questions wien you working':

Do you ever choose what activity you want to do?

Does teacher ever ask if you like someon lee's

e or model?

23.) Does teacher tell you when to do a partioUlar activ

4 May you choose how long you'd like to stay Working on

activity?

4 (25.) When teacher asks a question, is there only one right

answer?

4 (26.) Do you have grovp

(2?.) Is there a top group.

4 (28.) When you have groqps,
the groups?

4 (29.) For doing
gl most important?

4 (3A.) Pupils sometimes work on

VVi,h"a 'few cladmates, or with
do you do 1194 of the time?

does teacher deci

ell in school, is hard work or

Os in

d luck

Y?

1
their own, or wit a pariner, or

the whole cllIss together, which

310
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